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Wiffmington's Grride To The Bible
. . . a comprehensive Bible Resource Centet
for only $29.95
Wil lmington 's  Guide To The Bib le is
a complete Bib le resource center  in
one handy volume. l t  is  a t reasury of
Bib le knowledge,  researched and
comp i l ed  by  D r .  H .  L .  W i l lm ing ton
who over  the years,  has presented i t
to  over  10,000 students of  the Bib le.
Now th is  valuable resource is
avai lable for  use in  your  home. Wi l l -
mington's Guide To The Bible is a
comprehensive $ '1 ,000 Bib le s tudy
cou rse  condensed  f rom the  o r i g i na l
15  vo lumes ,  i n to  one  p rac t i ca l - s i zed
book. Willmington's Guide To The
Bib le is  wr i t ten in  layman's lan-
guage,  making i t  easy to read and
unde rs tand .  l t ' s  t he  f i r s t  book  you
w i l l  t u rn  t o  i n  p repa r i ng  Sunday
schoo l  l essons  o r  pe rsona l  B ib le
s tud ies .  250  spec ia l l y  des igned  i l l us -
t ra t i ons  make  the  B ib le  " come  a l i ve "
fo r  ch i l d ren  and  adu l t s  a l i ke .
Pastors,  Sunday school  teachers,
h igh  schoo l  and  co l l ege  g roups ,  and
B ib le  l ove rs  eve rywhere ,  w i l l f i nd  t h i s
book  to  be  a  comp le te ,  au tho r i t a t i ve
and  dependab le  B ib le  s tudy  compan-
ion .  l t  answers  so  many  ques t i ons
and  i s  used  so  many  ways ,  you  w i l l
f i nd  i t  t o  be  one  o f  you r  mos t  va lu -
able reference works.
Willmington's Guide To The Bible
cove rs  t he  B ib le  ch rono log i ca l l y ,
t heo log i ca l l y ,  t op i ca l l y  and  h i s to r i -
ca l l y ,  t o  g i ve  you  the  i n fo rma t i on  you
need to know.
Willmington's Guide To The Eible is
really eight Bible relerence volumes
in one:
1 .  B ib le  Commen ta ry
2.  Topical  Dict ionary
3.  Archaeological  Handbook
4.  Old Testament  / New Testa-
ment  Cross Reference Guide
5 .  Theo log i ca l  Manua l
6 .  l l l us t ra ted  B ib le  Encyc loped ia
7 .  B ib le  Fac t -F inde r
8.  Historv of  lsrael  Textbook
Look at what Christian leaders are
saying after reading Willmington's
Guide To The Bible:
"Never before has so much been
ava i l ab le  i n  one  vo lume .  Busy  pas -
tors,  Sunday school  teachers and
s tuden ts  w i l l  be  he lped  and  cha l -
l enged  i n  t he i r  s tudy  o f  t he  Sc r i p -
tures by the use of  th is  source book."
Donald K. Campbell, Academic
Dean, Professor of Bible Exposition,
Da II as T h eolog ica I Se m i n a ry
"This is  no average book.  Every pas-
tor ,  Sunday school  teacher,  Chr is t ian
educat ion d i rector ,  youth leader and
home B ib le  s tudy  g roup  w i l l  f i nd  i n
th i s  book  a  comp le te ,  comprehen -
s i ve  and  conc i se  summary  o f  t he
con ten ts  o f  t he  B ib le . "
Lehman Strauss
Evanoelist and Author
DR.  H.  L .  WILLMINGTON is  a  g raduate  o f
Moody B ib le  Ins t i tu te  and Cu lver -S tock-
ton  Co l lege in  Canton ,  Missour i ,  and la te r
attended the Dallas Theological Semi-
nary  and Ash land (Oh io)  Theo log ica l  Sem-
inary .  He ho lds  the  Doc io r  o f  M in is t ry
degree f rom Tr in i ty  Evange l ica l  D iv in i ty
Schoo l  in  Deer f ie ld ,  l l l i no is .
Owning Wilmington's Guide To The
Bib le  i s  l i ke  hav ing  a  B ib le  scho la r  in
your own home, giving you advice,
wisdom and counsel concerning the
Bible. Hardback, $29.95
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.D".h vear. it seems someone re-
"invents" the study Bible. But for
serious Bible students, nothing com-
pares to "the original"-the Thomp-
son Chain-Reference Bible.
The numer ica l l y -based Cha in-
Reference system is the key to its im-
mense popularity. It's so simple even
a child can use it, yet so complete the
most advanced biblical scholar will
benefit.
Today's Thompson Chain-Refer-
ence Bible gives you nearly twice as
many real practical helps as any
other Bible. And bv the use of the
remarkable general index of over
7,000 topics and names, you can find
information from 100,000 references
as quickly and easi ly as 1, 2,3.
Perhaps that 's why one pastor
wrote, "l feel it is by far the most
helpful volume of the nineteen hun-
dred I now possess."
Available in hardcover and genuine leather
bindings; red letter, standard, and large print
editions. At your bookseller, from$22.95.
B.B. KIRKBRIDE BIBLE COMPANY, INC.
P.O. BOX 606 / INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46206
For Years, Therets On[y Been One
Thompson Chain,Reference' Bible.
A n o t h e r  c o m m e n t e d ,  " O n e
wonders how so much can be com-
pressed into such a small space. It is a
marvel of condensation, "
lf you love the Vord, you'll love the
Thompson Chain-Reference Bible.
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EDITORS'NOTE
t is always much simpler (and safer) to ignore con-
troversial matters that need to be examined by church
leaders today. But they are too important to be
neglected. These are the questions which fill our newspapers.
They are the crucial questions people are really asking. "To
ignore them," writes John Stott, in his new book, Berween
Two Worlds, "we perpetuate the disastrous separation of the
sacred from the secular (implying that these are distinct
spheres and that God is concerned only for the one and not
for the other); we divorce Christian faith from Christian l ife;
we encourage a pietistic withdrawal from the real world; we
justify Marx's well-known crit icism that religion is an opiate
status quo; and we confirm non-Christians in their suspicion
that Christianity is irrelevant" (p.162).
ln this issue Jerry Falwell comments on capital punish-
ment. Philosopher David Beck analyzes secular humanism
and its threat to Christianity from a philosophical stand-
point. Pastor David Jeremiah raises the controversial ques'
tion: "ls war ever in the wil l of God?"
In Soap Box, Janet O'Rear rebuts the issue of Christian
Feminism. Professors Farstad, Dobson, and Hindson examine
the King James Version controversy and Pastor Bob Allen
asks, "Must a Fundamentalist Fight?" Our featured interview
this month is with B.R. Lakin, the venerable old "warhorse"
evangelist. Thunder in the Pulpit features Bob Jones Sr.,
delivering his sermon "Do Right Though the Stars Fail."
FundcEnentalist Jounol is published monthly, ll issues per yeor, by Old-
Time Gospel Hour Inc. Postage js poid ot Lynch.btug. Virginio, ond oddi-
Uonql mqiling offices, Address oil correspondence to Fundcmrentqlist
Jorunal, Lynchbug, Vilginio 24514.
Ccmqdicm Office, Box 5O5. Richmond HiL Ontorio uC 4y8.
Advertising, Sqm Pate Assoclates Inc.. P.O. Box 4315, Lynchburg, Virginio
'Aso2 (8O4) 2i7-29O3.
Sulrscription 514,95 o yeor in U,S,, Outside U,S. odd S3,OO postoge prepoid
U,S. cufiency. Sl.5O per issue,
Chqnge ol Address, \ Ihen ordering o chonge ol oddress, pleose rehnn
yolu old moillrlg lobel olong with lhe new qddress. Allow lour weeks lor q
chqnge,
Submissions, Mcnuscripts sr.bmitted to Fundcmrentqlist Jorunql should
be occomponied by sell-oddressed envelopes ond rehrrn postoge,
Publjsher qssurnes no responsibility lor retLun 01 unsolicited mcrtedol,
Monuscdpts unoccompqrued by reh-un postoge will not be rehnned to
sender,
All mcrteriol in this issue is su-bject to U,S, ond inlemciionol copyrlght lcrws.
Permission to reproduce mcry be obtoined by writing to Fundcmentalist
Journal.
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For Your Inlormotion
I hove received my copy oI your
new mogozine, the F\rndcrnentqlist
Joumql qnd Ithonkyou very much.
It looks like o very irrlormcrtive
publicotion, ond it is certoirrly well
done.
My Iomily ond I cre especiolly
grctified thcrt you hcrve included my
husbond in your list ol twelve
Ieoding Fundcrnentqlists of this cen-
hrry who qre no longer living here
ctrnong us. He wcrs certcrinly q Fun-
domentqlist from heod to toe - ond
wcs glod to be counted so. And he
"being deqd, yet speoketh" os
dogrmaticolly cnrd uncompromising-
ly os when he wcs with us, through
his recorded ond printed messoges.
Thqnk you sincerely lor the honor
you hcrve bestowed upon him ond
upon us It is our proyer thqt this new
ptrlolication will be well received
qnd thot through it our Lord will be
glorified.
Mrs, Oliver B. Greene
Greenville. S.C.
Thonks so very much for the
premiere issue ol your beoutiful new
mogozinel PublisNng is one ol the
cseqs where we leel we cctn speok
with some cuthong. You ond your
crecrtive personnel hcrve done on
outstonding job in your lirst issue.
Congrrchrlcrtions, with oll glory to the
Lord Jesus Chist.
I om shoring my copy with our
Editoriol sloff, qs well crs with some ol
the business triends ond the people
thot we mix with here in Colorodo
Springs, ond qll ol the comments
hcrve been unonimous.
We wish you God's sigrnol bless-
ings in the months oheod with the
plonning ond publiccrtion of it, os it
will be q temendous service to the
Lord's people.
John T. Bqss
Executive Vice President
Christiqn Booksellers Assn.
Denver, Colo.
I jtst finished reoding your crticle
deoling with the weoker brother
issue, qnd cont express to you the
comtort I received in observing how
closely we qgree. It's kind of nice to
know you're not olone! Whot is
cnnozing to me, is the wcry you ond I
contoke the Word ol God ond come
to the some conclusions even
though we qre 3,OOO miles crport
ond hcrve never discussed the issues
previously...we serve qn incredible
God.
You hcrve been oble to lcry your
finger on the cutting edge ol the prob
lem. Most ol us hcrve not yet come
to the point ol reolly mokeng the
Scripfures olone, the "bottom line" ol
our lifestyle.lt is especiolly dilficult lor
q minister to su-bject Ns mnd to the
Scriphrre, ond not vice verso. Until
we come to the point ol ollowing
Scriph:re to hold full swoy over our
tlodition qnd ministeriol peer
pressure, confusion ond conllict will
be the watermqrk ol fundomen-
tolism.
Unlortunotely, we toke thot
English word "offend" ond im-
mediotely ottoch the thoughts ol "u-
ritate," "provoke," "qnnoy," "cdfront,"
etc. to the meoning oi the text. I hcrve
olwcrys believed o ccueful shrdy of
the word "offend" Ieods us to o com-
pletely dilferent understonding.
Pcrul's tsoge wos in reference to
destroyrng the loith ol o boby Chris-
tiqn. Most of us would hoppily set
oside our own preference il we reol-
ly knew it wqs going to destroy
someone's lqith. I'm convinced most
of these we lobel "weoker brothers"
reolly donl quolify. They cne not
weoker (i.e. young, novice believers)
brothen at oll .,they ctre "conten-
tious" brothers; indeed, some hove
the "gift ol discord,"
There is not orrly q distinct drl-
Ierence between o weoker brother
ond o contentious one, but olso dil-
Iering instruction os to how we
should deql with them. A simple
perusol ol ony concordonce wou.ld
be higily irshuctive.
Joe Buonqssissi. Pqstor
Costo Meso, Cqlil.
Dr, Dollols onologry "We cne the
only ormy I know which shoots its
own wounded," is fqllocious. Fun-
dqmentql ists don' t  shoot thei l
wounded, they shoot the troitors ond
the deserters just like ony other ormy
in the world
Our ormy hos the odvontoge ot
hoving o perfect set ol rules to go by(the Word of God) ond hos the dil
ficulty ot requiring perfection(holiness ond seporotion) of its
soldiers. lllhen sin mcns the soldie/s
eflectiveness, oll ol us would ogrree
thqt he should lecrve the bcrttlefield
until repentonce ond restorotion
hcrve mode him fit to serve effective-
ly. (Ihis is putting our wounded in the
hospitol, il you must use Dl. Dollq/s
onologry.) When violotion ol the
sepcncrtion stondords ol the Word oI
God lind o mon oiding ond obetting
the enemy, then he is q trqitor or q
deserter qnd he deserves to be shot,
I will olso be most interested to see
iI you ochieve your "forum" with
your journol. Will you reolly print
both sides ot issues or wjll your jour-
nol become o promotionol rog lor
your side of the controversy?
Deon A. Goddcnd. Postor
Bethony Boptist Church
Ccryce, S.C,
Yesterdoy I received o copy ol
your new mogozine, Let me tell you
thot mogozine is superb. I enjoyed
every orticle. I lound inlormcrtion,
motivqtion, irstruction, ond blessing
qs I reod. I mqiled in rny sLr-bscription
ond I look lorword to ersuing issues,
The mogozine mokes me op-
preciote my responsibility os o tue
Fundqmenlqlst.
Thqnks lor your strong leodership,
Your inlluence is needed in this no-
tion ond I om hoppy thot you hcrve
been used to rolly oll ol us together
under the F'undcrnentolist bonner.
Ron Brshop
Terrnessee Temple Uruvelsity
Chottonoogto, Tenn.
FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAI
I would like to express my qp-
precicrtion lor the quolrty ond integrri-
ty ol your new mogozrne, Hrn-
dcmrentqlist Joumql. It is o brecrth oI
Iresh oir in the oreo ol editoriol con-
tent in Christicu'r publicqtion, reflect-
ing o degrree of excellence seldom
seen in the mqss of Christicrr medio
in the mqrket ploce. I highly com-
mend you lor the introduction ol
your joumol to the body ot Ctuist.
I wonld qlso ond loremost like to
express my oppreciotion on beholl
of the Interncrtionql Christiqn Em-
bossy, Jensolem lor the outstonding
orticle by Mr. John S, FeirrJcerg en-
titled "Why Ctuistiors Should Sup-
port Isroel." I cqnnot help but believe
thot God's blessing will be upon your
work, qs you hcrve chosen to honor
Isrqel, the "opple ol His eye" in your
premiere and introductory issue ol
the t\rndcmentqlist Joumql. We
ore truly living in the dcry when we
ore seeing the literol lullillment ol
God's promise - "l will bless those
thqt bless thee..." Genesis I2,3.
Jim Jqckson
Executive Director
United Stoles Christion Embossv,
Isroel
On poge six of your premiere
issue you stcrted "We must extend
our vision to evongelize the world in
our liletime, We must stop being so
nego[ve qnd criticql ol everyone
who is trying to reqch people with
the gospel," I ognee. It tollows, then,
thot I must toke issue with your com-
ments on poge 62 ol the some edi
tion under the heoding, "Jimmy
Allen Edits Bush's Comments On
New Right In SBC Speciol,"
I wos present in New Orleqns
when Vice-hesident George Bushqddressed the Southern Boptist Con-
vention Posto/s Corrlerence. I olso
viewed the television speciol pro-
duced from the evening's session by
the SBC Rodio ond Televrsion Com.
mission, heoded by JimmyAllen.lt is
true thot Mr. Bush's remqrks were not
included in the speciol, However, iet
me remind you whot wos,
The telecost included inspiring
music, heort-wqrming tesilmony ot
God's saving groce, qnd q powerful
messoge by Billy Grqhom from John
3J6, It included crr crppeol to respond
to the gospel, os hundreds did thqt
night in the Superdome. It wos
plonned - from stqrt to linish - to
confront the viewer with the clcrims
ol Jesus Cfuist cnd His glorious
gospel ol sqlvqtion. Its purpose wos
evongelistic, not politicol.
Your suggestion thcrt Jimmy Allen
"edited" the Vice-President's com-
ments does o gneot dissenrice to q
worm-heqrted, evongelistic, qnd
crecrtive Boptist leoder, Your closing
comment obout his support of Jimmy
Corter in I98O is on crttempt to im-
pugn his motives cnd oppeors to me
to be o "cheop shot' towcnd one
who is trying to reqch people with
the gospel. Hod the politicol speoker
thot evening been Ronold Reogon
Jimmy Cqrter, Jeny Folwell or Pope
John Poul Il he would responsrJcly
hcrve been "edited out' to ollow
more time for the presentotion of the
gospel,
It oppeors lrom your orticle thot
you would hcrve prelened lor Jimmy
Allen to cut bock on the gospel in
order to insert o bit ol politicol
rhetoric thqt coincides with your
pNlosophy. Personclly,l om glod to
hcrve o mon producing our Southern
Boptist television speciols who is
more concerned with o gospel
messoge thcnr o politicol speech, We
would qll do well to leqrn lrom him,
Tim Reddin
Borcelono Rood Boptist Chulch
Hot Springs Villoge, Ark.
Yotu new mogczine is obsolutely
stor[ing. I believe it wi]l send q shock
wcrve through the whole CMstion
community. I believe the mogozine
will be o grrecrt success. I1 you will
send me some registrotion forms, I
will push it in our congregction,lMhy
don't you moke the deol to my
church lor the two-yeor subscription
tor $14.95, I think I con get o lot ol
subscriptions, ond I would like my
people to reod cr high-closs
mogozine like this.
Trumon DoIIqr. Postor
Korsos City Boptist Temple
Kcrsos City, Mo.
I do not believe, os Dollor stcrtes,
thot qU one hqs to do is believe the
"five tundqmentqls" to be q F\rn-
domentolist. Mony Ccrtholics believe
the "[ve fundcrnentqls." And Dollcn
stqtes, "There hos been virh:olly no
disogneement omong conservcrtive
scholqrs thqt these ore the doctrines
held by oll Fundqmentqlists." Maybe
not omong so-colled lundqmentol
Baptist postors. Most Bcrptst postors
who cne Rrndqmentqlists, believe
lhese "five fundqmentols" need to
be delined dght to mqke one o tue
Fundcrnentqlist. The Devil himsetl
believes the "five fundomentqls"l
Ed Hindson's orticle on inenoncy
Iqils to even consider the true debqte
rognng in fundcrnentol circles obout
the issue of "Whch"Scliphrre is the
Word ol God. He just igrnores this con-
t roversy ,  qnd no  in lo rming
mogozine ccsn do tNs. The inerroncy
debote in the Southern Boptist Con-
vention is not the sctrne one omong
the Fundomentolists, We do need
some clcnificcrtion, The bockpoge ot
your mogozine corries qn odvertise-
ment thot the New King Jcnnes is
gneoter thon ony other Bible. Yet the
Bible in the pews is the King Jcrnes
Version, You need lo moke some
clcrificcrtions. I leel.
Mqrk S. Hodges, Poslor
Thomosville, N.C,
Thonk you for sending me q copy
ol the premiere issue oI the Fun-
dcmrentqlist Joumal. I hqve reod
some ot it in detoil ond perused it oll
with reol interest, However, in qll
loirness i felt I ought to express my
surprise ond disoppointment of two
things in the poper. One is cu-r qrticle
ond the other o personolity,
l. I wcrs surprised ond discrp-
pointed qt the "weqk soup" ond
"milk ond cidel' report on the
Sou{ [e ln  Bopt is t  Convent ion
meeting in New Orleons. II o person
hqd not known better he could eosi
Iy conclude lrom the orticle in The
Joumcl.thot there is reolly notilng
bod going on in the SouthernBoptist
Convention. I higNy recommend Dr.
Wolter Hondlord's report on the Con-
venlion in the Sword ol the Lord ond
Dr. Robert Sumne/s report in the
Biblicql Evcngelist. My honest opin.
ion is thqt the report in the t\rn-
damentqlist Joumcl is not worthy to
qppeqr in the kind ol pcrper thcrt
honest Fundomentolists would ex-
pect from Jerry Fqlwell.
2. I wqs olso surprrsed and disop-
pointed crt one ol the men oppeor-
ing on the front cover of the
mogozine with oll the other gionts ol
Fundomentolism qnd Evongelism. I
qssulne thot Dr. L S, Choler is Dr
Lewis Sperry Choler. If so, he wos on
enemy ol those other men in the
motter ol revivol ond soulwinning.
He wrote qt leost one book strongly
ottocking lorge scole revivols ond
soulwinning preoching even coll-
ing some of these men by nome
whose pictues crppeor on the fiont
cover, He opposed the giving ol o
public invrtotion for sinners to occept
Ctuist qlter the preoching of the
Gospel qnd the Word of God. It he
ever renounced the bod book
belore his deoth I qm not crwcre ol it.
Alfred O. Thornton
Assistont Pqstor
Victory Boptist Church
Eusts, Flq.
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Capital Punishmenr for capital Grimes
he recent execution of con-
v i c t e d  m u r d e r c r  F r a r - r k
Coppola u'as val iantly sup-
por ted  by  V i rg in ia 's  Governor ,  Char les
Robb. Thc govcrnor deserves our
highcst accolade fcrr a couragcous stand
on lr controvclsial issue. Thc rencrvccl
u' i l l ingness of many st i l tcs to enforce
thc  dca th  pcna l ty  fo r  cap i ta l  c r imcs  has
touchcd o f f  b i t t c r  oppos i t ion  by  a
nurnbcr  o f  l ibc ra l  c lc rgyme n .  They  ca l l
such pcna l ty  "barbar ic "  l inc l  "unchr is -
t ia r . r . "  Yc t  thc  B ib lc  c lear ly  rcachcs
t 'ap i ta l  punrshn- rcn t  f r r r  capr ta l  c r i rncs ,
to f irotect thc intr insic valuc of a per-
son's r ight to l i fe.
I r r  thc  O lc l  Tcs tarncnt ,  ( )od  in -
o define fundamentalism is somethins l ike
defining "\i l /har is man?" Ir is not diff icult to
portray a specific Fundamentalist, but to catch the
soul of fundamentalism, so thar what you define describes a1l
Fundamentalists, challenges the mind. Onc can list some of
the things Fundamcntalists believe, but that is more the out-
rvard expression of fundamentalism, not the soul.
We must distingulsh between fundamentalism as an
adherence ro biblical orthodoxy and fundamentalism as an
organized movement, militant and aggressive in its {ight
against the encroachments of a l iberal, modernistic approach
to Scripture and truth.
Bill Dowell, Jr., is a speech and theologl pro-
fessor and chairman of General Studies o;tBaptist
Bible CoIIege, Springfield, Missoarl, wlrcre he is
also co-pastor of BaptistTemple.
structed the postdi luvian civi l izat ion of
Noah 's  day :  "Whoso sheddeth  man 's
b lood,  by  man sha l l  h is  b lood bc  shed:
for ir-r t l -re image of God madc he man"
(Gcn. 9:6). Murder, thcrefore , is vier ' , 'cd
as : i  capital cr imc rvorthy of capital
pun ishment .  I t  i s  to  be  pun ished by
clcath bccar-rsc of the sancti ty of human
Iifc rvhich cxists in t tre " image of Cod."
Further, thc Mosaic Law dcmar-rded the
dcath pe r-ralty for scveral offcnces
u' i thir-r thc covenant communiry of
i s r a e l  ( E x o d .  2 l : 1 2 ;  L c v .  2 0 : 1 0 ;  D c u t .
17 :2 -7) .
]n the Ncrv Tcstirmcnt, Jesus ac-
r t 1 r t 1 ' l  1 l r . '  r ' r l i J r t v , ' f  r l r t .  J c a r h  l . c n r l r y
in t l ' rc casc of thc rvoman takcn in
adultery and ordered the Pharisees to
PIPEPflCTIVT
The New Fundamentalism
by BilI Dawell, Jr.
Biblical orthocloxy goes back to apostolic t imes, From col-
onial days until about the time of the Civil \?ar, America re-
mained solidly orthodox. Practically all denominations and
Bible schools held firmly to those docrrines espoused today by
Fundamentalists until after the .illar Between the States. Such
beliefs flow narurally and inevitably from the Bible when read
and interpreted in a literal (historical-grammatical) sense.
Dur ing the la t rer  parr  of  rhe 1800's and ear ly  1900's,  cer-
tain European thought forms began to make their way to
America. This new way of tliinking dated back ro the time of
the German philosophers lmmanuel Kant (1724-1804) and
Georg Wilhelm Frledrich Hegel (1770-1831). Up to their rime,
truth rvas generally vicwed as "something that could be
known." Truth was truth and its opposite was clearly false.
Men did not agree on the definition of truth, but they be-
lieved it could be known. Hegel developed a new way of
thinking. Ultimately many came to believe rhar absolute
t rurh could not  be known. The concept  of  r rurh became
relative. Truth ceased to be truth and its counterpart error,
rU N DAMENTAIIST IOURNAT
s tone her  (John B:1-11) .  When they
refused, He pardoned her. He also
acknowledged (Matt.  5:21) that those
who had committed murder were in
danger of the judgment (capital punish-
m( 'n t ) .  Tn  sn i re  o f  H is  own exccut ion
between two thieves, Christ never
spoke against capital punishment as a
social evi l .  In Paul 's E.pist lc to the
Romans (13 :1-7) ,  the  apos t le  rea f f i rmed
* L . ,  ^ - ; - - ; ^ l -  . L ^ .  L , , -r l r u  p l l l l \  l p l t r  r i l i r r  i l u i l l a n  g O V L ' f  n m e n t
is ordained of God and has the r ight to
" h e a r  t h , . s r v o r d "  r o  r r r r n i : h  e v i [ .
The Administration of Justice
Thc r ight of human beings to
govern one anothcr is a God-givcn
mandatc and that mandate includes
r a p i t a )  p u n i s h m c n t .  H o w e v e r ,  t  h e  p r i r r -
ciple of just ice is equally e mphasized in
Scr ip tu re  (Gen.  18 :19 ;  Prov .  8 :15 ;  Co l .
4 : I ) .  The misuse o{  governmcnta l
power also is clearly condcmned (Prov.
16 :  10-1  5 ;  72 :22 ,7 .3 ) .  Unfor tunate ly ,  the
rccord of church history is f i l led with
gross misuses of such power. Paul
himself was executed by Nero, whose
right to govern was defended by Paul.
The Roman Empire executed some of
the greatest Christ ians who ever l ived,
including the apostle Peter. In the Mid-
dlc Ages, the improper mixture of civi l
and ecclesiast ical power led to the un-
just persecution and execution of saints
and sinners al ike. Godly bel ievers and
notorious heretics were both dealt with
cruel ly.
There is no excuse for thc Christ ian
to  usc  governmenta l  aurhor i ty  to
persecutc unbelievers, anymore than i t
i s  fa i r  fo r  ser 'u la r is ts  to  usc  the  govern-
ment to persecute bel ievers. But misuse
of the power of government does not
inval idate the legit imacy of thc conccpt
of government. Nor docs the misuse of
cap i ta l  pun ishmer- r t  inva l ida te  i t s
proper usage.
A Proper View of Human Life
That thc Bible defends capital
pun ishmcnt  i s  obv ious .  The rea l  ques-
t icrn is not u,hetlvr God has authorized
the death penalty, but q.uhen and cuhy.
T h e  a d m i n i s t r a r i o n  o f  j u s r i c e  b y
human authorit ies is God's answer to
the sinful oppression of anarchy. The
greatest benefi t  of capital punishment is
the  guarantee  to  soc ie ry  rha t  l i fe  i s
sacred. A low view of human l i fe wil l
always lead to the reject ion of the death
penalty.
The standard of just ice which
demands capital punishment cannot be
used to deny what that standard
demands. Thcre is a basic i l logic to cal l
capital punishment inhuman. The in-
humanity was the crlme which cal led
for capital consequences. The inhuman
act was performed by the murderer, not
by the state executing capital punish,
ment. Capital punishment emphasizes
the highest possible regard for human
li fc. Man is so valuable and signif icant
that anyonc who denies his basic r ight
to l i fe must face the consequence of los-
ing his own l i fe .  The worth of the in-
dividual is so grcat that the highest
pcnalty is reserved to those who would
take the l i fc of anothe.. n
a "fallible Bible through which God's trurh came," a channel
through which God spoke to men, rather than the very Word
of God that communicates a once-for-all message to
mank ind .
Fundamentalism cannot accept such a way of thinking
when applied to the Bible. When liberal theology, built upon
that thought system, began to entrench itself in America,
strong opposition to it arose. An intense theological battle
waged between the modernists and Fundamentalists in the
early 1900's, Unfortunately, the Fundamentalists lost control
of denominational leadership, though both sides had some
brilliant minds supporting their views. After the liberals
gained influence in America, the education received at col-
leges and seminaries became increasingly liberal and
humanistic. Fundamentalists for a time rejected such educa-
tion and many became suspect of education in general. Too
many young Christians were corrupted and ruined by an
education that changed their beliefs. Their education under.
mined confidence in the authority of Scripture as absolute
truth. If that is what education does, thought many Fun-
damentalists, then education is evil. A type of anti-
intellectualism crept over a large segment of fundamentalism.
The idea developed that, "I'd rather be ignorant and know
God than to be an educated infidel and spend eternity in
hell." Because Fundamentalists were zealous, dogmatic, and
totally dedicated to the absolute truth of God's Word, masses
of lower-class working people were attracted to their fiery,
hearrfelt, revivalistic preaching. Fundamental churches grew
phenomenally, but primarily of the lower-class, less-educated,
poor, common people. Fundamentalism began ro be equated
but rather became a mere "thesis" or tentative assertion of
what appeared at a given moment to be truth. Its opposite
was no longer error, but an "antithesis" of two opposites, into
a kind of nebulous truth.
Much like a rod submerged in warer appears to move as
viewed from different positions or with the movement of the
water, so truth is elusive, Hegel believed. ln the same way rhat
the exact position of the rod at the bottom of the body of
water could not be determined visually without considering
a1l of its apparent movements, so in the search for truth one
must accept all beliefs as some form of relative rrurh. No one
position is absolutely true. Truth, therefore, can only be
sought by a synthesis of opposing statements, no matter how
radically they might differ. But even the synrhesis was not ab-
solute truth, for it too lent itself ro an opposing position to be
included in the eternal quest for truth. Thus they concluded
that truth no longer could be found in the absolute pro-
nouncements of Scripture, but rather in an unending search
for a synthesis that blended the divergenr views and con-
t radic t ions of  l imi t less opposing bel ie fs .
Obviously, this approach to rrurh led to tolerance of wide-
ly different religious beliefs, even non-Christian religions. The
approach, by its very nature, was not dogmatic and couid not
be. Those who accepted it were ever seeking truth, but never
able to come to the knowledge of truth. Since truth was
relative, they believed, ir was impossible to know absolute
truth. They relegated the Bible to rhe caregory of relative
truth. \(hen people considered the Bible, it lost true meaning
because of the method of interpretation, ailegoricaliy,
mythologically, or merely a parh ro truth. Karl Barth spoke of
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with ignorance. For this reason the liberals largely ignored
the Fundamentalists. Most Fundamentalist preachers were
poorly equipped intellectually to confront effectively the
theological errors of liberal scholars. The best the fundamen-
tal preachers could do was to resort to satire, bit ing sarcasm,
name-calling, and tearing down "straw men." These
preachers were often inaccurate in their information and
sometimes unfair in their assessments. Liberal scholars con-
sidered Fundamentalists to be anachronistic relics of the past,
unworthy of serious attention. Fundamentalists were ig-
norant; therefore, what they stood for was unsound and
could not be reconciled with an intelligent, enlightened
mind.
All this is changing today. Many bright minds, well
educated and fully equipped intellectually, stand ready to
engage in vigorous battle with the liberals on their ou'n
ground, The Fundamentalists have their own schools, col-
leges, publishing houses, radio and television stations, The
voice of fundamentalism is making an impact, attacking the
underpinnings of l iberal theology. Fundamentalism is being
re-established as a viable alternative to l iberal theology in the
intellectual community. The liberals can no longer ignore the
Fundamentalists.
Vhat is fundamentalism? It is a way of thinking that
espouses the fact that "God is and God has spoken." He has
spoken to us by the prophets, by Jesus Christ, and by the
apostles, as accurately recorded and preserved in the Bible.
The Bible's absolute, universal truth is equally true for all
men, unchangeable truth for all generations. The Bible
reveals truth, and does not conceal it in some mystical,
allegorical presentation. God said what He meant and meant
what He said. We can know the truth by reading the Bible in
the same way we read an encyclopedia or any historical book.
The Bible is to be understood iiterally, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
This is the soul of fundamentalism. The difference be-
tween a l iberal and a Fundamentalist is in their approach to
ruth. The liberal says, "Truth is relative and obscure." The
Fundamentalist says, "Truth is absolute and clearly
presented in the Bible." Despite the numerous factions that
may exist among the ranks of Fundamentalists, all Fun-
damentalists olidly unite in believing God's Word to be in-
fallible and inerrant. All Fundamentalists interpret the Bible
literally. We agree on the virgin birth, the deity of Christ, the
blood atonement, the physical resurrection and return of
Christ, and other major doctrines. To believe anything else is
impossible if one believes the Bible and interprets it l i teralln
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U s i n g  t h e  B o o k  o f  R o m a n s  a s  h i s  b a s i s .
D r .  B a r n h o u s e  i s  r e v e a l e d  a s  a  m a s t e r
e x e g e t e  o f  t h e  S c r i p t u r e s ,  p r o v i d i n g  a
w e a l t h  o f  m a t e r i a l  f o r  t h e  m i n i s t e r  a n d
s t u d e n t .  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r
SIX VOLUMES -  Th is  c lass ic
commentary has been acclaimed
for combining thorough scholar-
ship with teaching skil l  & insight.
(These volumes provide a verse
by vsrse commontary on the Eng-
lish Text, stressing those meaning-
ful and pictorial suggestions
which  are  o f ten  imp l ic i t  in  the
original significance of the words
but  a re  los t  in  t rans la t ion-
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FOUR VOLUMES L IBRARY BOUND
Covers histor ical ly  the t ime of
Christ's earthly ministry.
Joesphus' works have long been
regarded as a religious classic.
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in God's
SECUTAR
MANISM
THE WORID OF MAN
by W. Dauid Beck
or all of the talk about something called "secular humanism" these days,
there is not a great deal of clarity as to just what it is-on the part of both
its opponents and its supposed proponents. Some of its enemies haveblamed
it for every evil society has seen in the last fifty years, from socialism to anarchy,
frgm atheism to satanism. Its advocates label it the salvation of the '$ilest, the only
hope for a democratic society, and the preserver of true moral values in the face of
the tyranny, intolerance, and ignorance of the resurgent new right.
If we are to give careful evaluation of this current world view, it is clear that we
must first understand just what a world view is, how this one came to be, and just
what the present conflict of views is all about.
fE)wnat Is a World View?\f r/
\ZLet us begin by saying what it is not. Flrsr, it is not an organization. Undoubted-
ly there are organizations that have dedicated themselves to the promulgdtion of
certain world views. There are in this country and elsewhere a number of small but
very vocal humanist associations. They have a slick and persuasively written
magazine, The Hwnanisf. Recently they have added a more dignified looking jour-
nal, Free Inquiry, aimed at the more "intellectual" audience. Nevertheless, we are
still talking about a very small number of people with any sort of organizational in-
volvement.
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Second, a world view is not a often a great deal of time and careful
religion. It is true that, for legal pur- examination elapses before it becomes
poses, those who preach the non- clear that certain ideas must be wrong.
existence of God have to be considered It is important to emphasize this
as promoting religion, just as those who feature of world views since it has
preach His existence. But in general, become popular today to say just the
world views and religions are two very opposite. Many, in their desire to be
different things. Christianity is a prac- tolerant and "pluralistic," are telling us
tical outworking of a particular world that world views are just choices one
view, but it is not in itself one. makes in order to find satisfaction and
Just what is a world view, then? It is meaning in life. But history, as will be
a system of beliefs. By this is meant rwo demonstrated later, clearlv defeats such
things: A world view is what people a view.
believe to be true. But. of course. not [n summary, a world view is a pat-just.any old arrangement of beliefs is a tern of beliefs which dominates a seg-
world view. Rather, a world view is ment or the whole of a societv. often
ideally a fabric of beliefs. I say ideally unconsciously for many and controls
because all too often we are not consis- its interpretations of the facts. As such,
tent in our beliefs. In fact, some world world views are to an extent dependent
views - including secular humanism - on facts. Sometimes the facts iust can-
are inherently inconsistent. not be forced into a mold, and then it
The beliefs that make up a world becomes clear that a world view, in part
view are those most general and defin- or as a whole, must change.
ing bel iefs that control \"1-^'  " '^ r^ " ' : 'L
the facts of our daily 
".r.:L'J:.?"llIl 6AttrThe 
Development of
ample, one's definitt.;;;-;;*r-"r Yy Secular Humanism
*h"t . human U.i'g ir, ir-rr-, i"-foirri, VS".ul", humanism is a curious com-
part of a world view. And if one holds bination of two older world views,
that we are simply physical organisms, humanism and naturalism, which has
then abortion is simply a matter of get- come to be a vocal force in our society.
ting rid of unwanted tissue. It has little If we are to understand, we must go
more, if any, moral significance than back to another age when world views
trimming your fingernails or mowing were also in conflict.
your lawn. The sixteenth and early seventeenth
The vast majority of people are centuries brought about a revolution in
largely unaware of their actual world our knowledge of ourselves and our
v iew.  This is  because the wor ld v iew of  universe.  Anatomy became a
a society is often equal to the "common developed science, the circulatory
sense" of that society. Beliefs about system was discovered, and, perhaps
knowledge are, for example, an impor- most importantly, the functions of the
tant component of any world view. brain and nervous system were un-
And certainly our society considers it covered. Man turned out to be a hishlv
just common sense that anything complex machine.
which science cannot investisate sim- This conclusion, however, was
ply is not there. diametrically opposed to rhe spirit of
This thlrd feature of world views - the seventeenrh cenrury. The after-
that they are held unconsciously - is, math of the Reformation and
ofcourse,nota lwaystrue.Notonlyare Renaissance was producing a society
there many who have reflected on the for which "liberty" was the key word.
matter and made conscious decisions Man was the free individual.
regarding world view beliefs, but for The solution to the apparent con-
some it has even taken on the level of tradiction adopted bv the seventeenth
an ideological cause to which they have cenrury was to split man into two total-
devoted their lives. But they are clearly ly different sorts of things. on the one
the exception. hand there is a physical, material body,
Fourth, world views are decidable. subject to rhe scientific laws. On the
By that is meant that one can make ra- other there is a spirited, non-material
tional choices between world views on soul or mind, subject to none of the
the basis of evidence and argument. laws of science, but rather the laws of
This is certainly not always easy and logic. It isnotlonq.unti l awholeworld
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view develops and becomes a powerful
force in Europe and eventually
America. It will take many forms and
names over the next 200 years - deism,
rationalism, "free-thinkers," liberalism,
and more. The world view thev all oar-
take of is commonly called humanism.
In outline, humanism is a system in
which the individual human being is
the central notion. While he may have
a mechanical body, he is essentially a
mind, radically free and inherently
logical or rational. This must mean
that God, while stiil the Creator, is
neither the Controller of the universe
nor the Savior of man. The universe
runs by mechanical laws, it has no fur-
ther need of God, and there are no
miracles, just as a watch, once it is
wound, has no further need of the
watchmaker. Nor does man need a
Savior. He is a rational human being,
capable of knowing and doing what is
good, He needs no God, nor other per-
sons. He will choose his values freely
and rationally and eventually bring
about a utopian society.
This idealistic optimism is perhaps
the most persistent trait of humanism,
though it was occasionally dulled by
the aftermath of the French Revolution
and revivals and awakenings in
America. But curiously it produced its
own poison. By the middle of the nine-
teenth century the notion of "evolu-
tion" began to take hold of all the
sciences, but eventually biology
thanks, in part, to Darwin - as well as
geology and social anthropology. This,
in turn, produced a devastating result
from which humanism has never
recovered.
If evolution is correct, no matter
how complex humans are, no matter
what functions we have attained - in-
cluding what we call reason - we are
just machines after all. World War I
seemed to deal the final blow to the
grand opt imism of  humanism.
Thus, in the early twentieth century
a new world view began to take hold, at
least in certain segments of our society.
C.S. Lewis, in Miracles, called it
"naturalism," an apt name since the
defining concept is that the natural,
material universe is all that there is.
Mental abilities are just highly evolved
physical behaviors. Even our sense of
morality must be regarded as a natural
acquisit ion. There are two options
here. Values are seen as acquired either by the sheer course, is traditional humanism.
biological evolution of certain behavior patterns, or else they Carl Sagan's Cosmos is similar in its selectivity. Again, its
are acquired habits, forced on us by the drive for survival. view of the universe and man's origin and nature is pure
B.F. Skinner, the Harvard psychologist, has long championed naturalism. Yet at the end of the first segment we are ex.
the latter option, which he made popular in his 1971 best- horted to save the future. \fhere things will go from here is
sellerBelond FreedomandDignitl. Hereheunabashedlydraws left up to us - to our choice, we are told.
the final conclusions which evolutionary naturalism must Thisthen,isthesystemofbeliefsthatiscommonlycalled
draw, namely that human beings are not free, make no secular humanism. We must now take a critical look at it.
choices, and deserve therefore no rewards or punishme.rts. rrth,
I;-il:d*oly 
computers which occasionally need repro- \U/ Responding to Secular Humanism
Naturalism, of course, has no need for a god. There is only 
. 
- Il it essential to remember that world views are decidable
the chance evolution of material things. iarl Sagan begins jn,lfe sense expiained above. The reason why a pattern of
his popular pBS television series und b"rr-."1'li.rg #;k beliefs is created, becomes popular, and even dominates, then
Cosmos with the statement that ,.the Cosmos is all there is." eventually declines and perhaps disappears, is always a matter
It is the Cosmos itself which "created" man, which produced
all the present complexity, including man's self-awareness. In
fact, it is noteworthy that while Sagan denies God, his
"Cosmos" functions exactly like one. It is curious that even
the naturalist cannot escape Romans 1:18-19. There is in-
evitable logic to the universe that demands the existence of
God - and all men know it. Robert Jastrow, for example,
Columbia University astronomer and geologist and founder
of NASA's Goddard Institute of Space Studies, now admits
that science, while it is one avenue of truth, "is not the only
one" (Chrisrianity Today, August 6, 1982, p. 15). Questions
about the origin and meaning of the universe are not
available to science, but must be answered.
However, the one aspect of naturalism that has continued
to prove most unpalatable to contemporary Americans in
particular is its denial of freedom and the reality of choice.
Skinner's "behaviorism" has certainly been influential,
especially in psychology and to a lesser degree in education.
But for the most part our society has not been willing to ac-
cept it. And thus we have seen over the last two decades or so
the development of a rather strange combination called
"secular humanism." If one reads the statements of its pro-
ponents, it is largely naturalistic. That is, until they begin to
talk about man. At that point suddenly they insist on ra-
tionality, morality and freedom.
Paul Kurtz editor of The Humanist, and author of the
"Secular Humanist Manifesto," provides us in the latter with
a typical example of this patchwork world view. lt denies any
divine purpose or action in the universe and affirms "the
universe to be a dynamic scene of natural forces that are most
effectively understood by scientific inquiry" (paragraph 6). lt
goes on to reject creation and insist on evolution and limit
the study of man to "biology and the social and behavioral
sciences" (paragraph 8). Thus far this is consistent naturalism.
But along with it is a recurring insistence on freedom. At one
point we read: "As democratic secularists, we consistently de-
fend the ideal of freedom" (paragraph 3). We are told that
reason alone is sufficient to determine ethical choices. This. of
W. David Beck is chairman of the Depart-
ment of Philosopl'ty at Liberty Baptist CoIIege,
Lynchbwg, Virginia. He received hls Ph.D.
from Boston IJniuersit"t.
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Ideao change becauoe men make them chan6e.
It is critical, lhen, thal ve lace the ideao
cofirmonly called oeculaf humaniom, head on.
of good arguments and evidence. Sometimes the evidence
takes the form of historical events. Nothing did more to crush
the optimism and the idealism concerning man's glorious
abilities that held sway during the second half of the nine-
teenth century than the debacle of the "Great War." In fact, a
careful look at history shows that rather frequently prevalent
ideas have changed as the result of unexpected events. At
other times the evidence has taken the form of scientific
discoveries or trends. We have already noted the role played
by the theory of evolution in the last century,
Most importantly, however, ideas change because men
make them change. That is precisely why Scripture com.
mands us to "persuade," to "give a reason," and to "witness.tt
Paul says that we "demolish arguments and every pretension
that sets itself up against the knowledge of God and we take
captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ" (2 Cor,
10 :5 ) .
It is critical, then, that we face the ideas commonly called
secular humanism, head on. In fact, this world view is riddled
with contradictions and inadequacies, and we must force our
society to see that, if we want to gain a real hearing. Secular
humanism may not be an organization, but it is quite clear
that for many it has ceased to be just a world view and has
gained the status of a cause. It is obvious that Carl Sagan and
Paul Kurtz, for example, are not dispassionate investigators
searching for truth. They are preachers committed to com-
municating a message and convincing us of its truth. And
they have doubtless been quite successful. But they have no
case. There are at least four fatal flaws in this odd fabric of
beliefs.
Flrst, it provides us explanation of the origin of our
universe. Secularists like to present creation and evolution as
two alternative accounts of the same thing, the former out-
dated and religious and the latter contemporary and scien-
tific. \7e even hear from some that one can have both. lf you
need to talk about a god in order to feel secure, go aheadl Just
don't confuse your religious beliefs with scientific truth. But
this is a complete distortion of the facts.
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The truth is that naturalistic evolu-
tion has absolutely nothing whatsoever
to say about origins. It is an attempt to
explain how the universe got from a
simple condition of perhaps just one
element, say hydrogen, to its present
highly complex state. On the other
hand, creation, strictly speaking; tells
us how anything at all came to be. To
this issue secular humanists have
nothing to say. They generally attempt
one of three responses. Some suggest
that everything began with the "big
bang," but that only leaves us with a
great many questions concerning the
origin of the tremendous amount of
energy that would have to be involved.
For example, lsaac Asimov, world
famous science and science fiction
writer, argues in his 1981 In thz Beginn-
ing that it all began with the explosion
of the "cosmic egg." But who laid the
cosmic egg? Asimov does not know.
Others are content to say that matter
and life itself came from elsewhere in
the universe, but this is just sil ly.
Where it came from is irrelevant. We
want to know how it came to be at all.
Finally, there are those who say simply
that matter has just always been there.
It needs no creating because there was
no beginning. This is no answer either.
You do not provide an account of
origins by refusing to provide an ac-
count - or postponing it infinitely.
Even if the universe has always been
coming into existence, we still need to
know how and why.
Tl-  ^r^hohi l i+r  n[  ] i f -  n. r" r r ino h. tl  r r !  y l  v u u u r u L i /  v r  r r u  v l ! u r  I  r r r o  v i f
chance io equivalent to rolling
double oixes five million timeo in a
fo\(/.
There is a second glaring deficiency
in secular humanism. Not only does i t
give us no accounting for the existence
of a universe, it also fails to explain the
present structure of things. Now this is
supposed to be the very point of evolu-
t ion, so i t  is a part icularly devastat ing
omission. Almost invariably today's
natural ists and natural ist ic humanists
use some version of evolutionary
theory to explain how we got here from
a big cloud of hydrogen. However,
evolution is not even theoretically
sound, quite apart from its failure to
live up to the scientific evidence.
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No matter how naturalists try to
h ide  the  fac t ,  what  they  rea l l y  a re
claiming is that everything came about
by sheer chance. Sometimes you can
rol l  two doubles in a row. But what we
are  ta lk ing  about  here  is  to ta l l y  d i f -
ferent. In his 1982 address to the Socie-
ty of British Astronomers, Sir Frederick
Hoyle suggested that the probabil i ty of
l i fe occurring by chance is equivalent to
rol l ing double sixes f ive mil l ion t imes in
a row. Even given the supposed fifteen
bil l ion years evolut ionists suggest are
ava i lab le ,  there  is  no t  enough t ime -
no t  near lv  enor rgh  -  fo r  such an  event
, ^  , ^ 1 , ^  ^ l ^ - ^ .  ^ ^ t  . l - - ,  i
, u  ( , , d ,  r s  J U S t  o n e  p a r t l -
cle of l i fe. The actual universe in which
we live is incalculably more complex
than that. Chance wil l not work as an
explanation.
Naturalistic evolution provides no
mechanism, no means, for making the
transition from one stage to the next. If
life-form X did develop from life-form
Y, what produced or caused the
change? Just what is it that keeps the
process moving in such a constantly
progressive fashion, from simple to
complex? Again, since the only real
answer a naturalist can give is that of
sheer chance, their specific suggestions
are little more than cover-ups. Usually
one hears of mutations and "survival of
the fittest" as supposed mechanisms.
But these are only descriptions of what
happened, they fail to tell us wlq or
hou,. Why is it that a sequence of muta-
tions evolved the complex eye? Why
are certain life forms able to develop
the ability to maintain themselves in
new environments? Chance? Surely
that is insufficient. It is certainly not
serious science.
It is not surprising that increasingly
evolutionists have begun to recognize
t l - ' . t  tho. '  .oo. l  r^  inc lude Some( r r L y  ( r L L y
"guiding hand," some driving force
(maybe The Force), some internal in-
telligence to explain the order of the
universe. Note, for example, Carl
Sagan's key word is "Cosmos," the
Greek word for rational order. But to
Sagan it is a mystery just why it is so
complexly ordered.
A third serious failure of secular
humanism is its inability to provide for
human morality. This is a particularly
s l a r i n s  o r o b l e m  s i n c e  c u r r e n tb ' * " " b  r _ . - " _ - ' ^ _
humanists have so much to say about
human rights. Yet they can provide no
basis for them'.
Many in our society have fallen prey
to the secularist's rhetoric of rights and
we need to be very alert here. Chris-
tians. as theists. believe in human
rights, too, but there is a crucial dif-
ference. There can be no real rights
unless there is some absolute standard
Unless there io 6ome real ob,leclive
value lhal anchoro ouf righlo out o[
reach of philooophers. EovefnmenLs.
affnie6, majodly vole6 of
evolullonary pfoce66, vre , in facl,
have no rights.
to guarantee them. The "Secular
Humanist Manifesto," for example,
declares the right to private property
(paragraph 3). But no justification is
given, although we are told later on
that "philosophers have emphasized
the need to cultivate an appreciation
for the requirements of social justice
and for an individual's objections and
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  t o w a r d  o t h e r s "
(paragraph 4). So what/ Philosophers
have emphasized many things. That is
hardly a very solid guarantee for my
rights. Unless there is some real objec-
tive value that anchors our rights, out
of reach of philosophers, governments,
armies, majority votes or evolutionary
process, we, in fact, have no rights. But
the secular humanist has no such an-
chor to offer. A1l of his talk of rights is
pure surface illusion. Only the theist's
God, whose word and character is
unalterable, truly guarantees and
makes human rights possible.
Finalfu, apart from all of its omis-
sions, secular humanism is faulted by a
serious internal contradiction. It holds
on the one hand that this is a natural
universe, entirely open to scientific in-
vestigation, hence the word "secular."
There is no spiritual, non-material
realm. Therefore, human beings are
simply biological organisms, the pro-
ducts of a long sequence of evolution
out of simple chemical elements. Yet it
also holds that those same human be-
ings are free to make their own choices.
In fact, they have made a veritable
fetish out of the word choice. How is
this possible? If we really make choices
that change or affect the natural
universe then we are not iust part of it.
Mechanical objects, chemical organisms, make no choices.
They simply carry out their evolutionary destiny. B. F.
Skinner is quite right. If we are products of evolution then we
are "beyond freedom and dignity." 'We are not free to choose,
we simply act out our conditioning.
Here again secular humanism proves itself to be a cruel
hoax. Not only can it provide no basis for supposed rights, it
even deprives us of any meaning in life. For after all, if there
are no absolute values and if we make no choices. then
nothing is more valuable than anything else and we can do
nothing to alter our lives in any way.
\n/An Agenda
Yln the preceding discussionwe have ignored what has un-
doubtedly been the majority world view in the \fest at least
since Christianity became its dominant religion during the
first millennium. That view is generally referred to as theism. If
naturalism is a world view which defines and derives every
concept by means of nature, and humanism by means of
man, theism is a world view in which God is seen as the cen-
tral and defining concept. But despite its position, theism has
grown lazy and overconfident - and quiet.
decular humaniom io nol only an illuoion but a oeriouo
danger and mu6L be opposed because iL rnakeo the
goopel uninlelligible.
In Colossians 7:6-8 we are admonished to be so well in-
formed and educated - "built up" - that we will not be
taken in by philosophies centered on either human traditions
(or authority) or on the elements of the "cosmos." While Paul
certainly had specific reference to views quite different from
those facing our society, the parallel is surely obvious. Texts
such as this and others we have mentioned leave us with a
threefold responsibility to understand, as well as to
demonstrate the fallacy of secular humanism, and to prove
the superiority and truth of theism.
Lest there be any doubt about the necessity of acting on
this agenda it will be best to conclude by briefly enumerating
why I am convinced of the real dangers of secular humanism.
First, we face a real danger because secular humanism is
not just an academic curiosity, it has become a true cause.
That demands that it be countered whenever its advocates at-
tempt to argue their case: in the media, in education, in
politics and courts of law. Fundamentalists wiil have to get in-
to the arena. The distinguished American philosopher
Roderick Chisholm, of Brown University, commented in an
interview in Time (April 7, 1980) that atheists have tri-
umphed in the academic world, because "they were the
brightest people." We can no longer afford that. We never
could.
Second, secular humanism has tended more and more
toward consistent naturalism. This shows itself most pro-
minently in the increasing subjectivity of morals in public ex-
pressions. The key word in our society has become /eeling. \7e
are told by every television show to "do what feels right." As
a popular song put it, "if it feels so right it can't be wrong."
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This is, of course, a purely natural standard for ethics that
denies the divinely ordered values of the theist as well as the
free rational choices of the true humanist.
The ultimate danger of this view is well exemplified in B.F.
Skinner's novel Walden Two. Once human behavior is
viewed as naturally caused there can be no talk of respon-
sibility. Criminals are unfortunate or sick. Homosexuality is
just an alternate lifestyle. Misbehaving children are hyperac-
tive or deprived: they need "behavior modification." I do not
think a democratic society can survive such a notion. It
removes all restraints and requires a police state.
Third, secular humanism, even with its present view of
morality, is not only an illusion but a serious danger. If a
naturalistic ethic necessitates the "Big Brother" state of Nine-
teen Eighty-Four, the secular humanists' ethic must, by their
own admission, lead to socialism in which all rights are
sacrificed. It is especially on this point that secular humanists
are simply deceptive, as we have seen. There is no justifica-
tion here for values and rights and therefore no basis for a
real democracy based on constitutional law.
Finally, and of ultimate importance, secular humanism is
dangerous and must be opposed because it makes the gospel
unintelligible. How can the message of God's revelation make
sense if man is good and rational; does not need God and
owes Him nothing; if miracles, including the resurrection, can
by definition not occur; and revelation itself is unthinkable
and an insult to man's autonomy?
Our final responsibility is always to bring the good news of
Christ to all men. But increasingly we face people whose
world view makes God's truth into a lie. We can no longer af-
ford to sit idly by. We must regain the media, the courts, the
universities and the grade schools, not by force or censorship,
but by the persistent conviction of sound argument and
reason. 
'We have no cause to hide from the truth, but must
pursue it and expose it in every corner. For after all, all truth
is God's truth. D
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one of the great masterpieces of all time is Edward Gibbons'The Decline
and FalI of the Ro7rwn Empire. The thesis of the writing of ancient Rome is,
"That it fell, not because of the superior enemy on the outside but because of
the decay of Rome on the inside." Rome was not murdered, she committed
suicide.
It was the Vandals, German barbarians, who came down out of the
north and east of Europe and ravaged a great circle around the lmperial
City: Gaul, Spain, North Africa, f inally to Carthage. In A.D. 455, they
crossed o,r", th" narrow bridge from Carthage to Sicily to ltaly itself.
'!ilhile that desperate invasion was taking place, the young men of Rome
sat in the stadium watching the games and declared what in their day
amounted to, "No - we won't gol" And the barbarians invaded and burned
the city and put much of the population to the sword, then carried off the
remainder into captivity and spoiled all the treasures of the great capital of
the Roman Empire.
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Recent[y when the papers carr ied the story of the resump-
t ion of the registrat ion of the draft,  you read as I did that
there will be upwards of 500,000 men who will either fail to
hear of their responsibi l i ty to register or wi l l  refuse to do so,
Another predict ion is that as many as 50 percent of .he men,
if  cal led into the service, would respond "No - we won't
goJ"
\Var has been the history of man. From the day that Cain
ki l led his brother, Abel, to this present hour, men have
engaged in the slaughter of one anorher. It is estimated that
during the past five thousand years, men have fought in over
14,000 wars. From 1496 B.C. to A.D. 1861, the world knew
3,130 years of war and 727 years of peace. In the last 4OO
years, European nations have entered into more than 8,000
treaties of peace. They were all intended to be permanentlv
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binding. They lasted on the average for only rwo years.
In the First Vorld War, 8,538,315 men and women gave
their l ives in the war that was to end al l  wars. In the Second
Vorld War, 22,000,000 of the world's cir izens were offered on
the altar of war, Our most recent war in Viernam cosr us
47,000 of our young men and maimed 100,000 addit ional
men for life.
But the two World 'lVars of this century and the conflicts
in Korea and Vietnam have been overshadowed by an even
more signif icant event. On August 6, 7945, the f irst aromic
weapon to be used in war was dropped on Hiroshima; three
days later a second bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. Those
three summer days heralded the opening of a new era in
human history. Someone has cal led i t  the age of human om-
nipotence, for, unl ike the omnipotence of God, man's om-
I9
nipotence lies in his ability to destroy all living things in lessthan six days.r
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Today the nuclear buildup is a horrendous reality. EachPoseidon submarine has ten missiles, each of *hi.h'h", ia
lr1]RY warheads, each of ,"hi.h 
'i, 
.luivalent to rheHiroshima bomb. So one submarine 
.".ri.r-..,o.rgh po*.. todestroy 140 Hiroshimas. America', tt,OOO-.,u.f.i, *".n."J,
could annihilate the complete world population 12 times
over.,
The United States Congress published a document called
"The Effects of Nuclear \ilar" in tgZq. in;t d".r;;";,;;;
that "the minimum consequences would be enormous,,, Itprovides four case studies ranging from a singl" m"gaton
weapon attack on a city the size of Detroit o. Leriingrad;;;
very large attack against a range of military and economic
rargets" in which the USSR struck first and the U.S.
retaliated. The former would mean two miiion dead and thelatter up to 77 percent of the Ameri.an population (about 160
mill ion) and up to 40 percent of the Rurrir.r. Many more
mill ions would die later of their injuries o. ,,".u. or freeze todeath the following winter . . , 
".d 
cancerwould.l"i,o;;;;
more victims.3
Can this be the will of God? How can a God who com-
mands.us to "love your enemies,' and whose sixth commandin the Decalogue is "thou shart not kill" alLow fo. *". i., il,
economy? Many sincere Christians continue to wrestle withtheir,personal responsibility in relation ,o -itir".y service.Vhar help can we find in the Scripture? In the Old Testa_
ment, the Hebrew wordmilhamah,,, 'war,,, occurs more than300 times. Andmilhamah is only one of several H.b..* rvord,
associated with the various facets of war. More than 200times in the Old Tesrament, Jehovah is called ,,the Lord ofHosts" (armies). After Moses and the Cnitar.., of lr..;i
escaped the clutches of pharaoh through the rntervention of
Jehovah, they_sang this song of victory] ;,fn. m.a is a ,man
ot war': I he Lord is His name. pharaoh,s chariots and hishost hath he cast into the ,"^, ' (E*oJ.r, i i , j).
_ 
Many of God's great servants were military men: Saul,David, Moses, GidJon,_and many .i i i ,. ' i l"e, of Israel.
Joshua, servant of the Lord and ,u.."rr* to Moses, was
:1.::l ?r :h: Lord to lead His people trr""l-". ,n"v ...rptJthe land of Canaan. They were told to exterminate the in-habitants of Canaan, and Jehovah pro-ir.J m, .oop".uiio.,(Deuteronomy ? :17 -24).
gave-King Saul this command concerning Amalek,
"Thus saith the Lord of Hosts . . . go and smite Amalek and
utterly d-estroy all thar they have,-and spare them not: but
slay both men and women, infant anj suckling, o* 
".isheep, camel and ass" (1 Samuel 15:24\;.- 
---
The sons of Reuben, the Gadites, and the half tribe ofManasseh were_ helped against th.i. ..,.-i.;,- ,, 
. . . for they
cried ro God.in battle, and He was entreated of th._, b.."rr."tney pur their rrusr in Him. And there fell down many slain,
because the war was of God,' (I Chronicles 5:lg-jZ).
I nls was rhe restimony of King David, ,,Blessed be theLord my strengrh, whrch teacheth i-ry h".rj, ro war, and myfingers to fight" (Psalm 144:1, psalm'itr,,,4:l Samuel Zilili.
, 
Tf. laws of war given to the Israelites tipulated that when
rney rought against the,,cities of these people, which the Lordthy God.doth give thee_for an inheri 
""i., ' ,nou shalt savea.live 
.nothing that breatheth, but thou ,h"it utt.rly a"ri.oythem" (Deuteronomy 20: 1O-1'B).
^, Pj. Peter C. Craigie, in his book The problan of War in the
yy Xt:fr*, argues for pacifism but has to admit that giventhls (Jld, i esrament view of God, his case is not as .I"a.-Jut as
ne could wlsh.1
It- Cod ve re \ilriLing a Lhird TeslamenL Lodav. it
^ - - - _ 9  
. .  r r M l L  ! u u /  r  t L\flould be lull of vrar"s and 6slau6htero, becauoe
t[e \r:r1d i"s nov g-etting fead; ior the comlng
o[ a Judge and a King
David Jeremiah is pastor o/ Scorr Memorial
B.ap.tist Church, El Cajon, California. This arti-
,-1r.4 been reprinted from his book Before
f1'1 Too late with permission of Thomas
Nelson Publishers, Nashc,ille, T ennessee.
_ 
The point is often made by the pacifists that, while theOld Testament is full of war, ii i, ,."r..Iy mentioned in theNew Testament. No one would argue that there is more warin the Old Testament than in th. tJe*. There is a reason forthat, however. In the Old Testame.,,, ,. h"u. ,n" J.".1.p-
ment of a nation to produce a Savior, while in the New Testi.
ment, we have the development of an individual who h", ,l-
cepted that Savior. The one is national, the other i, ,pi.itu"l.The one is collective, the other i"aiua""f. If di ;;;
writing a third Testament today, it would be full of rvars anJ
slaughters, because the world i, .o* g.r,i"g ready for the
coming of a Judge and a Kine.
But let us not pass over t-he New Testament so quickly.'Wherever 
in the New Testam.", 
" 
*iJi"r appears in the
1...o.q, _he appears in commendation and appreciation. InLuke 3:14, we have the record of the Roman,.fai*r..-i"g
to John the Baptist repenring 
. . . and ,,saying, And whai
shall we do? And he fJohn] saiJunto them,6o violence to no
man, neither accuse any falsely; and be .o.,r".r, with your
wages." "Do violence to no man" is more accuratelytranslated, "Extort from no man." John instructed these
soldiers not to extorr food and money f.om rhose *ho liueJ
::,1: :ili:ilr 
camps. This, was a common pracuce among
sordlers. "be contenr with your wages" referred to th!
soldier's military service. John did .ro, oibp., ,o 
" 
^u.,, ...u-ing as a soldier.
Five Roman centurions appear in the New Testament
record. All of them are found in favorable circumstances. InMatthew 8:5, we have the record of th. ..r,tu.ron coming toChrist in Capernaum 
,and..besee.hi"g th. Lo.d .o.,."..,-i.,ghis servant who was sick. \7hen the L;rd ok;d to come andheal him, the servanr said that if H", rh" i;.d, *orrld ;.rrispeak a word that that would be enough. A"J tLr. Lo.d.;i;,
"liave not found so great faith, no, ,iot i"lr.".t,' (Muttlr.,
8 :10 ) .
The centurion who under Roman orders helped with the
crucifixion of Christ, is the second example: "\fhen the cen-turion which stood facing him saw that ire so cried out, andgave up the ghost, he said, ,Truly this was the Son of dod.,,2a
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(Mark 15:39).
Three centurions appear in the
book of Acts. Cornelius is described as
a devout man, one who feared God
with all his house, gave much alms to
the people and prayed to God always.
When h is prayers came up for a
memorial before God, God sent Simon
Peter to him, and he became the first
convert among the Gentiles (see Acts
10:1). Claudius Lysias appears on the
scene in Acts 23. He is used as the in-
strument of God to save Paul from cer-
tain death at the hands of the Jews.
Julius, a centurion of Augustus's
band, was used of God to save Paul
from the Roman soldiers who were go-
ing to kill him and the other prisoners
on the grounded ship. "But the cen-
turion wil l ing to save Paul kept them
from their purpose" (Acts 27:43).
The Roman soldiers were evange-
lized by Paul and later became
evangel is ts  themselves (see Acts
7I :34,37t  23:15) .  Paul  sa id rhat  h is
bonds in Christ were manifest in all the
palace and in all other places (see
Phi l ipp ians 1:13) .
Jc"sLr.s acccprl 
"s \x'af a"s pad- o1' lhe
wtrrlci trrdef and clrav.s lronr it- an
inr;rrcs"sivc illr"st rat ion o1' the
e xacl-ilr5 ccrnclil.ir)n"s crf Chri"sl ian
di"scrplcshrp.
Among the signs of the last days
oiven hv n '  '  r  I  o.d are "wars and
rumors of wars" (Matthew 24:6; Mark
13:7; Luke 21:9, Zl:74). Jesus accepts
war as part of the world order and
draws from it an impressive illustration
of the exacting conditions of Christian
discipleship. "'What king going to make
war against another king sitteth not
down first" (Luke 14:31-33). He laments
over Jerusalem because of the armies
that wil l encompass her and the war
that shall overcome her (see Luke
19:41-44). He conceives of Himself as
having come not  to  send peace on
earth, but a sword (see Matthew 10:34).
He declares that they who take up the
sword shall perish by the sword (Mat-
thew 26:52) .
The anosr les r rece war to the
selfishness and greed of men. "From
whence come wars and fightings among
youl  Come they not  here,  even of  your
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lusts that war in your members?"
f lames 4:1) ,  They see,  speaking
figuratively, in fleshly lusts, enemies
that war against the soul. "Dearly
beloved, I beseech you as sojourners
and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts
which war against the soul" (1 Peter
2:11). They find in war apt f igures of
the spiritual struggle and divine protec-
tion and ultimate victory of the Chris-
tian. lt is the "law in my members, war-
ring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity to the law of
s in"  (Romans 7:21) .  Through Jesus
Christ, we can become "conquerors"
(Romans 8:37). "Though we walk in
the flesh, we do not war after the flesh"
(2 Corinthians 10:3). !7e are to bring
"into captivity every thought to the
obedience of Christ" (2 Corinthians
10:5). Timothy was encouraged by Paul
to "war a good warfare" (l Timothy
1:18). We are caused "to triumph in
Christ" (2 Corinthians Z:14). Of Jesus
Chr is t ,  i t  is  sa id that  He "spoi led pr in-
cipalit ies and powers, he made a show
of them openly, triumphing over them
in i t "  (Colossians 2:15) .
But why does God allow war? What
is the purpose of it anyway? The Bible is
clear on this point. God uses govern-
ments as vehicles to convey judgment
upon nations that need it. Listen to the
words of Paul in Romans 13 7-4:
'Whosoever 
therefore resisteth the
power, resisteth the ordinance of
God; and they that resist shall
receive to themselves judgment.
For rulers are not a terror to good
works but to the evil. Wilt thou
then not be afraid of the power?
Do that which is good, and thou
shalt have the praise of the same.
For he is a minister of God to
thee for good. But ifthou do that
which is evil, be afraid, for he
beareth not the sword in vain, /or
he is a minister of God and auenger
to execute wrath upon him that
doeth euil.
The Old and New Testaments are
filled with illustrations testifying to the
fact that human governments are or-
dained of God. For example, in
Daniel's t ime Nebuchadnezzar, a tyrant
almost as wicked as Adolf Hitler, was
ruler. Yet Daniel said of him, "The
God of heaven hath given thee a
kingdom, power, and strength, and
glory. And wheresoever the children of
men dwell, the beasts of the field and
the fowl of the heaven hath he given
into thine hand, and hath made thee
ruler over them all" @aniel 2:37-38).
"He removeth kings, and setteth up
kings" (DanielZ:21). When Pilate asked
Jesus, "Knoweth thou not that I have
power to crucify thee and have power
to release thee?" Jesus answered, "Thou
\X/c of all nalion"s have been
ble"s"sed of Cod. bul ve have 
"so
vrerlat-cd [.hat. ble"s"sing, t-hat ne arc
no\ir dpe for lhe 
,judgment- of God
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couldest have no power at all against
me except it were given thee from
above" ( lohn 19:10,11). When Paul
wrote. "The nowers that be are or-
dained of God," he was suffering Nero's
tyranny.
And God often uses wicked nations
to judge nations that have known the
advantage of His blessing. The Bible
says of wicked Pharaoh, "Even for this
same purpose have I raised thee up that
I might show my power in thee, and
that my name might be declared
throughout al l  the earth" (Romans
9:17),
The book of Isaiah records that the
Assyrians came down from the north
to be the hand of God's judgment upon
Israel. "O Assyrian, the rod of mine
anger, and the staff in their hand is
mine indignat ion"  ( lsa iah 10:5) .  Habak-
kuk the prophet wrestled in his book
with God's use of the Chaldeans to
judge Judah. He wrote, "Wherefore
lookest thou upon them that deal
treacherously and holdest thy tongue
when the wicked devoureth the man
that  is  more r iphteous than hel"
(Habakkuk 1:13) .
It is this truth more than any other
that ought to strike terror into the
heart of every American. We of all na-
tions have been blessed of God, but we
have so violated that blessing that we
are now ripe for the judgment of God
upon us. And God will not hesitate to
use the godless Russians as the rod of
His anger against us. There has never
been a time in her history when
America has been so vulnerable as she
is today.
2\
\7e have lost our will to defend our own nation. Oswald
Spengler warned us that this would be the case. In his book
The Decline of the West, he stated, "World peace involves the
private renunciation of war on the part of the immense ma-
jority but, along with this, it involves an unavowed readiness
to submit to being the booty of others who do not renounce
it. It begins with the state destroying the wish for universal
reconciliation, and it ends in nobody moving a finger so long
as misfortune touches only his neighbor."5
Our present situation is very similar to that of Great
Britain prior to World \Var II, when that country ignored the
Nazi build-up and dismissed the warnings of 'Winston
Churchill who later called \Vorld War Il "the unnecessary
war." England, after World War I, just as this country after
the Vietnam \Var, had an intense revulsion against war, It
felt it had slaughtered its youth senselessly. Britain condemned
itself, as America does today. The will to fight and defend its
allies disappeared.6
Vhile we have lost our will to fight, our adversary, the
Soviet Union has been preparing for war. Harvard's Russian
Research Center has concluded that the Soviets believe they
can fight, win, and survive a nuclear war. The House Armed
Services Committee has reported that the U.S. strategic posi-
tion has deteriorated so greatly that we now are unable to
deter a first strike by Russia. The Stockholm International
Peace Research lnstitute has warned that the probability of
nuclear  war is  "s teadi ly  increasing . .  .  is  v i r tual ly
inescapable." The lntelligence Digest of England has conclud-
ed that the most probable time for the Russians to be militari-
ly aggressive is within the next three to five years. The
Foreign Affairs Research lnstitute of London has revealed
that there is no parallel to the present Soviet build.up since
that of Nazi Germany in the 1930's. The Soviets have enough
America 
"shouid have learned by now that a
, ' -1 , , -+ -  - - i ,a1 l  s  AO n,- r rent  3f  f  f iEv v l u L | \ - u r  u r l l l i r  L v l l v t l L O  u v  y L l L L i l r  \
defen"se dollar inlo recruitmenl CocSlcS, attracto
less edrrcnted nersonnel, and turng our once
dis,-inlin,^d nrmed brce"s inlo a band ofu L  l i l l u  r
me fcenadecs.
food stored underground to feed their population for a year.
They have a massive civil defense effort. Early rn 1973,
Breshnev, in a speech to East European Communist Party
leaders in Prague, Czechoslovakia, said that by 1985, the
Soviet Union would be militarily and economically strong
enough to exert its will anywhere in the world. Many believe
that deadline has since been revised to 1982.7
General Lewis W. Walt, in his book The Eleuenilt
Hoar, warns: If someone in the Kremlin decided at this
moment to push the nuclear button, there is nothing
your government could do to save the lives of you and
your loved ones. Within fifteen to thirty minutes, ther-
monuclear warheads, thousands of times more powerful
22
than the bomb that ruined Hiroshima, would be rain-
ing down on our Minuteman Missile Sites, our strategic
bomber bases, and on our cities. The lucky would be in-
cinerated in the fireballs the diameters of which would
be measured in miles, or in the fire storms which would
roli across the states, Within a matter of hours,
somewhere between sixty million and a hundred
million men, women and children would die. The
unlucky would be left to seek some bare existence in a
poisoned and desolate landscape in which few races of
civilization would remain. The United States would be
finished forever as a nation.8
What shall we do? Shall we begin to strengthen our
defenses? Certainly, absolutely. America should have learned
by now that baring our population to the Soviet sword has
not caused them to do the same. Vhile we cut back they
built, until today they have the world's most extensive air
defense and civil defense systems. As much as we may be con-
cerned about the buildup of nuclear arms, we must realize
that the only hope we have of survival, humanly speaking, is
to be as strong as or stronger than our enemy. Someone has
aptly said that prizefighters and linebackers don't get mugged.
The longest era of peace the world may have ever known,
the celebratedPax Romana, was made possible by the military
strength of the Roman Empire.
Var! Nobody likes to think about war, but the fact of the
matter is that the way not to have war is to be so strong that
nobody will dare take you on. Years ago, during the Vietnam
War, a GI helicopter pilot was killed, and on his tombstone in
New Hampshire his parents had these nineteenth cenrury
words of John Stuart Mill inscribed:
\Var is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The
decayed and degraded state of moral and patriotic feel-
ing, which thinks nothing is worth a war, is worse. A
man who has nothing which he cares more about than
his own personal safety is a miserable creature, and has
no chance of being free unless he is made free and kept
so by the exertions of better men than himself.
Shall we reinstitute the draft? Certainly. America should
have learned by now that a volunteer army converts 60 per-
cent of the defense dollar into recruitment costs, attracts less
educated personnel, and turns our once disciplined armed
forces into a band of mercenaries.
But our real defense as a nation rests in the spiritual con.
victions, character, and commitment of our citizenry. David
discovered that fact and declared: "Some trust in chariots,
and some in horses; but we will remember the name of the
Lord our God" (Psalm Z0:7).It was God who said, "lf my peo-
ple who are called by my name, shall humble themselves and
pray and seek my face and turn-from their wicked ways, then
will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and will heal
their land" (2 Chronicles 7:14). That verse reminds us that
the work of God in our land must begin with us who are the
people of God. We must return and repent and put our trust
again in the God of our salvation. We must restore prayer to
our lives, our homes, our churches, and our schools. 'We must
remember from whence we are fallen and do again the first
works: we must realize that while building a srrong military,
our trust must ultimately be in God. The danger of total faith
in our military defense apart from God is as great as the
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danger of a second-rate military. The
following poem summarizes well our
need to depend on God.
Where is the God of our fathers;
The God of America's birthJ
The God that we once believed
sovereign, and maker of heaven
and earth?
We now have found us some
new gods, which we worship
and serve as a slave;
For the God of the Bible's
forgotten in the land of the
free and the brave.
\Uhat power has the God of the
Bible to offer this nuclear aee?
\X/hat help can He offer His
people, in the Third Vorld
War they may wage?
So all of you bow to rhe new
gods, our bri l l iant new missile
array.
Trust only our arsenal rockets,
our salvation by night and by
oay.
And if you should use these
murderous gods, which you
trusted for your salvation,
You may f ind that  you only
have sealed the curse of
your own damnation.
So America trust in your
missiles, and forget that
Jehovah is rrue.
But be not suprised at the
Judgment, If your Cod can'r
A rew ,""., 
"ro,'ilii3lll"r';,'.,ported a management consultant, as it
were, who brought with him all his
historical and philosophical tools and
insights. He observed our "eat, drink
and be merry" artitude. He noted the
reckless debt assumption on the part of
the consumer, the spending for things
as if there were no tomorrow. He
watched a decadent legalistic society,
operating on the cold letter of the law,
which had lost its sense of justice and
mercy. He told us the next war may
well bury Western civilization forever.
He concluded that we had lost our con-
cept of a supreme, complete entity, a
God, which formerly restrained our
passions and irresponsibil i ty. His name
was Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
My posi t ion as a Chr is t ian
American must be ro work hard for a
strong country capable of defending
itself against any military aggression.
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At the same time I must pray for peace,
peace that can be won without com-
promising the godly principles that
made this land great. And all rhe while
The only real and la"st.ing peace \rill
come vhen Lhe Drince erf Deace
relurn"s i.er oel. up flis Kingdonr on
eafth.
I am doing these things, I must keep an
eye on the fr.rture, realizing that the
only real and lasting peace wil l come
when the Prince of Peace returns to set
up His kingdom on earrh. "Come
behold the works of the Lord, what
desolations He hath made in the earth.
He maketh wars to cease unto the end ol
the earth. . . be sti l l  and know that I
am God: I will be exalted amons rhe
heathen, I wil l be exalted in rhe eirth"
(Psalm 46:&10).
The Prince of Peace is coming,
Earth's rightful Lord and King,
He' l l  s t i l l  rhe warr ing nar ions,
and truth and justice bring,
No other one can do it, and
cause the longed for peace;
He, He alone is able,
"He maketh wars to cease."
Earth, cursed so long and
troubled by passion, greed,
ano cnme,
Shall yet be fi l led with Glory in
that Blest Coming time;
Its tumult waxeth louder, its
groans and pains increase,
But He is coming shortly,
"He maketh wars to cease.'
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The Primacy of Preaching
by Woodrow Michael Kroll
n the introductory chapter of his book God Speaks to Man,J.I.
Packer draws a parallel between preaching in the waning years
of the twentieth century and in the days of the prophet Amos.
Amos prophesied, "Behold, the days come, saith the Lord God, that I
will send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for
water, but of hearing the words of the Lord" (Amos B:11). Packer
o b s e r v e s ,  " S h o w  u s  t h e  p r e s e n t  s t a t e  o f  m u c h  o f
Christendom...Preaching is hazy, heads are muddled, hearts frer,
doubts drain our strength, uncertainty paralyzes action...Why is
th is l "  His answer,  "For  two generar ions our  churches have suf fered
from a famine of hearing the words of the Lord."1
Whether he stands in the pulpit  or si ts in the pew, the Fundamen-
tal ist Christ ian must never waver in his commirmenr to preaching as
God's ordained method of disseminating the gospel. W. E. Sangster in
his book Power in Preaching, t i t les the f irsr chapter, "Bel ieve in I t" and
asks, "You bel ieve in preaching? How much do you bel ieve in i t? No
pulpit has power if it lacks deep faith in the message itself. The termites
of unbelief may be working at our faith in the gospel or ar our faith in
preaching. A bit of faith in both may survive in a man who goes on
wi th  a  cer ta in  du t i fu lne . .  i .  h i . . , , ^ .L  , ,o r  ^ - l y  a  b i t . . .An  awfu l  im-
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poverishment falls upon the whole
church if the preachers.. . lose faith in
preaching. "2
'Where does preaching fit in God's
scheme of things? In an age of space in-
v a d e r s .  c o m p u t e r s ,  a n d  h i g h
technology,  has preaching lost  i ts
punch? What is the place of preaching
in the church,  in  the min is t ry ,  in  the
wor ld l  Let 's  invcst igate.
The  P lace  o f  P reach ing  i n
Religion
Of all the religions of the ancient
world, preaching was unique to Chris-
tianity. ln fact, in the first century of
our Christian era, preaching and the
C h r i s t i a n  f a i t h  w e r e  a l m o s t
synonymous. The disciples of the Lord
Jesus "preached the word of the Lord"
and "preached the gospel" in village
after vil lage (Acts 8:25). When they
were scattered due to intense persecu-
tion they did not abandon the public
proclamation of the gospel for a safer
means of  min is t ry .  Acts 11:19,20 says,
"Now they which were scattered
abroad upon the persecution that arose
about Stephen travelled as far as
Phenice, and Cyprus, and Antioch,
preaching the word to none but unto
the Jews only. And some of them were
men of Cyprus and Cyrene, which,
when they were come to Antioch,
spake unto the Grecians, preaching the
Lord Jesus."
Seeing the great power of preaching,
some heathen religious leaders of the
first century and beyond tried to im-
itate Christianity in this respect. The
Roman Emperor Julian, for example,
sought to determine why the Christian
faith was spreading so rapidly and his
own religion of emperor worship was
having diff iculty winning acceptance.
He directed the pagan philosophers to
investigate, and their report to him in-
d i ca ted  tha t ,  i n  t he i r  op in ion ,
preaching was the greatest factor in the
success of the early church. Julian, com-
monly called the Apostate, ordered
them to begin preaching the message of
Voodrow Kroll is presi-
dent of Practical Bible
T r a i n i n g  S c h o o l ,
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emperor worsnlp.
The early church was making ter-
rific inroads into paganism. Multitudes
of people, even among the Romans,
were coming to know Christ as Savior
and were embracing the new religion.
Out of desperation the pagans began to
copy the church in order to keep pace.
How different it is today. ln the first
century the desperate world copied the
church to achieve its goals; in this cen-
tury the desperate church copies the
world for the same reason.
The Place of Preaching in History
Preaching the gospel and preachers
of the gospel have had both a positive
and a negative effect on history. God
has never been without a witness to
Himself. Since the Lord Jesus commis-
sioned the Twelve, someone has always
stood in the gap to proclaim the
message of eternal life. Era after era has
witnessed great preachers and their
preaching. Consider some who have
dominated the history of preachingr
Apostolic fue the Apostles,
Stephen,  Phi l ip ,  T imothy,  T i tus,
Apollos, Barnabas, etc.
Ante-N icene, Nicene, P ost-N icene Age
- Polycarp, Ignatius, Justin Martyr,
I r e n a e u s ,  T e r t u l l i a n ,  O r i g e n ,
Augustine, Chrysostom, etc,
Pre-Reformation ,\ge - Peter 'Waldo,
John Vycliffe, Savonarola, John Hus,
Thomas Cranmer, George Fox, Hugh
Latimer, etc.
Reformation fue - Martin Luther,
Philipp Melanchthon, Ulrich Zwingli,
John Calvin, John Knox, etc,
Seuenteenth Centwy - John Bunyan,
Richard Baxter, Samuel Rutherford,
Roger Vi l l iams,  Wi l l iam Penn,  etc .
Eighteenth Century - John Wesley,
George Vhitefield, Jonathan Edwards,
David Brainerd, \ililliam Carey, etc.
Nineteenth Century Charles
Spurgeon ,  A lexande r  Mac la ren ,
Charles Finney, Dwight L. Moody,
Adoniram Judson, etc.
Twentieth Cenuny - George Truett,
Robert G. Lee, Bil ly Sunday, \7.A.
Criswell, Peter Marshall, Stephen
Olford, etc.
While God has never been without
a witness, there have been both deluges
and droughts in the history of
preaching. The Apostolic Age was a
great beginning with much great
preaching. But with the rise of a
monarchic episcopacy in the centuries
that followed, the deluge of preaching
slowed considerably. Later years pro-
duced few preachers of note. During
the days of the Reformation, however,
the pace of preaching hastened
significantly and God has been pleased
to give us several successive centuries of
powerful preaching. D. Martyn Lloyd-
Jones observes, "When the Reforma-
tion and the Revival come they have
always led to great and notable periods
of the greatest preaching that the
church has ever known."3
However, there is a noticeable gap
in the history of powerful preaching.
Between the Post-Nicene Age and the
Pre-Reformation Ag" the church
became encrusted in religion and
became more interested in saints than
in sinners. The voices of powerful
preaching were nearly silenced and the
light of the gospel was almost totally
obscured. Is it any wonder that we refer
to this era of history as "the Dark
Ages"?
There is  an undeniable cor-
r e s p o n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  p o w e r f u l
p r e a c h i n g ,  f e a r l e s s  p r e a c h i n g ,
preaching the Vord and standing on it
when speaking to the issues of the day,
and the progress of history. Vhen
preaching is strong, the church is
strong. lVhen preaching is weak, the
voice of the church is muffled and
usually ignored.
T h e  P l a c e  o f  P r e a c h i n g
in Scripture
The Apostle Paul's choicest morsel
of wisdom on this subject is found in
the first letter to the Corinthian
church. "For Christ sent me not to
baptize, but to preach the gospel: not
with wisdom of words, lest the cross of
Christ should be made of none effect.
For the preaching of the cross is to
them that perish foolishness; but unto
us who are saved it is the power of
\roo . .. Frarn nor r.-roo made foolish the
wisdom of this world? For after that in
the wisdom of God the world by
wisdom knew not God, it pleased God
by the foolishness of preaching to save
them that believe. . . But we preach
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Christ crucified...Because the foolishness of God is wiser
than men; and the weakness of God is stronger than men"
(1 Cor. l:17-21:).
Preaching is God's premier method of propagating the
gospel. It was Jesus' method. Mark 1:14 says, "Jesus came into
Galilee, preaching the gospel." Of preaching, Phillips Brooks
once remarked, "lf we go back to the beginning of the Chris-
tian ministry we can see how distinctly and deliberately Jesus
chose this method of extending the knowiedge of Himseif
throughout the world. Other methods no doubt were open to
Him, but He deliberately selected this. He taught His truth to
a few men and then He said, 'Now go and tell that truth to
other men."t4
Preaching was also the method chosen by the followers of
Jesus. lt was Peter's method. Acts 2:14 reminds us that,
"Peter, standing up with the eleven, lifted up his voice, and
said unto them, Ye men of Judaea, and all you that dwell at
Jerusalem, be this known unto you, and hearken to my
words." Beginning with these words, Peter preached his great
sermon on the day of Pentecost.
Preaching was also Philip's method. Saul of Tarsus made
havoc with the early church. He entered every house and
dragged men and women off to prison. Acts B:4 then notes,
"Therefore they that were scattered abroad went every where
preaching the word." Philip went to the city of Samaria "and
preached Christ" unto them (Acts 8:5). \ilhen he met the
Ethiopian eunuch, "Philip opened his mouth and began at
the same scripture, and preached unto him Jesus" (Acts 8:35).
In fact, Philip "preached in all the cities" between Azotus and
Caesarea (Acts 8:40).
Preaching from a heart aflame ignites a passion which can-
not be quenched by anything but preaching. This is why the
Apostle Paul wasted no time in debating whether or not
preaching ought to be his method of spreading the gospel.
When he received his sight at the hands of Ananias, it is said
of Paul that "straightway he preached Christ in the
synagogues, that he is the Son of God" (Acts 9:20). Paul re-
mained a preacher all of his earthly days and in the last letter
he ever wrote, the Second Epistle to Timothy, his greatest
counsel to the young servant of the Lord was, "I charge
thee. . . Preach the word" (Z Tim. 4:1,2).
The Scriptures hold preaching in highest esteem. The
epistles of the New Testament affirm that, beginning with
Jesus and the Christian ministry, preaching was the pre-
scribed method of God for declaring the message of Christ
and His love to a loveless world.
The Place of Preaching in Worship
To worship is to ascribe worth to someone or something.
Worship is practiced whether the traditional trappings of
worship are present or not. Sometimes church services are
heavy on liturgy and light on preaching due to a
misunderstanding of worship. Preaching, if done properly, is
as much a part of worship as any other element in the wor-
ship service.
In many churches the pulpit is placed in the middle of the
platform. This is not done for simple symmetry. lt is done to
position the pulpit, from which the \7ord is preached, in the
center of activity for the worship of the church. Preaching is
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not a function apart from worship. It is not a function per-
formed by one man before a passive audience. It is not a one-
man show. \V.hen properly done, the preacher so draws the
congregation into his message that they worship with him as
he worships the Lord through preaching.
Preaching never occurs in a vacuum. Jesus had a company
of disciples with Him as He preached. At Pentecost and
eisewhere, Peter stood up to preach the gospel to unbelievers,
but in the company of believers (Acts 2:14). Paul also preached
in the company of believers (Acts 13:13). The preacher is
never alone in the act of preaching. In the presence of other
believers, preaching is the visible testimony to the saving
power of God and the corporate voice of God's people ascrib-
ing worth to God. P. T. Forsythe describes the sermon as
"the organized Hallelujah" of the church.
The Place of Preaching in Ministry
For the minister of the gospel, preaching should hold the
central place in his ministry.s In his delightful book The
Relec)ance o;f Preaching, Pierre Ch. Marcel notes, "Of the
diverse forms in which the Word of God can and does reach
men, one in particular will hold our attention because it oc-
cupies a central piace, governs all other modes of
disseminating the Word, and deals precisely with our subject.
Namely, with the Word of God, drawn from Scripture and
preached in His name by virtue of a divine charge, and with
the content of the revelation proclaimed in the preaching of
the church."6
In autonomous churches with a congregational form of
government, when a man is cailed to candidate for the
pastorate, what is the church most interested in? Do they ask
him to display his executive skills, explain his counseling
theory, or demonstrate his ability to use the original
languages? Nol As important as these things are, the foremost
question in their minds is, "Can he preach?" Marcel says,
"Preaching is the central, primary, decisive function of the
church."? It is the key to successful ministry.
Paul S. Rees claims, "lf the ordained man places the crown
of primacy on any other head in the cabinet of his interest -
visitation, group therapy, counseling, liturgy, administration,
or whatever - it will be reflected in what he does in his study,
with his Bible, on his knees, and in the pulpit."8
While we agree intellectually that preaching is the power
of God and we agree theoretically that it pleases God by the
fooiishness ofpreaching to save them that believe, practically
we appear to disagree. The pressures of the pastorate force the
preacher to spend less time preparing himself and his message
than he does in routine paper work or repairing relationships
within the church. \ilhile we agree on the priority and impor-
tance of preaching, the content of the Sunday sermon and
the calendar for the rest of the week frequently do not bear
out our convictions.
lWhen preaching is toppled from its place of primacy in the
ministry, the preacher is toppled with it. Once the most
respected man in town, today the titie "preacher" ranks only
a little above "politician" in respect. Many have become gun-
shy about using the title. They have become "members of the
clergy." That adds respectability. But the apostle Paul, after a
full life of ministry, rejoiced saying, "I am appointed a
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preacher, and an apostle, and a teacher
of the Genti les" (Z Tim. 1:12). Paul was
no member of the clergy; he was a
preacher.
When the Fundamental ist in the
pulpit or in the pew views preaching as
God does, when preaching is ap-
preciated and practiced as the primary
method o f  shar ing  the  gospe l ,  the
church will have found anew God's
primary avenue of bringing revival.
Speaking almost prophetical ly, Jay
Adams concludes, "If revival comes, if
there  is  a  g rea t  day  coming fo r  the
church  o f  Chr is t  and fo r  the  count ry ,
you may be sure of one thing: i t  wi l l  be
a revival sparked by preaching. This
has been true of all past revivals of the
Christ ian faith. They have al l  direct ly
involved the faithful preaching of the
Word, the preaching of the Christ who
saves. "9
It  is t ime Fundamental ists spoke up
and renewed their commlrmenr ro
preaching. I t  is t ime Christ ian educa-
tional institutions renewed their em-
phasis on training preachers. l t  is t ime
we put preaching in i ts place. I ts place is
number onel
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Must a Fundamentalist Fight?
by Robert Allen
" M rtr;:ilh'r:."#hl*Tjl'i,r:i
of the Bible, it seems to be the watchword for some in the
Fundamentalist movement today. But is "fighting" an adjec-
tive that must always be used with the word Fundamentalist?
That is the question facing Fundamentalists today.
Lest I be accused of sniping from the outside rather than
expressing a genuine concern from within, let me begin by
asserting my Fundamentalist training and continuing convic-
tion. As a youth I was active in the hard-core of the Conser-
vative Baptists and served as a messenger to the organiza-
tional meeting of the New Testament Association of Baptist
Churches held in Indianapolis. I am a graduate of a Bible col-
lege and a seminary, both of which are listed as "militant Fun-
damentalist schools" by George Dollar in A Hisrory of Fun-
damentalism in America. I still hold all the doctrines I was
taught at those schools, including an oppostion to what is
called "New Evangelicalism."
Two questions of great concern must be raised concerning
the fighting of Fundamentalists today. 1) Did historic fun-
damentalism always include a "militant" aspect? 2) Is the Fun-
damentalist fighting of today always an exposure of non-
biblical attitudes or has it degenerated into petty in-fighting?
Fundamentalism as it is presently known began in the
Bible conferences of the late nineteenth century. Though
these were a reaction to the higher criticism coming across
the ocean from Germany, their primary focus was the exposi-
tion of Scripture in areas they felt had been neglected, par-
ticularly prophecy. For fourteen years these conferences were
held near Niagara Falls and included some of the greatest
speakers in America. After 1897, however, they began to
decline because of internal dissension. At issue was the
pretribulational rapture. Many who were Fundamentalists
were not militant pretribulationists. The advocates of
pretribulationalism left and started another conference at
Sandy Cove, New York. This was perhaps the first of many
internal fights which have disrupted the Fundamentalist
ranks, but originally its militance was directed against the
liberals.
The development of Fundamentalism in the early part of
this century was greatly aided by the publication of "The
Fundamentals." Contributors to these volumes were. like the
Robert Allen is pastor of Bible Baptist
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Bible conference speakers, trying to present a scholarly
defense of their beliefs from a biblical standpoint. They
should be called militant in their exposure of non-biblical af-
f irmations and attitudes. But Dollar, in the book mentioned
above, draws a distinction between true Fundamentalists and
those who are merely "orthodox" and calls the booklets the
"Fundamentals of Orthodoxy." Apparently he does not con-
sider militancy against liberalism sufficient qualification for
the Fundamentalist label.
Another example of "non-militant" fighters for truth is
J. G. Machen's and B. B. Varfield's stand against l iberalism
in the Presbyterian denomination. Though Machen's stand
eventually led to separation from the Princeton faculty, his
militancy and separatistic position do not qualify him - ac-
cording to Dollar - as a Fundamentalist. On the other hand,
Carl Mclntire of the same reformed Presbyterian faith as
Machen, warrants commendation from Dollar as "one of the
best-known militant Fundamentalists of our time."
The late great Evangelist Bil ly Sunday is an i l lustration of
the diff iculty in assigning labels on the basis of mil itancy.
Sunday was uncompromisingly militant against booze and all
other forms of sin, but he was not militant against anyone
who would support him in his crusades, and was even known
to send decision cards to Catholic churches, though they did
not officially cooperate with him. Lindsay Denison
documents this in an article in The American Magazine of
September 1907.
It is doubtful whether militant Fundamentalists today
would support a Billy Sunday campaign if it were to come to
their town. Yet Dollar classifies him as "one of the greatest
Fundamentalist figures in the first third of this century,"
while admitting that Sunday did not understand the dif-
ferences between orthodoxy, conservative doctrine and Fun-
damentalist distinctives. Apparently it is easier to forgive a
lack ofunderstanding or practice from a historical perspective
than it is to forgive a preacher today who fights sin but refuses
to fight other believers.
The fact is that fundamentalism has always been militant
against unbelief, but its internal battles have received by far
the majority of attention from historians. There are Fun-
damentalists who have not been fighters and there are
fighters - particularly anti-Communist fighters - who have
not been Fundamentalists. There are thousands of Fun-
damentalist preachers who have been content to preach, win
souls and influence their communities for Christ without
engaging in diatribe or written abuse against those who dif-
fered with them in some areas. They have taken a stand
against liberalism by a positive proclamation of the gospel.
Who is to say their extra time spent in the work has not been
of more benefit than the time others have taken from their
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work to engage in battles?
The second question is whether or
not Fundamentalist fighting as we
witness i t  today is always an exposure
of "nonbibl ical aff irmations and at-
t i tudes." Though every f ight provokes a
scramble for bibl ical support,  i t  is often
personal interpretat ion imposed on
broad scriptural principles which deter-
mines "doctr inal" basis for the disagree-
ment.
Fol lowing the Vietnam War there
were reports of soldiers who had
become so accustomed to f ighting that
they rvere unable to return to civi l ian
l i fe without special treatment. Perhaps
this is what has happened to some of
the warriors of the Fundamen-
talist controversies. They are
so accustomed to fighting
that they cannot live
without a fight, and
consequently they
create one wherever
they go. A look at the
dangers which Dollar
lists as facing Fun-
damenalists today will
reveal some fights
which are a far cry
from the historic
issues of the virgin
birth, second coming,
bodily resurrection
and similar Bible doc-
trines. Some of the
dangers listed are the "gimmicks race,"
the "Keswick Movement," "Counseling
Christianity," "Crusading Calvinism"
and "Crisisitis" including the "numbers
neurosis." These are listed along with
"Drifts in Mission Circles," "Continu-
ing Pressures and Successes of New
Evangelicalism" and "Separation." Ap-
parently one and all of these dangers
are reasons for Fundamentalists to
f i gh t .  A t  l eas t  t he  numerous
newspapers and tracts which find their
way about the country take them as ex-
cuses for a fight. ln many cases the real
enemy would appear to be jealousy
concerning someone else's ministry
rather than any clear-cut doctrinal
defection.
Sometimes one Fundamentalist
group will see a doctrinal problem that
others choose to overlook. Many Bap-
tist Fundamentalists would exclude in-
fant baptizers from the ranks of true
fundamentalism, almost equating fun-
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damental ism u' i th the Baptist dist inc-
t i ves .  But  a  Fundamenta l i s t  in -
t e r d e n o m i n a t i o n a l  s c h o o l  m i g h t
disagree and honor Ian Paisley, for
example, as a leading Fundamental ist.
I t  is the r ight of both groups to hold
their view, but i t  perhaps i l lustrates the
fact that fundamental ism is larger than
any of those who attempt to del ir-reate
its boundaries.
'When 
no doctrinal basis for
a fight can be discovered
some Fundamen-
talists have not
been above
manufactur-
ing one, sad to say. At the time one
Bible coilege was organized, a faculty
was brought almost intact from North-
western College, the late William Bell
Riley's institution, which was phasing
out its Bible college. A year later the en-
tire faculty left the new school and it
was commonly reported that the
reason for their leaving was that some
of them believed in Bushnell's doctrine
of child nurture. After accepting that
explanation for years, I had opportuni-
ty to do further research and
discovered that the so-called "doctrinal
defection" had been manufactured so
that some in leadership positions would
have an explanation to give to the
churches as to why faculty members
they admired and respected were being
forced to leave. Similar charges and
counter-charges character ized the
revolt from Mclntire's domination of
the American C,ouncil of Christian
Churches in 1971, and the division be-
tween J. Frank Norris and the Baptist
Bible Fellowship in 1950. Good men on
both sides of these divisions sought to
arrive at the truth, but others
blundered on in apparent disregard for
truth. It is these who most often lay
claim to "militancy" and promote each
other as the true Fundamentalists.
In 1966 at the organizational
meet ing of  the New Testament
Association of Independent Baptist
Churches in Indianapolis another fight
took place. No doctrinal issue was
involved, but merely a question
of who should be able to
vote - those who had af-
filiated through the
previous year or all those
interested in the new
group, Because of
what was actually a
play for power on the
n e r t  n f  c n m c  L o . '
leaders, the New
Testament Association,
which a year earl ier had
been the focal point for
the entire hard-core
Fundamentalist
movement of the
Conservative Baptists,
came into existence
with only twenty-seven
churches and until
recently had not grown ex-
tensively beyond that. What
could have been a mighty force for the
. truth from the start was stunted
'because 
of petty in-fighting.
The question is not whether Fun-
damentalists wil l learn to fight, but
vihether they will learn to get along.
The organizations that have grown up
around the Christian D"y School
movement have shown many that it is
possible for those who do not agree on
every detail of Scripture to cooperate,
nevertheless, in areas of concern to all,
For example, they have fought govern-
ment interference on behalf of a school
with which they may not have agreed
in every area of doctrine. But even this
can be lost if history is allowed to
repeat itself. This article is not a plea to
Fundamentalists to embrace liberaiism
or ignore new evangelicalism. lt is not a
plea to give up cherished convictions. It
is simply a question. Can we speak the
truth in love as Fundamentalists and so
"grow up into him in all things, which
is the head, even Christ; from whom the
whole body fitly joined together and
continued on page 64
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I rs. Jones is a middle-aged lady who lives in
the mountains of one of the border states.
Before her conversion she used to run a still,
well; now she smiles faintly as she talks about
the past and of the transformation that has
taken place in her life. \?hile not highly
educated, Mrs. Jones does like to read,
especially the Bible, and in the King James Version at that.
She reads her Bible every day - well, nearly every day. She
has certain diff iculties with some of the older words, but that
doesn't stop her from reading, by any means. Mrs. Jones ap-
preciates some of the footnotes that clarify archaic words and
sometimes wonders why, if that's what they mean, that's not
what they say. But she's not very crit ical. After all, this is the
Bible. Oh yes, there's one other fact about Mrs. Jones that
you should know: she doesn't really exist - at least as far as
we know! Mrs. Jones developed as a figure to help the Ex-
ecutive Review Committee of the New King James Version
discover what the average - and especially the less-than-
average - Bible reader out there can understand.
The Yoice of the People in the
King James Tradition
by Arthur L. Farstad
the 1611 version took about 40 years to establish itself,
because in the early days it had heavy competition from the
Geneva Bible, as well as other English Bibles that were used
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. But
once established, the Authorized Version - or, as it 's usually
called in North America, the King James Version - became
the Bible of the vast mass of the Bible-reading public. It was
the Bible for preaching, memorization, commentaries, and
most other biblical pursuits short of scholarly studies in the
original tongues.
Unfortunately, there are some who are excessively, erro-
neously, and unbiblically committed to the King James Bible,
nearly to the point of idolatry. There are those who actually
teach that the King James is inspired and where it differs from
the original Greek and Hebrew we should correct the original
by the King Jamesl It is hard to believe that anyone would
teach that, and yet this is promulgated as truth in some nar-
row circles. The very learned producers of the King James
themselves ay in their Introduction that they have not made
a perfect work and that's why they give alternate renderings
It 's all very well and good for seminarians to talk about in the margin. What is more, the King James Version
hapax legomena and merisms, but the people in that one buys in the store today is not the 1611edi-
the real world who read the Bible are not deeply '; '-- rion. Contrary to popular belief, the ordinary King
concerned about that as a rule. Sometimes we ('". 
" 
; James Bible has been updated several times (for
find seminaries and even Bible colleges L".--- .; , which we should be most grateful!) Many of the
where very few people are sti l l  using n, 1 spell ings, much of the punctuation, and even
the King James Bible. Many students tr, . 
\laJtt t-.t 
__l the wording have been changed over theget the impression that srnce \ 
'
Seminary X doesn't use the King ,.,,, 
. 
' , 
-,u, chaic word for since that once was very fre-
James much any more, therefore the Jl \ r, quent in the King James, but for-
KingJames is passe. What they ' 1, \,t : ., 'rr '";:, i  tunately has been almost entirely
don't realize is that the masses of l\ ^ ttt, ;,p removed, so that few wil l
p e o p l e s t i l l u s e t h e K i n g J a m e s a n d i t \ . ' \ - ; , .
still outsells all Bibles in the English- .. ' 
" 
'1 't '" word.
speaking world, particularly in the 'r ' ' : .., i  ; '  
_ -. ,.,.:. i ,.,, , " The other extreme in rela-
United States and Canada. This is 
.r ' i  
'  
:: : '  .. t ion to the King James tradi-
especially true in the Southern states. 'q' \ I .. t ion is to say that it has
There is an old Latin expression that 
,\ , '  .- had its day, let it be scrapped
many of us have heard, to the effect that 'jt't''--*:1-".1' ""*".,)'t, and let's go on to other
the voice of the people is the voice of - ",) things. In l ight of the great
God: Vox populi, vox Dei. Theological- 
.i I ,, / i , i *ealth of literature based
:H*HL::,tff',:ffi'?i"',but there is a r, i r {,, !' , ":i55';'3.1il::';::
The general public's fondness 
r\ ' il wise viewpoint either.
for the King James Version - As is so often the case
years after it is in the current '.i '-- 
-"'' I rh" o.lden -"an between
language of the people h;;; '  I  ,  
'  -  
"rh;;  
, ; ;  viewpoints
lesson for all of us. ir : . . 
' 
makes sense here. The
Actually, historians tell us that ii-fl;r 
.{j.:::,,-;- _ Creat King James tradi-
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tion can be retained with necessary up-
datings to make it conform to today's
usage, in l ine with what has already
been done for that same version in the
past. The extreme conservatism of the
English-speaking church (including the
supposed l y  ve ry  modern  Nor th
American branch) has kept the King
James Bible from being updated as
needed in the last century or so. If it
had been done gradually, as was done
with Luther's German Bible, we would
not need to have all these squabbles
and unfortunate attacks made on Bible
revision by people who should know
better.
Those who have been to college,
and especially those who have gone on
to seminary, often have views differing
from the majority of Bible readers.
When I was told that market research
showed that traditional verse divisions
(rather than a paragraph according to
meaning) was sti l l  the choice of most
Bible readers, that red letter New
Testaments were very widely approved
of, and that there was a strong feeling
against deleting even parts of the text
that were highly questionable, I found
it hard to believe. However, in 1979-80
it was my privilege to travel across the
United States, in Canada and Great
Britain and to speak on the subject of
the King James tradition and the New
King James New Testament to over 20
press conferences and 20 banquets and
about 30 seminaries and Christian col-
leges.  Moving amongst  th is  very
representative group I was surprised to
see that the market research report was
apparently correct. Let's look at some
of the things that the first edition of the
New King James New Testament (1979)
retained that the people ,generally ap-
proved of and also at some of the things
that were most often reouested that we
had not done, bur have done for the
completed Bible.
Arthur L. Farstad is
executive N ew Testament
edttor of the Nect, King
James Version. He receiued
hts Th.M. andTl't.D. from
Dallas Theological Seminary where he
taught Greek for five years.
Approval of the People
First let's look at some of the deci-
sions that were generally approved of
by most people we met.
1. Prominent verse division. It
has become common in some Bibles to
put the verse numbers in one of the
margins and to indicate where the verse
begins by some l i t t le mark (or
sometimes one has to guessl).  Another
popular method is to have the verse
numbers sprinkled through the body of
the text, and not to indent for each
new verse. Of course, this has a certain
validity, since the verse numbers have
been added and there is no actual break
in the text itself where the verses are in-
dicated. A few Bibles have even gone so
far as to leave out the verse numbers
entirely or just to summarize which
numbers are included in a paragraph.
This latter method is not favored very
much by people who read the Bible
regularly.
The arguments put forth for having
the verse divisions prominently in-
dicated by indenting each new verse are
largely of a practical nature, which,
after all, is the reason verses were in-
serted in the f irst place. ( l)  I t  is easier to
f ind verses, and this is important in
discussing rel igious issues and in con-
troversies over doctr ine. (2) I t  is easier
to memorize separate verses when they
are blocked off as a paragraph. (3) I t  is
helpful in the public reading of the
Scriptures, especial ly i f  this is a respon-
sive reading, where the leader and the
congregation read verses alternately.
In a sense, the New King James is a
compromise between the old King
James method of indicating each verse
and the more modern way of having
the material paragraphed: only those
verses that begin a sentence are
capital ized in the New King James, so i t
is easy to see where a new sentence
begins. Also, paragraphs are indicated
by  the  head ing  o f  ma in  sec t ions .
Smaller subsections are indicated by
italicized verse numbers. Poetic sections
have the verse numbers all down the
left margin, so the best of both worlds
appears in the New King James.
2. Traditional text. The orginal
plan for the New King James New
Testament was to translate not from
the so-called Textus Receotus. but from
the Majority Text, a text quite similar
to the TR except in the Book of Revela-
tion. Later it was thought better to stay
with the TR since the King James was
translated from the text and this was
an updating of the King James Bible.
As a matter of fact it was a strong sup-
porter of the Majority Text who was
not working on the English updating
who said that it was very unwise to
bring out a translation of a text that
had not been on the market for a few
years to be examined by scholars. This
was of course the case, since The
Greek New Testament According
to the Majority Text was still in
preparation at that t ime.
The final compromise incorporates
the wishes of the people to know where
the text is questionable, and yet to re-
Many of t.he vords LhaL vere
i lal icrzed in lol l  are no longer in lhe
lext- al all becau"se lhey are noL
neeJed in modern [nqlish.
tain passages that are needlessly
omitted in some of the modern ver-
sions, al l  the while facing the scholarly
problems that are brought up by
seminarians and professors.
3. Words of Christ in red. I shall
never forget the look ofjoy on the face
of one very intell igent woman when
she opened the 1q79 New King James
New Testament and saw that the words
of Christ were in red. To her this was a
plus. Of course the accusation has been
made that red letters suggest hat those
words are more the Word of God than
the rest of the Bible. Actually I do not
suppose that many people really believe
that but, on the contrary, it is just a
handy way of clearly showing all the
words spoken by Christ. For a person
making a study of the teachings of
Christ it is very easy to go through the
New Testament from Matthew to
Revelation without a concordance and
find them all. The shade of red chosen
in the New King James is less blatant
than is often seen, and some who do
not particularly care for the red letter
edition expressed the view that the
subtler brick tone was more acceotable
to them.
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Suggestions from the People
Our many meetings with thousands of Bible readers as
well as telephone calls and letters taught us that there were
some areas where we were not following the wishes of a large
percentage of Bible readers, especially those committed to the
King James tradition. Let us look at some of these.
1. Italics. The first edition of the NKJV New Testament
abandoned the King James tradition of italicizing words sup-
plied by the translators to make the English read more
smoothly. Most modern Bibles do not use this system any
more. One reason it was eliminated was because in modern
English, italics are used for foreign words and for emphasis.
Probably the most widespread desire expressed by those who
basically like the New KingJames New Testament was that we
should restore the italicized words. Millions of Christians,
especially those who cannot check the original languages,
nevertheless like to know what words have been added by the
translators. This is especially true of Sunday school teachers,
preachers, missionaries, and those who study the Bible
seriously. Because of the problem of the modern use of italics,
a serious attempt was made to find some other means of in-
dicating these words. Many typefaces, including fonts
without serifs, so that they could be distinguished from the
rest of the text, were tried. The unfortunate thing is that
none of these attempts looked attractive. The appearance of
the page with a sprinkling of words in another typeface
looked odd. ln light of the fact that most Bible readers are
familiar with the King James tradition of italics and also the
fact that italicized words do look good on a page with regular
type, prompted the decision to restore this venerable King
James tradition. Many, however, of the words that were
italicized in 161 1 are no longer in the text at all because they
are not needed in modern English. So, here again, one will
not find as many italicized words as in the 1611 edition.
2. Footnotes. Some people read footnotes and others
don't, but it certainly is good to have them for those who are
interested in various problems of the text. As you might ex-
pect, it was at the colleges and seminaries that there were so
many requests for footnotes, especially of a textual nature.
One coed from Berkeley called to say she favored footnotes.
"l love footnotes," this girl said. The 1979 New King James
New Testament has only one textual footnote and a handful
of other footnotes on such items as the denarius. Most of the
footnotes in the New King James first edition give the
references to Old Testament quotations which are indicated
in oblique typeface (not quite as slanted as italics).
Now that the complete New King James Bible has been
published, by popular demand the New Testament is e-
quipped with a very full set of footnotes on textual problems.
For those like Mrs. Jones, perhaps, who are not concerned
about this, they can be safely ignored, since most of the dif-
ferences in text are not of great moment, though a few are.
The footnotes supplement the traditional text by two dif-
ferent traditions, without judging the question by telling
readers which they should choose and which is the best. This
has been one valid criticism of many of the footnotes in
modern Bibles: they take a very firm stand in their wording as
to what should be in the text and what should not. and vet
often disagree among themselves on several readings. Most
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people who have read the footnotes in modern Bibles would
be shocked to find out that there is only a tiny handful of
manuscripts that leave out Mark 16:9-20. The footnotes give
the impression that Mark 16 is on very shaky ground. This is
only true if one is committed to the idea that two ancient
manuscripts, Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, outweigh everything
else. Mark 16 is one of the textual variants that has real
theological importance.
The most commonly used Greek New Testaments today
are not terribly different from the century-old Westcott-Hort
text, although there is more picking and choosing of readings
(called eclecticism).
The bible i"s noL mefely a \flofk lor 
"scholar"s; l-he
Drble r"s fbr all t.he people
The footnotes in the New King James New Testament give
the work a real edge over other versions in that most of the
modern translations are geared strictly to one theory of tex-
tual criticism, namely, that the oldest manuscripts that we
happen to have are the best. !7here they give a variant
reading it will usually be because of the importance of the
traditional reading and the desire to explain omissions in
their text. The New King James really gives three different
traditions all on one page: (1) First of all, the text itself is the
traditional text employed by the Greek-speaking churches for
centuries and is still so used by those using Greek in their serv-
ices. In the footnotes, one may follow either or both of two
leading current theories on the text of the New Testament,
that is, the critical view and the Majority Text view. (2) The
usual critical view, which is indicated by NU (N for the
Nestle/Aland and U for the United Bible Societies) is largely
based on the oldest manuscripts, which almost all come from
Egypt. There the climate favors the preservation of papyrus, a
very brittle writing material. These manuscripts are a small
minority - less than 1O percent - of the extant manuscripts.
(3) The Majority Text is similar to the Textus Receptus or
Traditional Text because the Textus Receptus was based on
manuscripts that were available during the Reformation
period, and most of these manuscripts u'ere typical of the
vast majority still existing. A reading in the footnotes that is
labeled M will be one that is in the great majority of existing
manuscripts. The general thrust of this view is that the
earliest reading (that is, the original reading) is much more
likely to reproduce itself through the centuries in the majority
of manuscripts, and that a reading in only a handful of
manuscripts probably grew up in one area of the church only
(such as Egypt) or, in some cases, late in the history of the
text.
Most people are not well read enough in this technical
area to make a valid decision in textual readings, so it was
thought best to retain the traditional reading and indicate the
variation in the footnotes. Since this is an updating of the
King James tradition it was also thought best to use the type
of text that the King James translators used, even though
many today do not support that type of text. At any rate, it
should be pointed out that the differences are early all regard-
ing details and that the basic New Testament is the same in
every case.
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The Bible is not merely a work for
scho la rs ,  sem ina r i ans ,  o r  even
preachers and church officers; the Bible
is for all the people. For this reason
Thomas Nelson Publishers has made a
sincere effort to produce a Bible that
meets the needs of the people. As
noted, before work was started, market
research was done as to what readers-
especially those in the King James tradi-
tion-most appreciated about that
Bible. Three large meetings were con-
vened, called Overview Committees,
two in the United States and one in
Britain, to receive suggestions about
what should or shouldn't be changed
in the New King James. All through
the seven years that the work was in
progress typescripts were reviewed by a
wide cross section of people, both
leaders in the Christian community
and everyday Christians. It is our hope
and prayer that the changes made are
helpful and that the things retained are
those which people most appreciate in
the King James tradition. Once again it
is time for the voice of the people to be
heard as they read and evaluate the
New King James Bible. D
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The King Jcrmes Version 16lI
br Ed Drbson
he King James Version of the Bible is the most
widely circulated and universally accepted English
Bible in the world. For over three hundred vears it
has endured the malicious attacks of agnostics, the pseudo-
intellectual scorn of liberals and all the fiery darts of the wick-
ed one. Through all these stormy blasts it remains today as a
pillar of truth and hope for millions of believers who cherish
and defend it. F. Will iam Faber, a prominent scholar, writes
concerning the King James Version, "lt lives on the ear like
music that can never be forgotten . . . the power of all the
griefs and trials of a man is hidden beneath its words."
Likewise, H.L. Mencken states, "lt is the most beautiful of all
the translations of the Bible; indeed, it is probably the mosr
beautiful piece of writing in a1l the literature of the world."
Volumes could not contain the testimonies of multitudes
who lived and died in obscurity but who lived and died by
this Book of books.
The Commission
King James I authorized the translation of the Bible that
has borne his name ever since. He came to the throne in
Engiand in 1603 after the death of Queen Elizabeth I. He was
the son of Mary Queen of Scots, a devout Catholic, and by
his ascension to the throne united Scotland and England.
England had become a prominent power in Europe; Sir Fran-
cis Drake had sailed around the world; Sir 'l7alter Raleigh
had attempted to colonize America; the English church had
separated from the Church of Rome; and the literature of
Shakespeare, Bacon, and Spenser was in full blossom. Yet all
was not well at home. The Puritan movement, bent on strip-
ping the Anglican church of its papal robes, was flourishing
and heading toward direct confrontation with the Anglican
hierarchy. King James was faced with the challenge of recon-
ciling these opposing religious groups.
The controversy between the Anglicans and Puritans had
extended to which version of the Bible should be accepted
and read. The established church leaders were partial to the
Bishop's Bible and the Great Bible. However, the common
people were buying the Geneua Bible. To reconcile this dif
ference and others, King James called a church conference at
Hampton Court in January 1604. Four Puritans were invited
to this meeting to discuss their concerns with a group of
about 50 high churchmen. John Rainoids (Reynolds), Presi-
dent of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, was the spokesman
for the Puritans. The Anglicans sat in their formal church
robes while the Puritans appeared in plain fabric gowns,
evidencing disdain for church garb. Richard Bancroft, Bishop
of London and spokesman for the Anglicans, accused the
Puritans of being "schismatics, breakers of your laws," while
Rainolds criticized the policies of Bancroft and called for a
greater commitment to the instruction of the people.
As the debate went back and forth, the 37-year-old king
listened with his 1O-year-old son, Prince Henry, near him.
Then Rainolds made a suggestion that immediately captured
the King's interest, He suggested that a new translation of the
Bible be made that would have the approval of the entire
church. It would be sanctioned by the Anglicans and
Puritans, the clergy and laity alike. The king responded that
"this bee done by the best learned in both Vniuersities, after
them to bee reuiewed by the Bishops, and the chiefe learned
of the Church; from them to bee presented to the Priaie-
Councell; and lastly to bee ratified by his Rolall Authoritie, and
so this whole Church to bee bound vnto it, and none other."
That summer, 54 translators were approved for this new
project. Although this work did not officially.begin until
continued on page 60
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The King Jqmes Version Todcy
I
I
o other book has had so wide an impact on the
English-speaking world as the King James Version
of the Bible. Over the years of its popularity it
went through four major revisions, the last one being in 1769.
Most people who prefer the King James Version believe they
are reading the 1611original, but they are in fact using the
1769 fourth revision. A simple comparision wil l show the dif-
ference:
KJV (1611 edi t ion) :
"Our Father which are in heauen, Halowed be thy
Name, Thy Kingdom come, Thy wil l be done as in
heauen, so in earth. Giue vs day by day our daily bread.
And forgive vs our sinnes: for we also forgiue every one
that is indebted to vs. And lead us not into temptation.
but deliver vs from euil l" (Luke 1l2-4\.
KJV (1769 edition):
"Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy
name. Thy Kingdom come. Thy wil l be done, as in
heaven, so in earth. Give us day by day our daily bread.
And forgive us our sins; for we also forgive everyone
that is indebted to us. And lead us not into temotation:
but deliver us from evil" (Luke 1l:2-4\.
Popularity of KVJ
Since the seventeenth century the King JamesVersionhas
been the most popular English translation of the Bible. It is
often called the "Authorized Version" because it was
presented to King James of England by the translation com-
mittee for his authorization in 1611. It should be noted that
the king was not totaliy pleased with the translation and
never did officially authorize it, though the designation has
stuck with it ever since.
b'r Ed Hindson
Designed as a "compromise" translation for use by both
parties of the Anglican Church it was eventually accepted by
High Church Episcopalians and Evangelical Puritans alike. It
was certainly not the first English translation, but it was the
first to be widely accepted by both factions of the English
Church. However, we should remember that in 1611 it was a
neu., translation and some of the old guard of conservative
Puritans opposed it violently as a dangerous compromise with
Episcopacy. Some branded the K.J.V. translators as "dam-
nable corruptors of God's Word." Even the great scholar Dr.
Hugh Broughton rejected it, saying: "l require it to be
burnt!" preferring his "trusted" Geneva Bib1e.
Translating the Bible
It has been stated by some that "God only wrote one
Bib1e." While that is true, it was not the King James Version,
for it is only one of many English translations. The Bible God
"wrote" (through inspiration) was in Hebrew and Greek (with
a dash of Aramaic in Daniel and Ezra). The inspiration and
inerrancy of the Scriptures applies first and foremost to those
original manuscripts. They were later hand-copied to preserve
the text and none of the originals remain today. We do not
have the original documents of the Bible. What we do have
are thousands of copied manuscripts (and these contain many
variations). God did not see fit to give the original Scriptures
in a time when they could be photocopied for perfect
reproduction. He also apparently did not allow the originals
to survive.
The task of translating the Bible into any language must
begin with settling the issue of the text. Which Greek and
Hebrew manuscripts should be translated? The original Klng
James Version followed the Masoretic Text of the Old Testa-
continued on page 49
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Questions
An Interview with
B.R. Lakin
and Answers
Onlune 5, lgot, oboby,boy wosborntoMt. ondMrs._R;ichordLqttinin tfarmhouse onBigIlurttgotle Cteellin the hitl country,of Woyne County, West vfuginii. tuts. i:oAin hd prtyei
tl'4lt God would give her a'fireochet ,trotr" ond biforc thic iaby hd been'born sirc ioddedlcsteil him to the r.o-td. F:ot Q-3 yests ttow this "coutttry pteocher ioyr,, evongelist B.R. Lollitt,hos ttovekd ovet o mitlion miles "ctiss.ctocsing Amctico btcft otrd-iotth tiie o couitty ioy
ytot\ing o corn-towr" preoching to coulr;tk;ss muliitudec, seeingihousindrc ofliues trancfotmeitby the powet of lesus Chtist.
I Pl"rr. tell me about your family background.
I My fath". was a native West Virginian, born and
reared just about two miles from where I was born in Wayne
County. My mother came from Tazewell County, Virginia.
She came over the mountains with her parents when she was
16 years of age; they settled in Greenbrier Countv, and later
she came into'Wayne County. Vhen she was 16, she met and
married my father. They lived on a farm on Big Hurricane
Creek, seven miles our from Fort Gay. Their four boys and
two girls have all died except my baby sister and myself. I was
born on June 5, 1901; the old doctor rode seven miles over
the muddy roads, stayed all night, and delivered me at 9:00
the next morning and went back. He charged my father five
dollars! I think he got a bargain!
I  I  o , , , , ,
!f o What was your l i fe l ike in those days?
--
ll.l ft4y father was a farmer. \fe got up at 4:00 in the morn-
ing and ate breakfast and sat around and waited for daylight
to come. In the meantime we got to feeding, and did the milk-
ing and fed the hogs and so forth, so we'd be ready ro go ro
the field when the time came. We didn't have eight hours -
we worked t'from can't to can't," "can't see" to t 'can't see., '
'!7e 
had a poverty program - we all workedl
I Nov,,, tell us when you were saved.
Al I was saved on February 12,1918;I was 17. I worked at
a timber job driving four mules hauling sawed logs and stayed
in a log shanty at the head of the hollow. I eot sick and had to
come home for three days and my -othe. said, "There's a
revival going on up at the forks of the creek." That was in the
litt le one-room counrry Baptisr church.
The third night I said, "l think I'11 go up and get saved and
become a Methodist bishopl" She said, "You can become
anything you want to, just so you get saved." So I went. I,d
never lifted my hand for prayer, never gone forward in a
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meeting, but that night I listened to
this old country preacher, a nephew of
Devil Lance Hatfield, leader of the
Hatfield-McCoy Feud. He preached on
"When I See the Blood I Will Pass Over
You" and I could hardly wait till he
finished. When he did, I walked down
the aisle and knelt at the little pine
mourner's bench and received Christ as
my Savior. No great demonstration,
but a deep settled peace came into my
soul that has stood the tests of the
years.
I walked out into the night, and
stars came out on dress parade and the
trees bowed down their head and said,
"\ile're glad." I walked over the liftle
red clay hills and sang, "Hallelujah, tis
done! I believe on the Sonl I'm saved by
the blood of the crucified One!" My
mother looked like she was walking on
a sea of glass. I was baptized the next
Sunday; they cut a hole in the ice in
February to baptize me. I preached my
first sermon the next Sunday at the
Baptist church at Greenbrier on
"Behold the Lamb of God." It lasted
ten minutes maybe. Now, my father
was a Methodist: mv mother was a
Bap t i s t .  My  fa the r  j o i ned  the
Methodist church and was sprinkled
when he was 30 years old. I baptized
him when he was 60. He came down to
the front of the little country church
where I was preaching and said, "Son, I
always knew it was right. But my family
pride kept me from doing it. I want you
to baptize me."
I  t . - -
X{: No*,. ,tot said you beganpreaching right away. Did you feel
called into the ministry ?
A
Al vr.,y people ask me about my
call. This may sound a little strange,
but from the time I was a little boy I
thought if I ever got saved I'd be a
preacher. So I preached for all the kids
around when they had kids' preaching.
I preached all the funerals of the
chickens and the ground squirrels and
so forth. So I just naturally went to
preaching, and that's as far as I can
think of my call. My mother told me
she prayed when she carried me that I 'd
be her preacher-man. No others of my
family ever preached.
I t " ' I
\ !oNow, in  the.  ear lv  days,  whenyou started preaching, what kind of
churches were you in?
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ll.l S"-. kind of church I was saved
in, a little one-room country church
with a pot-bellied stove and coal-oil
lights. The first meeting I ever held was
about two or three weeks after I got
saved. I walked across that mountain
through the woods and carried a
lantern. I went over to Little Hur-
ricane, down the hills to the little log
country church, a little Protestant-
Methodist church. I held my first
revival there. Later, I became pastor of
the Greenbrier Baptist Church. That
was eight to 10 miles from my home, so
I rode a mule, with my saddlebags
under me, over the mountains once a
month and preached in this little coun-
try church. I think once we had 18, and
that might have been Rally Day. They
paid me seven dollars a month. I put
my mule in a different barn every night
and slept in the spare room in a dif-
ferent bed. If you haven't slept in the
spare room when it's four below zero,
you ain't slept!
I  t .  . . . . .
\ - /  o What haooened next l' \ ,
Al P.o- there I went to the First
Baptist Church of Ceredo, 'West
Virginia. I went to high school for a
while. \ile had a morning service in the
revival and I preached my own
meeting, so I'd come up at 10:00 from
the high school and preach and then
go back to school. While there, I mar-
ried Violet May Crabtree on August
30, 1922. She was a schoolteacher.
Every time I'd want to speak, I'd snap
my finger and hold up my hand. When
we got married she said, "Now, you
won't want to bother your mind with
the minor problems. I'll solve all those
and just leave the major problems for
you." We've been married 60 years and
haven't had a major problem yetl
I  t . - , ,
All . I ell us about your pastorates.
Alrn"y called me to pastor the
First Baptist Church of Louisa, Ken-
tucky, just seven miles from my home. I
had to decide between going to
seminary and taking a church. My dear
wife had a new baby and her mother
had a boy just six days older than he
was, and Violet nursed both of them!
At the same time, she was teaching
school and I was pastoring the church.
Later, I pastored in Prestonsburg, Ken-
tucky. The last church I pastored was
Euclid Avenue Baptist in Bristol,
Virginia. I went there when they had
17 in Sunday night service and 101 in
Sunday school. Within two years we
had 400 additions to the church. The
Sunday school went from 101 to nearly
800 and the Sunday night service from
17 until we had to put loudspeakers in
the basement to take care of the
overflow crowd.
L.l i r" ltr3g you became the
"r.d.i"t" 
pastor to Howard Cadle at
the Cadle Tabernacle in Indianapolis.
How did that come about?
AlO"" morning we were going ro
the Founder's \Veek Conference at
Moody Bible lnstitute and we stopped
in Indianapolis. I was going up there
with Colonel Earthman, a lawyer from
Murfreesboro, Tennessee. He knew
Mr. Cadle and knew about the work.
The next morning he said, "Let's get up
and go to the broadcast." This was at
6:00 a.m. After it was over, he said to
Mr. Cadle, "l got a man here you
need." He said, "Vell, maybe we'd bet-
ter have him come up for the camp
meeting." So I went up and preached in
the camp meeting for him later. When I
got back home, he wrote me and said,
"l'd like for' you to come back and
preach again next Sunday. I'll send a
plane for you." So I came up there and
he said, "\Uould you consider coming
here as my associate?" So I moved up
there with him and stayed for 14 years.
He died in 1941 after I'd been there on-
Iy two years. I stayed on as pastor. That
tabernacle seated 10,000. The choir loft
seated 1,400 and l've seen it packed
many times. \7e were on the Mutual
Radio Network coast to coast live every
day. lt was the only fundamental daily
network broadcast. Of course, Charles
E. Fuller was on weekly with the Old-
Fashioned Reoiual Hour as well. I stayed
there until 1952, when I moved to
Florida and went into full-t ime
evangelistic work. Those 14 years were
the highlight of my ministry.
r  l . -\/ o Tell us about your son Bil l.
Al Hir name was \ililliam Ashley. I
named him after Billy Sunday. He was
continued on page 65
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ihe world took l itt le note when a babv bov was born
on October 20, 1883, to poor farmers in Dale
County, Alabama. Rejoicing was confined to a l it-
tle country farmhouse, where ten brothers and si-sters
welcomed the new addition to their family. They a1l bowed
their heads, giving thanks to God, and listened as their
parents dedicated 1itt1e Robert Reynolds Jones to "the services
of Christ and His Kingdom."
Eighty-four years later, on January 16, 1968, Associated
Press, United Press International, ABC, NBC, CBS, and
dozens of popular newscasters broadcast to the world that
Robert (Bob) Reynolds Jones, the great evangelist and
educator, had been laid to rest. The whole world took note.
Telegrams, telephone calls, and letters by the thousands
from all parts of the globe flooded the halls of the University
that bears his name, with assets at that t ime valued at more
than thirty mill ion dollars. A special answering service was
set up at that University to assist in receiving the influx of
condolences.
State General Assemblies and several pages in the Con-
gressional Record paid him tribute. Editorials across the
country appropriately summed up his l i fe: "He Blistered
Satan and Liberals," they announced. This "Rugged Fun-
damentalist" Bob Jones "had his foes as well as his friends, his
detractors as well as his devotees, but none among them can
deny that even at age 84, when he met his Maker face to face,
he stood foursquare as a man of conviction - not compro-
mising." The hallmark of this "Varrior of the Faith" was
cited as his "indomitable and uncompromising" manner in
"the defense and extension of his beliefs."
Godly lnfluences
Robert Reynolds Jones was reared by godly parents. Early
in l ife young Bob learned that Christ was the center of his
close-knit family. Each Sunday was an occasion to ride in
their two-horse wagon to the l itt le Methodist church several
miles from their farm.
The Jones children were influenced by the l ives of the
many godly men and women who the Joneses continually
entertained in their home. The Joneses worked long hours to
make a living on their small farm and all the Jones boys
learned to work hard in the fields. By the time he was nine,
Bob was a good plowhand.
Young Bob's first "congregation" was an old mule he forced
to pause at the end of each row and listen to his ad-
monishments. Although Bob enjoyed discoursing to the
mule, which was only too glad to stop to listen, he disliked
the times his father called on him to recite for visitors in their
home. While they lived on a meager income, Alex Jones
always managed to buy newspapers and good books. An avid
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reader, he would mark great passages in the classics for his
children to copy and memorize and recite to guests.
Gradually young Bob shed his timidity; each Sunday
when the family home was filled with friends, relatives, and
guests, he went out to a wooded area of the farm, climbed on
a tree stump and preached to the visit ing children. Litt le did
he know in those pre-teen years that adults hid behind the
trees to hear his earnest childhood sermons.
The spiritual influence and example of his godly parents
led Bob early in life to seek to live a life that pleased God. His
father never failed to read a passage of Scripture each eve-
ning, after which al1 knelt around him to pray. Bob later
recalled lying in bed as a small boy talking to God each eve-
ning after the family devotional time.
Although he had asked God to save him during one of his
wooded prayer sessions when he was just seven, Bob did not
make a public profession of his faith until he was eleven years
old. This was in a revival meeting at their family church. On-
1y a year later he became the Sunday school superintendent!
In the Crucible of Suffering
In Bob's thirteenth year his mother died. Her death
caused him deep sorrow for they had been extremely close
and Bob grieved that she was not able to see him ordained by
his family's Methodist church ar age 15. Bob experienced
added sorrow the following year when his father died.
Soon after that bereavement, Bob enrolled in old
Southern lJniversity where he studied for three years, while
pastoring several small country churches and occasionally
conduct ing evangel is t ic  meet ings.
At 21, Bob married Bernice Sheffield, a beautiful girl at-
tending Judson College. Just a few weeks after the wedding
Bob learned from their doctor that his beloved wife had an
advanced case of tuberculosis. Bob assured her she would
recover, and took her to a more suitable western climate and
cared for her tenderly. But Bernice did not recover. She told
her handsome young husband that "God's will is perfect;
there is a purpose in my suffering." Only ten months after
they had recited their wedding vows, Bernice died.
ln the depths of his suffering, Bob cried out to God for
stronger faith. During those few months of their marriage
Bob had not only seen Bernice die, but he had been extreme-
1y i1l himself, diagnosed as suffering from "tuberculosis of the
throat" and given only a short time to live. However, God
chose to heal Bob's body, and from his crucible of suffering he
came forth as gold. Having completed three years of difficu1t,
academic, university courses he was intellectually prepared
for God's great purpose for his life, and now he was spiritually
prepared by first-hand knowledge of God's sustaining grace.
\7hen he was just 14, Bob had conducted his first
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evangelistic meeting in a brush-arbor shelter constructed with
the aid of some rural men. Those who accepted Christ as
their Savior at that brush arbor were the first of multiplied
thousands who would, throughout the ensuing years, be
changed 
-by the gospel message Bob Jones so powerfullypresenteo.
Being "in the way God led him," Bob met Mary Gaston
Stollenwerck in one of his evangelistic crusades, and they
were married on June 17, 1908. Their son, Robert Reynolds,
Jr., was born on October 19, 191I.
During these first years of his ministry Bob Jones preached
in his home state, then throughout adjoining states, and
eventually across the nation. People came to hear him preach
in municipal auditoriums and tabernacles that seated ten to
fifteen thousand people. Night after night, week after week,
and year after year these enormous centers resounded with
the powerful voice of the anointed bearer of a fervent,
dynamic message from God.
Newspapers around the country reported that Bob Jones
"stamped the platform, swung his arms, shouted, and
mopped his brow," It was reported
that in some of his meetings more
than five thousand accepted Jesus
Christ as their Lord and Savior.
Bob Jones was known as one of
the greatest evangelists of his day,
listed with his friends Billy Sunday,
Sam Jones, George Stuart, Henry C.
Morrison, and John Culpepper. Bil ly
Sunday branded him "the greatest
evangelist of all t ime."
B iog raphe r  Me l ton  \T r i gh t
reported that in 1924 when Bob
Jones was just forty years old he had
"p reached  12 ,000  se rmons  to
audiences exceeding 15,000,000 per-
sons; shook the hands of more than
100,000 people on the direct pro-
position that they would accept
Christ as personal Savior, and learned that 100,000 of these
converts had joined a church and were endeavoring to serve
the Master." In his early forties Bob Jones increased his scope
of ministry to include more than thirty foreign lands.
By the time he was 43 years old he had heard numerous
tragic, heartbreaking stories from hundreds of parents whose
sons and daughters had turned their backs on their faith in
secular colleges. "l am tired of leading boys and girls to Jesus
Christ and then seeing them attend institutions which shake
their faith in the deity of Christ whom they trust and in the
'!ilord 
of God which they have been taught to believe," he
declared. He set out to combat the atheistic drift in higher
education by starting a Christian college. He stated his goals:
"To build a school that will have high cultural and academic
standards and, at the same time, a school that will keep in use
an old-time, country mourner's bench where folks can get
dght with God."
Ground-breaking for the first site of Bob Jones College in
northwestern Florida was December 7, 1926. Doors opened
to BB students on September 74, 7977 . During revival services
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conducted the first week ofthe school's existence,40 ofthe 88
students made commitments to Christ and dedicated their
lives to His service. By the end of that school year, enrollment
had increased to 125. In 1933 Bob Jones College moved to
Cleveland. Tennessee. a more central location. The school
grew rapidly and prospered. Bob Jones continued to travel
widely, conducting evangelistic campaigns across America.
"B.J." students will never forget chapel services when "Dr.
Bob" deeply embedded in their hearts the ruling principles
that made him a giant for God: "The greatest ability is depend-
ability. It is never right to do wrong in order to get a chance
to do right. For a Christian, life is not divided into the secular
and the sacred; to him all ground is holy ground, every bush
a burning bush, and every place a temple of worship."
Bob Jones was a great soulwinner whose priorities made
him a big man. He boldly declared, "Jesus my Savior wasn't a
little Pharisee with a narrow racial and religious outlook.
He came from Heaven's noonday down to the midnight of
this earth. He put His arms around the whole race of
mankind and clasped His nail-pierced hands together, and
hugged everybody. That is the One I
representl "
After 52 years of preaching he
c r i J  " - f h o " o  i "  ^ ^ 1 . r .- . .^ ,  Jne program
that God has on this earth and that
is the program of saving people. I
know of a certainty that we Chris-
tian people can get along if we agree
on the essential fundamentals and
disagree about what we don't agree
abour, and we can unite to win peo-
ple to Jesus Christ. 
'We 
can get
together on that for that is God's big
business."
Because of the crowded condi-
tions, Bob Jones University moved
to Greenville, South Carolina in
1946, where it remains. In October
1947 more than 2,500 students had
flocked to the new campus.
Today Bob Jones University lists an enrollment of more
than 6,000. Thousands of alumni around the globe are bear-
ing testimony of Jesus Christ.
Bob Jones never retired. Until the last two years of hls life
when he was bedridden in the University's hospital, his life was
fuli and fulfilling. In his seventy-fifth year, for example, he
preached to hundreds ofthousands in great crusades in more
than forty cities, in over twenty states from Maine to California,
while continuing to lead the University, to write and speak
on radio, and, as always, to lead the fight against liberalism.
After his funeral, Bob Jones's close and beloved friend, Dr.
John R. Rice, wrote, "Bob Jones has left us a great heritage.
There is no tragedy, but triumph. How wonderfully Dr. Bob
Jones, Jr. and Dr. Bob Jones, III will carry on the traditions
and counsels and convictions of their father and grandfather
in the school he founded in defense of the faith. Goodnight
Dr. Bob! We will see you in the morningl"
And until then Christians will continue to feel his in-
fluence and be challenged to "Do right though the stars fall!"
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IDo Right Though the Stars Fall
would l ike to suggest hat all of you read carefully
the fourth chapter of the book of James. I quote
the last verse: "Therefore to him that knoweth to do
good, and doeth i t  not, to him it  is sin." We remember that in
this chapter certain people who considered themselves Chris-
t ians were frustrated. They wanted something, fought to get
i t ,  and seemed to have confl ict within their own hearts. They
did not get answers to their prayers because they wanted to
consume anything God might give them upon themselves.
The writer of this chapter makes i t  clear that anybody
who is a fr iend of the world is an enemy of
God. They had accepted the standards of
the rvorld, and that is exactly what a big
percentage of the church members of
America have done in our day.
You wil l  remember that this epist le is
writr . \n to the "twelve tr ibes which are scat-
tered abroad." They evidently knew what
was r ight, so hc said, " l f  you know what is
r ight and wil l  not do what is r ight, i t  is sin."
I t  is a sin for a man not to do what is r ight
even i f  he does not knou' rvhat is r isht but
cou ld  know what  i s  r igh t .
You students in Bob Jones University
know what is r ight. We have told you over
and over again rhat the two biggest words
in the English language are the two l i t t le
words, DO RIGHT. We have said over and
over again, "Do r ight regardless of the con-
sequences. Do r ight i f  the stars fal l ."
I t  Costs Something to Do Right
There has never been a t ime in the
historv of this countrv when i t  was more
important to stand for principle than i t  is
today. We bel ieve that BobJones University,
which is now in i ts thirt ieth year, was cal led
into existence by God, and has trained
students through the past thirty years to meer the issues of
the day. This university is not going to compromise. We are
go ing  to  s tand t rue .  Ie t  i t  cosr  what  i t  may.
Since Adam and Eve by their disobedience not only
wrecked Paradise but brought spir i tual dearh to al l  unborn
generations, i t  has been easy to do wrong and hard to do
right. I t  was not easy for God Almighty to f ind a way ro save
lost men. I t  cost God something to let His Son hang on a
cross in agony and blood, bearing the sins of a fal len race.
The Lord Jesus Christ made i t  plain that anyone gorng
aa)
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with Him has to carry a cross. lt is clearly taught in the Bible
that people who live godly wil l suffer persecution and in this
world Christian people wil l have tribularion. All down the
ages man has made some kind of effort to get out from under
a cross and out from under the burden and tribulation and
persecution. Remember, the measure of a Christian's tribula-
tion, persecution, and opposition in this world is: f irst, thc
measure of his uncompromising stand against that which is
wrong and for that which is right, and, second, the measure
of his influence for the right and against he wrong in the day
and generation in which he l ives.
You can scarcely f ind today in any
American pulpit  a grear, outstanding
preacher preaching against sin. You rarely
ever f ind a strong evangelist ic voice de-
nouncing that which is evi l  and cal l ing on
people to do r ight. Fif ty years ago, when I
was a young preacher, nearly al l  the Mon-
day morning dai ly papers in our big cit ies
carried a sermon (and sometimes more than
one sermon) by some preacher or preachers
attacking sin. You rarely ever see that kind
of sermon in print any more.
Al l  Christ ians are supposed to know thc
gospel and give the gospel to people. But
that is not al l  rve are told to do in the Word
of God. We are told to stand for somethins.
I t  i s  made p la in  to  us  rha t  wc  are  e i rher  fo r
the Lord Jesus Christ or we are against the
Lord Jesus Christ.  The Bible makes i t  plain
that the fr iendship of the world is enmity
with God. The trouble in America today is
that rel igious people have sacri f iced the
principle of r ight on the altar of remporary
convenlence.
Now.  young peop le ,  remember  tha t
whatever problem you have to meet in l i fe,
you can know how to meet i t  and meet i t  i f
you sincerely wish to know what is r ight and are determined
in your heart by the grace of God to do what is r ight
regardless of the consequences. These two l i t t le words, DO
RIGHT, ought to be put over every pulpit  in America
because these modernist ic preachers are not doing r ight, and
these preachers who are supposed to be orthodox who are
not courageous enough to denounce religious liberalism in
America even in their own denomination are not doing r ight,
and the compromising orthodox Christ ian laymen who are
support ing any program they know is modernist ic are not do-
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ing right. They are doing wrong, and
the Bible makes it plain they are doing
wrong.
No sinner could ever do wrong and
get away with it, and God will not even
let one of His born-again children do
wrong and get away with it. The com-
promising Bible believing preachers are
not getting away with what they are
doing. They are sacrificing principle on
the altar of compromise. Every man in
the Bible who did that suffered the con-
sequences. Lot did it, and other Bible
characters did the same thing, and they
all suffered the consequences, They
hurt their testimony and did harm to
their constituency and often to their
own families.
)oined the Methodist Church
I was converted at a Methodist altar
when I was just eleven years old, I did
not know much. I had read the Bible,
and my father had family prayer. I
knew that Jesus had died for me and I
could not save myself; and I knew if I
was going to be a Christian, I had to
take the Christian side of an issue. We
were told that we must count the cost
and if we were willing to go ahead and
trust Jesus Christ and take our stand
with Him and take on His enemies, He
would give us grace to do what He
wanted us to do. I knew just a few litt le
fundamental things.
When I was taken into the
Methodist church, they asked me a
question about what I believed; and I
was told what the Methodist church
bel ieved.  The Methodist  church
believed the Bible. It believed in the
virgin birth, the incarnation, the
vicarious blood atonement, the bodily
resurrection, and al1 the fundamentals
that all orthodox Christians believe.
Ail of these fundamentals are incor-
porated in the Apostles' Creed. The
Methodist ritual had my answer writ-
ten down, and I had to answer that
way. Here is the answer: "All this I
steadfastly believe." After this question
was asked. thev asked me if I would be
subject to the discipline of the church,
attend upon its ordinances, and sup-
port its institutions; and I said I would.
Now, I joined the church with the
definite understanding the church
believed certain things, and I believed
those things, and I agreed to support
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this church because the church did
believe these things.
Now, remember that I was an
eleven-year-old country boy when I
joined the Methodist church. I began
to preach and conduct evangelistic
meetings in the country districts of
Southeast Alabama when I was just
thirteen vears old: and when I was fif-
teen, I was licensed to preach, I took an
ordination vow that I have never
forgotten and never repudiated. I was
asked if I would drive away strange and
erroneous doctrines contrary to the Ar-
ticles of Religion (or doctrines) of the
Methodist church, and I agreed to do
it.
When I started out conducting
e v a n g e l i s t i c  m e e t i n g s ,  a l l  t h e
M e t h o d i s t s ,  P r e s b y t e r i a n s ,  a n d
members of other denominations
flocked to our meetings. I preached the
gospel. I stuck to the fundamental doc-
trines of the Bible which are accepted
by all orthodox Christians. There is no
difference between an orthodox Bap-
tist, an orthodox Methodist, or an or-
thodox Presbyterian and orthodox
members of any other denomination
when it comes to the verbal inspiration
of the Bible, the virgin birth, the incar-
nation, the vicarious blood atonement,
the bodily resurrection, and salvation
by grace through faith in Christ's aron-
ing blood.
As time passed, I began to learn that
there were some questions about what
was being taught in certain schools that
had been built by the gifts of orthodox
Methodists; and from what I knew
from some of my contacts, I knew that
the reports were true. And I knew there
were Methodist preachers who no
longer thought it necessary to believe in
the virgin birth, the incarnation, the
blood atonement, and such other fun-
damental doctrines that I had to accept
to jo in the Methodist  church;  and I
had pledged when I was ordained that I
would drive away doctrines contrary to
the fundamental doctrines I had to ac-
cept and was glad to accept them when
I joined the church. So I saw that I
could not support everything in the
Methodist church and keep my ordina-
tion vow; so I told the pastor where I
stood and told him I refused to support
anything even in my own church con-
trary to the fundamentals upon which
the church was built. Some of the
brethren said, "'We understand." But
the liberal brethren and the com-
promising brethren began to give me
some trouble. The liberals will generally
go along with you while you preach the
gospel if you will not reprove them
publicly and if you will support what
they want you to support while you
preach the gospel.
Leaving a Modernist Methodist
Church for Conscience' Sake
I got along pretty well for a few years
following that method. Then one day
the pastor of the church where I held
my membership brought a modernist
into his pulpit. This modernist trampled
on the inspiration and historical facts
of the Old Testament as no other man I
have ever known. At the close of the
service, I asked the pastor if he brought
this man to church knowing what he
stood for. and he said. 'Yes."'
So I took my membership out of the
church. I was what you call an
ordained local Methodist preacher. I
kept my church letter for a while,
wondering where I could put it and
continue to be consistent. One day I
was notified by the pastor that, accord-
ing to the laws of the church, I had to
keep my membership in the church in
the community where I lived or I would
lose my credentials.
Now remember, I would lose my
credentials if I kept my ordination
vows. I had taken an ordination vow to
drive away strange and erroneous doc-
trines, and yet the denomination that
required me to take that vow passed a
law that I had to hold membership in a
local Methodist church (where the
pastor had taken the same ordination
vow I had taken) and for me to put my
membership in that church and lend
my influence to that pastor and his
pulpit would be violating my ordina-
tion vow to drive away strange and er-
roneous doctrines contrary to the doc-
trines of the Methodist church. So I
simply said, "l have got to be consis-
tent. I have got to do right. I believe the
fi.rndamental doctrines I had to declare
I believed when I joined the Methodist
church. I believe that I ought to keep
my ordination vows, and I believe in
being true to my word. I can't preach
one thing and support something else. I
can't preach certain doctr ines and support something con-
trary to those doctr ines." So I surrendered my credentials and
took care of my ordination in another way.
It  is sometimes hard to do what a fel low ought to do. So I
am tel l ing you young people here: just make up your mind,
when you face a problem, to do the r ight thing. Now, you do
not have to be crazy or be eccentr ic or go off on a tangent or
act a fool.  I f  you posit ively know what is the r ight thing to do,
you do not have to ask anybody. I fyou do not know what is
the r ight thing to do, get down your Bible, read i t ,  and pray
over the matter.
Remember now. i f  you want to do what is r ight, you can
always f ind a way to do i t .
Don't get the idea that I  am at this chapcl program just
jumping on the Methodist church. Almost al l  of the great
denominations today are ecclesiast ical ly support ing things
that well- taught orthodox Christ ians know arc wrong, and
every last one of them that is doing i t  is sacri f icing that which
is r ight on the altar of that which is convenicnt. Because of
the connectional system in the Methodist church, inf luences
may spread more rapidlv than in denominations where the
church is supposed to have local self-government; but in this
day  and t ime,  B ib le -bc l iev ing  Bapt is ts ,  Prcsby tc r ians ,  and
others are support ing causes contrary to their doctr ines.
We are not tel l ing you students, especial ly you young
preachers, to get out of your denomination i f  you bel ieve the
doctr ine of your denomination and those doctr ines cover the
fundamentals of the faith, but we are tel l ing you, don't  do
wrong even i f  they throw you out of the church. The hour
has struck in this country when we have to have an army of
men and women who wil l  stop doing the convenient thing
and go to doing the r ight thing.
Decide to DO RIGHT at Any Cost and You
Can Live a Victorious Life
lf  you wil l  make up your mind that you are going to setr le
evcry question on just one principle and that is the principle
of r ight, you have got the victory already. Whenever you
begin to debate whether you are going to do the convenienr
thing or the r ight thing, you wil l  wind up doing rhe conven-
ient thing.
There has never been in my l i fet ime as much rel igious
compromise as now. " ' ! i lel l ,  suppose I can't  make up my
mind?" Well ,  i f  you wonder i f  a thing is r ight, give God the
benefi t  of the doubt. Don't give the Devi l  the benefi t  of the
doubt. I f  you do somcthing and wonder i f  you should not do
it ,  you should not do i t ;  and i f  you do something you think
you should not do, you are doing wrong.
Now, i f  al l  of you people in this auditorium today would
just make up your minds that these two l i t t le words, DO
RIGHT, are going to dominate your l ives, you have already
prepared yourselves for the problems you are going to meet.
continued on page 57
Train Yourself To Win Souls
PASTOR,  YOU CAN DOUBLE YOUR CHURCH ATTENDANCE IN
The Bible Baptist Church in Cebu City - Philippines.averaged l,Ol2 in
months after inaugurating the Treasure Path Scripture Course (June Bl
attendance doubled, now averaging over 2,OOO.
1  5  M O N T H S
7 987. Fourteen
- August 82), the
olllf i1.00
SPECIAL SALE PRICE
YOU CAN BE HAPPY,  WISE,  AND
SUCCESSFUL THROUGH SCRIPTURE MEMORY
TREASURE PATH TO SOUL-WINNING I
Box 2104 Lynchburg,  VA 24501
E n c l o s e d b $ - g i f t f o r  c o p i e s o f  " T r e a s u r e P a t h l o S o u l - W i n n i n g " ( $ 1 . O 0 e a c h f o r ' 1 - 1 9
c o p i e s ;  7 5 '  e a c h  l o r  2 0 - 5 9  c o p i e s ;  6 0 c  e a c h  l o r  6 0 - 9 9  c o p i e s j  5 0 ' e a c h  t o r  1 O O  a n d  u p . )
E n c l o s o d b  $ - g i f t f o r - c o p i e s o f " S o u l - W i n n e r s P a r a d i s e " ( S l . 0 O e a c h f o r l - 1 9 c o p i e s ;
7 5 c  e a c h  f o r  2 0 - 5 9  c o p i e s ;  6 0 '  e a c h  J o r  6 0 - 9 9  c o p i e s ;  5 0 c  e a c h  f o r  1 O O  a n d  u p . )
E n c l o s e d  b  $  -  g i f t  f o r  -  c o p i e s  o f  " S o u l - W i n n e r ' s  F a s t "  ( $  1 . 0 0  e a c h  f o r  1 - 1  I  c o p i e s ;  7 5 (
e a c h  f o r  2 0 - 5 9  c o p i e s ;  6 0 ' e a c h  f o r  6 0 - 9 9  c o p i e s ;  5 0 c  e a c h  f o r  1 0 0  a n d  u p . )
Total  amount enclosed $ plus 3Oc postage tor one copy and 3c each addit ional copy.
TREASURE PATH TO SOUL-WINNING
by  J .O .  GROOMS
Would you spend iust  ten minutes a day to achieve
Bible knowledge equivalent  to two years '  s tudy in a Bib le
Col lege and have 420 verses of  Scr ipture at  your f inger
ilps? Treasure Path to Soul Winning (180 verses), Soul
Winner's Paradise (120 verses), and Soul Winner's Fast
(12O verses),  are Scr ipture Memory books which ut i l ize an
easy method of  memoriz ing that  works psychological ly  on
the subconscious mind so you should never forget  the
verse or  locat ion.
Anyone who can count to 10 can take the course and
f in ish i t ,  fo l lowing the easy instruct ions.  Af ter  complet ing
this course you wi l l  be able to speak f luent ly  on 85 Bible
subjects,  quot ing 5 verses on each.  A beaut i fu l  d ip loma is
awarded to those who complete the course.  The complete
plan of  salvat ion,  wi th scr ipture texts arranged in an
order ly fashion to maneuver you through the plan ot
salvation, is in all three books. In Soul Winner's Paradise
and Soul Winner's Fast, skillf ul techniques are taught on
how to get  the s inner,  even though a church member,  to
real ize his lost  condi t ion,  and then br inq him to a f inal
commitment to salvat ion.
ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAYI
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The Rapture - The Next
Great Event in Prophecy
he next great event in prophecy is often referred to
as the rapture. Some time ago I received a letter
from a very upset viewer of the Old-Time Gospel
Hour TV program, In essence, the letter read:
"You people down there in Virginia bother me. Your
choir sings songs about an event called the rapture. The TV
preacher preaches ermons on the rapture. And you - you've
actually written a book on the rapture. Now my concern is
this: You folks are singing, preaching, and writing about a
word that's not even found in the Bible!"
ln answering this letter I agreed that he was indeed cor-
rect, inasmuch as the word rapture is nowhere to be found
among the 774,747 words in the King James Version of the
Bible. But I then pointed out that neither are the words Trlnl"
t1, demon, Bible, or grandfather mentioned in that version of
the Word of God. But there is a Trinity, there are demons,
grandfathers do exist, and the rapture is a realityl
Actually, the word rapture is from rapere, found in the ex-
pression "caught up" in the Latin translation of I Thessalo-
nians 4:17. However, if one so desires, the rapture could be
scripturally referred to as the hnrpazo, which is the Greek
word translated "caught up" in I Thessalonians 4:17. The
identical phrase is found in Acts 8:39, where Phil ip was
caught away by the Holy Spirit, and in 2 Corinthians 72:2,4,
when Paul was caught up into the third heaven. Or, if you'd
rather, the rapture could be known as the allasso, from the
Greek translated "changed" in 1 Corinthians 15:51,52.
Allasso is also used in describing the final renewal and
transformation of the heavens and the earth. (See Heb. 1:12.)
So then, use whatever name suits your fancy. Of course, the
important thing is not what you name it, but rather, can you
claim itl That is, will you participate in it?
Thus, the next scheduled event predicted in the Word of
God will take place when the Savior Himself appears in the
air to catch up His ownl
An lllustration of the Rapture
Let us consider an illustration of the harpaTo-allasso or rap-
ture: A man is cleaning out his garage and discovers a small
box filled with a mixture of tiny iron nails, wooden splinters,
sawdust, and pieces of paper. Suppose he desires to save the
nails. How could he quickly separate them from the wooden
Harold Willmington is Director of the
Insritute of Biblical studies at Liberty
Baptist College, Lynchbur g, Vir ginia.
by Harold L. Willmington
splinters? If a magnet was available, the task would be quite
simple. He would simply position the magnet over the box.
lmmediately all those objects possessing the same physical
nature would be caught up to meet the magnet in the air.
If his wife were watching all this, spotting a particular ob-
ject in the box, she might say: "Look at the sharp point on
Vhen Chriot appeaf6, lle vill nol come especially ior
black or vhite people, for Calholico r Droteotants. for
Jewo or Gentilee, bul only for lhooe individualo vho
po66es6 the oame nature ao liimoelf.
that! I bet the magnet wil l zap that upl" But unknown to her,
that tiny item might be a sharp sliver of wood which would
not be taken up. Or, she might conclude: "That fragment
over there is a piece of wood for sure," However, in reality it
could be a "backslidden" nail with some rust on it. But in
both cases the magnet would quickly and accurately discern
the character of the piece and act accordingly.
Vhen Christ appears, He wil l not come especially for black
or white people, for Catholics or Protestants, for Jews or Gen-
tiles, but only for those individuais who possess the same
nature as Himself. One of the most thrilling things God does
for each repenting sinner is to give him or her the very mind
of Christ and a brand new creationl (See I Cor. 2:16; ZCor.( . 17 .  F -L  a ,14 ,  )  p^ , - r  1 :4 ) .J . L t t  P y t . .
First Mention of the Rapture
The first mention of the rapture in the Bible is found in
John 14: I-3 Let not Jour heart be troubled: ye belieue in God,
belieue also in me. In my Father's hnuse are many mansions: if it
were not so, I would haue told you. I go to prepare a place for you.
And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and
receive 1ou unto myself; that where I am, there ye mal be also.
While the Old Testament prophets spoke in glowing terms
of the Messiah's eventual return to earth and the establish-
ment of His perfect kingdom upon the earth (lsa. 2:2-5; 9:6,7;
11:1-16; 32:l; 35J-10; etc.), they knew absolutely nothing of
that event whereby God Himself would (for a brief period of
time) remove His people {rom off the earth. For whom will
Jesus comel It is the view of this theological summary that
Christ will come again for His church, which is composed of
all saved peopie from Pentecost up to the rapture itself.
(Other passages that speak of the rapture are 1 Cor. 1:7; Phil.
3 :20;  T i tus 2:13;  Heb.  9:28;1Thess.  4t13-17;1 Cor.  15:51-57)
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The Second American Revolution
by John C. Whitehead
Dav id  C .  Cook  Pub l i sh ing  Co . ,
1 9 8 2 ,  2 5 3  p p . ,  $  1 O . 9 5
Reviewed by Boyd Rist ,  associate
professor  of  History and chai rman
of  the Div is ion of  Socia l  Sciences
at  L iber ty  Bapt is t  Col lege,
Lynchbu rg ,  V i rg in ia .
C o n s t i t u t i o n a l  l a w y e r  J o h n
Whitehead has wri t ten an impor-
tant and general ly percept ive book
on the relat ionship between law
a n d  s o c i e t y  i n  c o n t e m p o r a r y
America. l t  is his thesis that
American law has departed radical-
ly f rom i ts Judeo-Christ ian base in
the last one hundred or so years
and has opted to fol low instead the
evolving path of sociological  law.
Law, Whitehead observes, "has
become ut i l i tar ian. l t  can be what
the major i ty conceives as law, or i t
can be what the el i te says i t  is.
There is no absolute. ln the end, i t
is always what a court  or judge
says  i t  i s "  (p ,  5o) ,
Francis Schaeffer states in the
foreword to The Second American
Revolution that "lf there is stil l an
ent i ty known as ' the Christ ian
Church'  by the end of this century,
operat ing with any semblance of
l iberty within our society here in
the United States, i t  wi l l  probably
have John Whitehead and his book
to thank" 1p. 1 3).  Indeed, readers
of Schaeffer's recent works
How Should We Then Live?
(1976), Whatever Happened to the
Human Race? (1979) with C.
Everett Koop, and A Christian
Manifesto (1981) -  wi l l  be quick
to recognize how these works have
helped to shape Mr. Whitehead's
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analysis and remedy. The great
strength of this book is the
f o r c e f u l n e s s  o f  t h e  a u t h o r ' s
arguments. The reader wi l l  have l i t -
t le di f f icul ty discovering precisely
who is responsible for the current
legal wasteland and where and
when the cr i t ical  wrong ideological
turns were made. Whitehead's
book reads l ike a legal br ief  -
bui lding the strongest possible case
for his point of  v iew, minimizing or
glossing over evidence to the con-
trary,  and suggest ing appropriate
l e v e l s  o f  C h r i s t i a n  r e s p o n s e .
Wayne Stayskal 's edi tor ial  car-
toons, interspersed throughout,
add pungency to an already l ively
text.
'l'l I li
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The book 's  ear ly  chapters
develop the theme that Anglo-
American law is f i rmly rooted in a
b ib l i ca l  base.  Whi tehead.  l i ke
Schaeffer,  puts great emphasis on
the writings of Samuel Rutherford.
I t  i s  h i s  c o n t e n t i o n  t h a t
Rutherford's ideas as transmit ted
by such leaders of the revolut ionary
generation as John Witherspoon
and his student James Madison
were vi tal  in shaping the movement
for independence.
Whitehead is equal ly clear as to
the reasons law and the Const i tu-
t ion have moved away from the
Reformation base articulated in the
n a t i o n ' s  f o u n d i n g  d o c u m e n t s .
Darwinian theory and humanism
are  the  rea l  v i l la ins .  Humanism is
def ined as "the fundamental  idea
that men and women can begin
from themselves without reference
to the Bible and, by reasoning out-
ward, der ive the standards to judge
a l l  mat te rs . . .There  are  no  r igh ts
given by God. There are no stan-
dards that cannot be eroded or
replaced by what seems necessary/
expedient,  or even fashionable at
the t ime" (p. 3B).  Whitehead
rightful ly cast igates the church for
i ts si lence over the last century
thus al lowing a r is ing t ide of
humanism to law and culture. He
warns  tha t .con t inued s i lence w i l l
leave us subject to the dictates of a
judge or even a fuhrer- l ike pol i t ical
leader.
Whitehead is quite specif ic as
to the point at  which Darwinism
came to be appl ied to law. He notes
the cr i t ical  role played by Charles
Langdel l ,  Dean of the Harvard Law
School,  who imparted the lesson
that the basic "pr inciples and doc-
trines of the law were the products
of an evolving and growing process
over many years" 1p. 46).  Ol iver
Wendel l  Holmes. Jr. .  carr ied this
c l a s s r o o m  f o u n d a t i o n  f o r
sociological  jur isprudence into the
courtroom. "The idea that God en-
dows man with absolute r ights,
such as l i fe,  l iberty,  and the pursuit
of  happiness are lost within the
Holmes framework of sociological
law" (p. 50).  The result  has been a
legal revolut ion culminat ing in what
iU\, . IJ/L\ ]AIIST J. UPNAT
the author sees as a social ly
destruct ive judicial  act iv ism evi-
dent in such decisions as the devo-
t ional prayer and Bible reading deci-
sions of 1 962 and 1 963 and, even
more alarming, the 1973 Roe vs.
Wade decision legalizing abortion.
Decisions of this scope, says
Whitehead, have transformed the
federal  court  system and especial ly
t h e  S u p r e m e  C o u r t  i n t o  a
" l e g i s c o u r t "  ( p p .  6 6 - 6 9 ) .
Whitehead's chapter on the higher
law locates true law in the Bible,
part icular ly the Ten Command-
ments .  the  f  ounta inhead f  rom
which the pr inciples of the common
law are drawn.
The middle chapters of the book
discuss the histor ical  or igins of the
F i r s t  A m e n d m e n t  w h o s e
phi losophical  base Whitehead sees
rooted in denominat ional plural ism.
Whitehead f inds that the Supreme
Court has gradual ly moved away
from def ining rel igion in terms of
Christ ian theism to a humanist
def ini t ion of rel ig ion, culminat ing in
a ser ies of decisions by the Warren
Cour t  wh ich ,  under  gu ise  o f
neutral i ty,  "restr icts rel ig ious ex-
pression to the pr ivate realm and
removes i t  f rom the publ ic arena -
thus rendering i t  ineffeci tve as i t
re la tes  to  the  cu l tu re"  (p .  1  12) .
Some of the most eff  ect ive
arguments marshal led in The Sec-
ond American Revolution relate to
the mental i ty which produced the
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision where
"the r ight to pr ivacy reached
macabre proport ions" (p. 1231.
Whitehead shows that the decision
was not only bad law but bad
science. The logical  end product of
the abort ion mental i ty,  according
to Whitehead, is the idea of the
disposable man. With the loss of
man's digni ty we are very close to
the point of  an imposed order
where man is manipulated and
regulated by an al l -powerful  state.
Whitehead fortunately does not
leave us to face this gloomy pros-
pect without an al ternat ive. He
asserts that there is a Christ ian
response which includes, should
circumstances warrant,  forms of
resistance or civ i l  d isobedience
toward demands of the state which
N{),iE}.,itsE! it!2
are c lear ly  unbib l ica l .  Whi tehead is
careful to stress that the level of
res is tance must  be appropr iate to
the threat  posed.  He fo l lows c lose-
ly  Ruther f  ord 's  three levels of
res is tance:  protest ;  f l ight  i f  possi -
b le;  force i f  a l l  e lse f  a i ls .  l t  is
Whi tehead's v iew that  "protest  is
our  most  v iable a l ternat ive at  th is
t ime  i n  h i s to ry "  (p .  156 ) .  Th i s
real izat ion wi l l  reoui re Chr is t ians to
once again st r ive to in f luence a l l
areas of  l i fe  " inc luding law and
pol i t ics.  We must  begin anew to
study a l l  in te l lectual  d isc ip l ines and
app l y  t he  B ib le  t o  t hem"  (p .  159 ) .
The author 's  last  chapter ,  ent i t led
"Plan for  Act ion,"  out l ines what
can be done in terms of  becoming
educated on the issues.  the ro le of
the law school  and the law student ,
and the ro le of  the church in  the en-
t i re  cul tura l  rev i ta l izat ion orocess.
He warns that  adopt ing a defensive
posture wi l l  resul t  in  u l t imate loss.
He urges the church to take a stand
a n d  s p e a r h e a d  a  " S e c o n d
Amer ican Revolut ion f  ounded upon
the  B ib le  i n  i t s  t o ta l i t y "  ( p .  180 ) .
John Whi tehead deserves h igh
praise for  producing th is  book.  The
Bib l iography and Notes ref lect  im-
pressive reading and research.  As a
histor ian,  I  must  be f  rank in  admit -
t ing that  members of  my profession
have min imized or  g lossed over  the
Chr i s t i an  base  tha t  pe rmea tes
much of  co lonia l ,  revolut ionary,
and ear ly  nat ional  h is tory.  I  do see
greater  in terest  in  the subject
among  p ro f  ess iona l  h i s to r i ans ,
however,  and books l ike th is  one by
Whi tehead should help fur ther  the
search for  a par t  of  our  past  that  is
v i ta l  to  understanding the present .
My concerns wi th th is  book and
others in  the genre re late to the
point  that  in  our  zeal  to  recover  the
Chr is t ian past  in  Amer ica we may
tend to g loss over  par ts  of  the ear ly
Amer ican exper ience which do not
conform readi ly  to  our  in terpreta-
t ion.  I  f ind,  for  example,  that  in  the
recent  wr i t ings on republ icanism,
we can v iew the ideological  under-
p innings of  the nat ion 's  or ig ins in
thei r  r ichest  l ight .  Republ icanism to
the e ighteenth-century mind was
far  more than a form of  govern-
ment .  l t  was a dynamic ideology
assuming moral dimensions and in-
volving the very charactei  of
American society. lts roots were in
both the Christ ian and classical
pas t .  An  apprec ia t ion  o f  the
wri t ings of Bernard Bai lyn, Gordon
Wood. and others would reveal a
strong affinity among the revolu-
t i o n a r y  l e a d e r s h i p  f o r  v a l u e s
associated with republ ican Rome
as wel l  as those more clear ly Chris-
t ian in their  or igins.
I  would quest ion aspects of
Whitehead's interpretat ion of the
First  Amendment rel ig ion clauses.
He f inds the central  concern to be
prevent ing the establ ishment of a
"nat ional denominat ional church"
(p. 96).  He seems to argue that
state establ ishments were not
meant to be touched. Whi le i t  is
true that vest iges of establ ishment
persisted wel l  into the nineteenth
century, part icular ly in the New
England states. i t  is c lear that the
spir i t  of  the First  Amendment was
against establ ishments of rel ig ion,
period. Cerrainly the great statute
on rel igious freedom in Virginia
(1  786) ,  au thored pr inc ipa l l y  by
Jefferson and Madison with a major
assist  f  rom evangel ical  Bapt ists
and Presbyter ians, breathed this
spir i t .  Virginia made a clear break
with the rel igious model provided
by Great Bri tain and the other
states, and i t  was Madison's hope
that this concept would become
normative in al l  the states. This is
not to negate for one moment the
bel ief  that rel ig ion had an important
place in American l i fe which was
vital  to the preservat ion of the
social  fabr ic and the republ ican ex-
oer iment .
I  have trouble with Whitehead's
assert ion that the sociological  law
rooted in Darwinian concepts is
r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  S u p r e m e
Court 's becoming f inal  arbi ter of
social  issues on a nat ional level.
The histor ical  record is qui te clear
that i t  was the Marshal l  Court
which was largely responsible for
expanding tremendously the role of
the Court  in American l i fe.  Men of
Marshal l 's age would not have
u n d e r s t o o d  s o c i o l o g i c a l  j u r i s -
prudence as such, but certainly
M a r s h a l l ' s  d e c i s i o n s  r e f l e c t e d
Ar^
strong pol i t ical  preferences which
went beyond the literal text of the
Constitution - a preference for na-
tional as opposed to state power, a
preference for protection of proper-
ty r ights as opposed to publ ic in-
terest considerat ions, and so forth,
Certainly men like Jefferson f elt the
Const i tut ion was being radical ly
al tered by the Marshal l  Court .
Jefferson referred to the justices as
"miners and sappers" weakening
the very fabr ic of the Const i tut ion.
One more example wi l l  suff ice.
When the Supreme Court decided
in the Dred Scott Case (1 857), that
Scott was not a citizen and that
Congress had no authority to
legislate on slavery in the terr i tor ies
whatsoever,  i t  is di f f icul t  to escape
the conclusion that f ive Southernjust ices and two Northern sym-
pathizers were attempting to write
into the Const i tut ion their  social
views on race and to solve a prob-
lem which the other two branches
had grappled with unsuccessful ly
for f i f ty years. In sum, I  f ind the
Supreme Court exhibi t ing clear
value preferences much earl ier and
f o r  r e a s o n s  m o r e  m a n i f e s t l y
pol i t ical  than does Mr. Whitehead.
I  would also raise quest ions
about the author 's interpretat ion of
federal ism. l f ,  as Mr. Whitehead
argues, the f  ramers intended to
l imit  the federal  sphere, why the
deep f  ears of the ant i federal ists
such as Richard Henry Lee and
George Mason? More accurately,
both supporters and opponents of
the Constitution favored a federal
system. They di f fered as to the
distr ibut ion of power among the
various civ i l  governing bodies. Mr.
Whitehead refers to the Constitu-
t ion as a covenant or contract be-
tween the states and the new
federa l  government  (p .2O71.  Whi le
this was freqent ly argued before
the Civi l  War, there was certainly
no uniform agreement on the mat-
ter. John Marshall in McCulloch vs.
Maryland stated that the Constitu-
tion rested on the authority of the
people rather than the states as
sovereign ent i t ies. I  would add but
one pract ical  considerat ion. Mr.
Whitehead appears to argue for a
return to the const i tut ional balance
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of 1787. Assuming there was
agreement then as to where that
balance should be struck, how do
we undo two hundred vears of na-
t ional development which in some
areas make nat ional solut ions the
only feasible ones, and do so in a
manner not total ly disrupt ive of the
social  order? This problem, not
real ly addressed in the book, ap-
pears to be fundamental .
Whitehead's book is st imulat ing
and his analysis of contemporary
American values accurate. He has
r e c o v e r e d  a  s i g n i f i c a n t l y
underest imated component in the
American character.  The book
deserves careful  reading by Chris-
t ians and by those in the larger
American community who st i l l  re-
tain a mind suff ic ient ly open to ap-
preciate the f  ragi l i ty of  human
freedom and i ts ser ious erosion in
the late twent ieth centurv.
emphasis.  The church has placed
emphasis on the message being
p r e s e n t e d  r a t h e r  t h a n  t h e
messenger presenting it. Present-
day Christendom has "f looded the
market" with witnessing tech-
niques. That was the reason I reluc-
tant ly bought this book, but i ts sub-
t i t le intr igued me, "Crossing Tradi-
t ional Boundaries to Reach the
Unbel ieving World."  And that is
what life-Style Evangef'srn does.
Instead of being int imidated, I was
cha l lenged,  No longer  do  lv iew my
non-be l iev ing  ne ighbor  as  the
enemy, but,  as Aldr ich describes, a
"vict im of the enemy." Instead of
deal ing with information that only
1O percent of those in local
c h u r c h e s  w h o  a c t u a l l y  " g o
wi tness ing"  can use,  A ld r ich
writes to the other 90 percent whojust cannot handle the idea of
knocking on a stranger 's door.
Life-Style Evangelism
by Joseph C, Aldrich
Multnomah Press, 1 981 ,  246 pp.,
$ 9 . 9 5
Reviewed by Stephen R.
Vandegri f f  ,
youth pastor,  calvary Temple,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Final ly l  Someone wrote a book
o n  t h a t  p o p u l a r  s u b j e c t  o f
e v a n g e l i s m  w i t h o u t  r e p e a t i n g
something he heard or rewri t ing
something he had read. We al l  have
heard sermons on evangel ism t i l l
we know every reason that good
Christ ians should evangel ize. But
f  or the most part ,  books on
evangel ism ei ther give a di f ferent
slant on technique (a new order of
Scripture verses, or new quest ions
or terms to use) or cause such a
gui l t  t r ip you feel  l ike leaving job
and family to become a profes-
sional evangel ist .
J o e  A l d r i c h ' s  L i f e - S t y l e
Evangelism deals with the first
block of the evangel ist ic founda-
t ion, the Christ ian. Aldr ich presup-
poses (and I agree) that local
churches have had the r ight idea
about evangelism but the wrong
Life-Style Evangelism does not
lessen the importance of those who
are "aggressive" in evangel ist ic ef-
forts but does offer interesting in-
s i g h t s  r e g a r d i n g  r e s u l t s  ( s e e
chapter 4).  Joe Aldr ich convincing-
ly explains that evangel ism should
be a natural  part  of  the Christ ian's
l i fe and not something he has to
"psych himself  up" each week to
do. As Christ ians, we can and
should relate to our non-Christ ian
fr iends (and not isolate ourselves
as we consistent ly do).  By the
natural  process of f r iendships we
wil l  eventual ly have opportunity to
slaare the gospel with non-Christian
friends. Evangelistic efforts can be
\ l  (  (  r \ r  I  J i \  l l (  J (  ) l
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a  n a t u r a l  o c c u r r e n c e ,  a n d
d isc ip lesh ip  a  na tura l  p rocess
because of already established rela-
t ionships.
The author writes as with a
mandate from heaven, to deal with
t h i s  s u b j e c t  o b j e c t i v e l y  a n d
real ist ical ly,  in language al l  can
understand. ( i .e.  "There is a t ime
when those who refuse commun-
ion because of pierced ears must be
opposed because it is a distortion
of the saving grace of Jesus
Christ .  ")
Life-Style Evangelism is divided
into three parts.  The f  i rst  two
{Evangel ism As l t  Should Be and
Evangel ism and the Local Church)
deal with pert inent phi losophy of
evangel ism, even though i t  can
easi ly be appl ied to pract ical ly any
s i t u a t i o n  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h
evangel ism. Part  three (Evangel ism
and You) gives the reader real- l i fe
examples of evangel ist ic endeavors
to reach your neighbor.  Structural-
ly,  the book is wel l  out l ined and
makes a great ser ies f or instruct ion
regarding evangel ism. l t could easi-
ly be modif ied to f i t  in as Sunday
school essons or sermons.
Life-Style Evangelism is man-
datory reading for those who want
to witness effectively, those who
are struggl ing with the idea of
evangel ism or st i l l  forming their
own ideas about i t ,  those in places
of leadership who want an effec-
t ive course to teach on evangel ism
or just for their  own edif icat ion.
This book can stand shoulder to
shoulder with any of the other great
books on the subject.
Criswell's Guidebook for Pastors
bV W.A. Criswell, Broadman Press,
1 9 8 0 ,  3 8 5  p p . ,  $ 9 . 9 5 .
Reviewed by Robert L. Sumner,
Editor, The Biblical Evangelist.
lf a man, raised in abject pover-
ty on the wrong side of the tracks,
went into business for himself  and
became a mult imi l l ionaire, al l  other
young businessmen of rational
mentality would want to sit at his
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feet and learn his secrets. lf a man
spent his ent i re l i f  e in pol i t ics,
never losing an elect ion and prov-
ing himself  to be an outstanding
leader of people, other would-be
pol i t ic ians by the thousands would
pay big money to attend his
seminars and take copious notes. l f
an author produced one best sel ler
after another,  winning Pul i tzer
pr izes and Nobel awards for his
work, every aspiring writer of even
microscop ic  in te l l igence wou ldjump at an opportunity to learn
from him.
By the same token, any young
p r e a c h e r  e n d o w e d  w i t h  t h e
sl ightest measure of spir i tual  ambi-
t ion should glory in the opportunity
to learn from a man of the stature
of Wal l ie Amos Criswel l .  He has
pastored the same church, First
Bapt ist  Church of Dal las, for nearly
a half-century, watching it grow
over the years unt i l  i t  now averages
about 8,000 per week in Sunday
school,  and dedicated members
pour more than $8 mil l ion into
church col lect ion plates annual ly.
Best of al l ,  w.A. cr iswel l  bapt izes
over one thousand persons upon
profession of their f aith every
single year,  Obviously,  a man such
as this has something to say of im-
mense value, and preachers anx-
ious to do a better job for God will
want to both hear and heed him.
His chapter on "The Pastor Fac-
ing Discouragement and Fai lure" is
a gem, easily worth the price of the
book. But this is only one chapter
and there are twenty others in
which Criswel l  examines such
themes as the place of the pastor-
preacher in Christ 's plan, the pastor
in the pulpi t ,  the pastor in his
study, the pastor and sermon
preparat ion, the pastor and his
staff ,  the organizat ion of a new
church, f inancing the church, the
pastor and the construction of new
bui ldings, administer ing the or*
dinances, the pastor doing the
work of an evangel ist ,  the pastor as
a counselor and shepherd of the
f lock, the wedding ceremony, the
funeral  service, the pastor and his
personal l i fe,  do's and don'ts for
the pastor,  plus other important
subjects.  Here is a volume that
would be ideal for use as a text-
book in pastoral  theology. And
many preachers reading this review
would benef i t  f rom such a refresher
course with great and last ing prof i t .
l f  we have a cr i t ic ism * and we
do - it pertains to some of the men
Criswel l  quotes. He is not careful  to
dist inguish between "good guys"
and "bad guys," but,  with regard
to this f law, we simply repeat
Criswel l 's own advice concerning
the books of others: "So let the
pastor read as he would eat a fish
when he comes to an un-
palatable bone, just eat around i t ;
do not swal low i t !"
Taken as a whole, Criswell's
Guidebook For Pastors is an
outstanding volume, one we highly
recommend to every preacher of
the gospel.  l t  wi l l  inspire, enthuse,
encourage, and instruct.  n
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You Can Be HapDyr Wise,
and Successf[l
by J.O. Grooms
here is in the heart of every human be ing a desire to
be happy, to be wise, and to be successful. The key
to achieving this three-fold ,lesire is found in Joshua
1:B: "This book of the law shal l  not depart out of rhy mouth;
but thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou
mayest observe to do according to al l  that is writ ten therein:
for then thou shalt make thy way prosperous, and then thou
shalt have good success." In Psalm 1:2,3 we have the promise
that those people who del ight and meditate in the law of the
Lord wil l  prospcr an.1 bring forth fruit .
I f  you are wil l ing to invest just 10 minutes every day in
Scripture memorization, God can change your l i fc in ways
you never dreamed possible.
There  are  many rcasons  why i t  i s  esscnt in l  tha t  you
meditate on Scripture dai ly and hide i t  arvay in your heart
and mind.
Direct Command
Because we are Christ ians, we are not our own. We have
been bought with the precious blood of our Savior, Jesus
Chr is t ,  and shou ld  love  to  obey  God.  In  John 14 :15  we read,
"l f  ye love me, keep my commandments." In Deuteronomy
6:6 we are commanded to hide God's \ i l /ord in our heart:
"And these words, which I command thee this day, shal l  be
in thine heart." The psalmist said, "O how love I thy lawl i t  is
my med i ta t ion  a l l  the  day"  (Ps .  119:97) .
"let n,rf mer.\/ ^ nd truth for"sake thee , bind! !  L  r  l v L  r r r !  I  l i r  L r l  l \
Lhem aboul lhy neck' v/riLe Lhem upon the table
of t.hine hearL, 6o shalt hou find favour and good
under"slanding in Lhe sight of'Cod and nan"
(Droverbs 3,3,4).
Spir i tual Cleansing
We are told in 2 Corinthians 10:5 to bring " .  .  .  into cap-
t ivi ty every thought to the obedience of Christ." When a
Christ ian meditates upon Scripture and thinks about those
things that are true, honest, just, pure, lovely, and of good
J.O. Grooms is tfu director of Soul-winning
a the Thomas Road Baptist Chwch. He is the
autlwr of seueral Bible memoriTation booklets
including Treasure Path to Soul Winning.
report, his thought l i fe is transformed. Jesus aid, "Now ye are
clean through the word which I have spoken unto you" (John
15:3). How can men and rvomen cleanse their wavs? Bv "tak-
ing heed hcrcto according to thy word" (Ps. I l9:9). How can
a Christian l ive victoriously? The answer is found in Psalm
119:11,  "Thy word have I  h id in  mine heart ,  rhat  I  might  not
s in against  hee."
Prayer Answered
Our God is delighted to hear and answer the prayers of
His children when they are in right relationship to Him. Jesus
said inJohn 15:7,  " I f  ye abide in  me,  and my words abide in
you, ye shall ask rvhat ye wil l, and it shall be done unro you."
Wisdom
"The law of the LORD is perfect, converting the soul: the
testimony of the LORD is sure, making wise the simple"
(Ps.19:7). The person who meditates day and night in the
Scriptures is, without even knowing it, receiving wisdom
from God. "The entrance of thy rvords giveth l ight; it giveth
understanding unto the s imple"  (Ps.  119:110).
Peace and Joy
ln a day and age when there is l i tt le joy in our world, Cod
has promised deep peace and joy to those who wil l meditate
upon Him and His Word. The weeping prophet Jeremiah
said, "Thy rvords rvere found, and I did ear rhem; and thy
word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of my heart: for I am
cal led by thy name, O LORD God of  hosts"  (Jer .  15:16) .  Ve
are promised that "Grear peace have they which love thy law:
and noth ing shal l  o f fend them" (Ps.  119:165).
Soulwinning
The Word is essential in the salvation of souls: "So then
faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God"
(Rom. 10:17). Peter said, "Being born again, not of corrupti-
ble seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which
Iiveth and abideth for ever" (1 Peter 1:23). You cannot be the
soulwinner God desires vou to be unless vou know His Word.
It is the \Vord of God that is quick and powerful (Heb. 4:12).
The greatest asset o the soulwinner is to be able to recall the
necessary verse of Scripture as the need arises.
The reading, studying, and memorizing of Scripture is of
vital importance to growth and effective witness in the Chris-
tian l ife. Begin memorizing Scripture today and watch as God
blesses you and transforms your life through Scripture
memor izat ion.  O
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continued from page 35
ment and the Received Text (fextus
Receptus) of the New Tesrament (which
follows the basic fourth century A.D,
Byzantine Text type). Since over 80
percent of the Greek manuscripts are of
the Byzantine rype ir is often called the
Majority Text. Other rexr tvpes include
the  A lexand r i an .  Wes te rn ,  and
Caesarean manuscripts. Some argue
that since these are generally "older"
than the Byzantine texts rhey are prob-
ably closer to the original text. They
also note that the older text-types agree
more with Bible verses quoted by the
ancient church Fathers, and, therefore
support the argument that these
readings are to be preferred. Others
argue that the Byzantine Text is more
uniform and homogenous and is the
preferred text which has been most
popularly accepted throughout the
many centuries of church history.
Recent Translations
Major revisions in modern Bible
translation began in 1901 with The
American Standard Version. These were
both well received by conservative
Christians of all types and caused little
or no controversy. However, the ob-
vious liberal bias of the Reuised Stand.ard
Version (1946-52) and the Mw Enplrsh
Bible fl961) set off a violent ..u.iio.,
among Fundamentalists who staunchly
rejected both. Later, loose paraphrases
were also severely rejected and de-
nounced as corruptions of God's Word.
While conservative Christians were
right in their opposition ro these
dangerous hifts in the methodology of
translation, their response, unfor-
tunately, set off a chain-reaction of
negative opposition to all Bible rransla-
tion. Soon denunciations were beins
made againsr the Neu, American Stan-
dard Bible (1963) and the Mc, Interna-
tional Version (1978) even though they
were done by reputable evangelical
scholars who clearly claimed to be
born-again Christians.
Ridiculous Rigidity
In a sincere artempr to defend the
Bible, the King James Only "culr',
sprang up. Some persons made such
ridiculous claims that others reiected
the K.J.V. out of spite. These unknow-
ing cultists began to say rhings like:
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"The King James English is so inspired
it corrects the Greek and Hebrew
originals!" Others clung to their 1769
edition thinking it was the 16i I
original. One sincere preacher told me
that alt translations were wrons
because "we can't change one word o-f
the Bible," He went on to point out
that modernizing "y." inio ',you,'
would add a lerrer to the Bible and
throw off its numerical accuracv. I
reminded him that when people use rhe
so-called King James Version (1769) rhev
have a "modernized" and "corrupted;'
text which changes "yee" ro ,,ve"J I
urged him ro return to rhe real 16ll
original with all of its archaic spellings.
Then I showed him my 161L replica
edition and told him the book he had
was nor the real Bible! Confronted with
such inescapable proof, he simplv rurn-
ed and walked awayl
A Reliable Translation
Bible translation is a very legitimate
enterprise. There would be no Enelish
Bible of any kind if i t were not foithe
art of translation. There are still nearly
2,000 languages and dialects in this
world that need to have the Bible
translated into their tongue. For hun-
dreds of years rhe Bible was only
available in Latin in the Vulsate edi-
tion. This one translatio. *u, treated
by many medieval scholars (as the Klns
James Version is by some today) as if ii
were the on$ inspired translarion.
Some actually thought the apostles
wrote in Latinl Unfortunately there are
still some folk in the English-speaking
world who think that the Bible was
originally written in English and vir-
tually came down from heaven that
way with "printed in Great Britain"
stamped insidel
The King James Version is only a
translation. However, it is one of the
finest translations ever made. Its
sublime and literary quality is superior
to most  recent  t ranslat ions.  I ts
adherence ro the accepted majority
texts makes it the preference of most
Fundamentalists. It is without a doubt
the most popular translation of all
time. \7hile good conservative scholars
disagree on the issue of which text is to
be preferred, the translators of the Neor,,
King lames Bible (1982) decided to so
against the modern trend of followils
the so-called "earlier" readinss and re--
tain the Majority Text. Thus, the new
translation follows the exacr same rext
as the 1 61 1 edition. It retains the
literary beauty and quality of the old
Krng lames Version.
The Neql King lcunes Blble was total-
ly translated by Bible-believing, born-
again Christians who deeplv revere the
Word of God. Every translator has a
clear-cut testimony of faith in Christ.
In no way whatever have thev attemD-
ted to destroy or pervert the Word lf
God. As a member of the translation
team I can testify to the seriousness
with which every word was translated
so that this version would clearly reflect
the intent of the original text.
An Admonition and Appeal
1.  \ i le  must  understand the
legitimacy and importance of Bible
translation. Martin Luther and the ear-
ly reformers insisted thar the Bible be
translated into the language ofthe peo-
ple so that every man could understand
the Bible in his own rongue.
2. \We must not label as "apostate"
or "ignorant" rhose who disagiee with
our view of the preferred texr-types.
Good, saved scholars sincerely differ on
this issue. That difference does not
keep them out of heaven!
3. We need to be patient with
sincere preachers and laymen who have
no idea that the Bible has passed to us
from the original manuscripts to hand-
written copies to various text-tvpes and
finally into English translation.-
4. \7e dare not be so preiudiced as
to think rhat our English language is
superior to all other languages. God did
not give the original Scripture in
English, but in Geek and Hebrew.
There are hundreds of languages into
which the Bible has been translated
and by which people are cominq ro
faith in Christ. Must they all leari to
read the King lames Version in Enelish
in order to be saved? Obviously not! If
the K.J. V. were the only "inspired,,ver-
sion, by which version are people saved
in Brazil, China, France, or Africa?
5. \7e must pledge ourselves to the
continued translation of the Scriptures
until the gospel has been made
available to every people, tongue, and
nation in the world. Jesus our Lord pro-
mised: "And this gospel musr be
published among all nations" (Mark
o
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13:  l0 ) .
What
Price
Promiscuity!
he "blue chip growth stock" of sexually transmitted
diseases, the new "scarlet letter," "the VD of the
80s," and "Jerry Falwell 's revenge" are terms used by
the media to describe a contagious incurable genital disease
known scienti f ical ly as herpes simplex virus type 2.
Between five to Z0 million Americans suffer from
the disease which claims 300.000 to 500.000 new vict ims each
year, says the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta. But this
is only a best-guess estimate by the Center, since herpes
doesn't  have to be reported to publ ic health services.
The herpes virus can be tracked back to the Roman Em-
pire. And some theologians bel ieve that even King David,
after sinnir-rg rvith Bathsheba, may have referenced a similar
disease when he said, "For my loins are f i l led with a
loathsome disease: and there is no soundness in my
flesh. .  .  I  am feeble and sore broken. .  .  My lovers and my
fr iends stand aloof from my sore; and my kinsmen stand afar
o f f '  (Psa lm l8 :7 ,8 ,1  1 ) .
The greatest and most obvious cause of the epidemic is
without doubt the sexual revolut ion experienced since the
mid-60s. The herpes simplex 2 stat ist ics started a dramatic up-
ward spiral in 1966. The "pi l l"  and penici l l in combined to
make an argument for more l iberal ized sexual habits as they
reduced the r isk of pregnancy and provided a cure for other
forms of venereal disease. But there is no cure for herpes and
neither the pi l l  nor penici l l in can offer total security to the
practi t ioncr of free and casual scx.
Herpes reaches across the social spectrum, but some
statist ics indicate that the disease focuses on white middle
and upper classes. A publication of the American Social
Health Associat ion, The Helper, June 1981, reported on a
1979 demographic study of over 3,000 herpes vict ims. Ninety-
f ive pcrcent of the rnctims were caucasian, with blacks,
hispanics, and native Americans spl i t t ing the remainder. The
age group from Z0 to 39 made up 80 percent of the study.
Over 75 percent of the vict ims had more than a high school
education. And over half  of those surveved earned more than
$20,000 a year.
Types of Herpes
Nearly everyone in America has been exposed to some
form of the herpes virus before they reach adulthood. Herpes
simplex virus type 1 is the common cold sore or fever blister.
Herpes s implex v i rus type 2 is  the "VD of  the 80s,"  which
has reached 7.5 to 10 percent of the population in the United
States.
Herpes zoster-varicella causes shingles and chicken pox.
There are many other forms of the herpes virus, including
one which causes mononucleosis.
Generally, either herpes simplex virus is transferred
through skin-to-skin contact. This process involves an in-
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fected area coming in contact with an opening in an
uninfected area. There are rare exceptions as some vict ims
may shed the virus.
Chicken pox from the herpes/varicel la virus is spread l ike
other communicable diseases, such as measles and mumps.
Under most conditions herpes simplex I and 2 don't mix;
however, simplex 1 can become a genital herpes if transmitted
from the mouth to the genitals through touch or by direct
contact,
While a study from the University of California indicates
that the virus can l ive on toi let seats, towels, etc.,  Dr. Janet
Hickman, dermotologist,  says, " l 'm not sure I agree with this
f inding. I t  has certainly made people more cautious, more
aware of cleanl iness."
Herpes Symptoms
Burning fluid-filled blisters or lesions in the genital area
are accompanied by fever, swollen glands, throbbing
headaches and,/or a general i l l  feel ing.
Usuallv. women wil l  have more lesions than men and
their pain wil l  last longer.
According to Dr. Hickman, "With women, the first attack
can be most severe, but some women aren't  even aware of the
attack as their lesions are located on the insensit ive cervix.
Yet, they can st i l l  spread the disease. A p"p smear, or viral
culture, can show an active infection."
"lf you don't have an active lesion, you're 99 percent safe
from spreading the virus," says Dr, Hickman, "but there's
always the slight chance you could transmit the disease to
your partner."
Some people only suffer through one attack and are never
consciously aware of the disease again. Others are plagued by
a lifetime of painful recurrences. First attacks last an average
ofthree weeks, where subsequent bouts average ten days and
are usually less severe.
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Recurrences are triggered by a varie-
ty of things, including emorional stress,
too much sun, and the menstrual cycle.
No Cure, Little Treatment
None of the herpes viruses ever
leave the bodv. Thev travel to nerve
endings where they either remain dor-
mant or stay unti l some unknown fac-
tor triggers an attack on some part of
the body. There is no known damage
to the nerve root and scientists are
puzzled as to why the virus selects uch
a perfect spot to stay, as the body's own
defense mechansims can't reach the
virus ro fight it off.
Good hygiene habits and avoiding
contact with fresh blisters wil l curb the
chances of contracting either form of
herpes simplex. Laundry bleach kil ls
the virus on cloth and a simple scrub-
bing of the hands with soap and warer
can prevent  sprcading rhe v i rus
through touch.
"A mother with a fresh cold sore
should never kiss her child. It 's just a
matter of protecting rhc child from con-
tacting an unnecessary virus" says Dr.
Hickman.
t t A . . ' l  f ^ r  k p t t a r  n r
__"._^ H.otecuon,  never
eat or drink off the same utensils or
even use the same towel as a Derson
with a blister of any kind."
While there is no cure for heroes
simplex 2, there are various methods
available for relieving the severe pain.
The drug acyclovir is approved by rhe
Food and Dug Administration for use
in treating the first outbreak. It simply
speeds the healing process, but unfor-
tunately for the victim, it is not as effec-
tive for recurring outbreaks. Tests of a
new drug, called BIOLF62, show poten-
tial for trearing and controll ing both
forms of herpes simplex. And an anti-
herpes vaccine is being tested offering a
form of security from the disease.
Some victims seek relief from home
remedies such as baking soda, health
foods, snake venom, bleach, and a
variety of other measures to dry, cool,
and soothe the burning blisters.
Herpes sufferers find themselves
changing their wardrobe as tight jeans,
pantyhose and binding underwear
become too painful ro wear. Keeping
the lesion area dry and clean is believed
to prevent recurrences.
Victims should discontinue in-
timate contact at the first appearance of
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an attack until the lesions have disap
peared. Condoms and spermicides
reduce the risk of contractinq or
spreading the virus.
Many herpes victims feel safe with
partners who already have the disease.
However, research has shown that they
can become infected with a different
strain of the same virus.
Effects of Herpes
Herpes simplex 2 is not as damaging
as untreated syphilis ancl gonorrhea.
\(hile painful and uncomfortable at the
time of the attack, the virus carries with
it a variety of possible side effects.
Although not probable, the herpes
virus can trigger a fatal form of
encephalitis, or a mild form of spinal
meningitis, and there is a possibility of
developing a lesion in the eye which if
untreated can impair vision.
'!ilomen 
with herpes simplex 2 face
four times higher rates of cervical
cancer says Neu.,stt,eek, April 12, 1982,
The most serious effect of heroes
simplex 2 is its possible harm to
newborns during childbirth. If lesions
are present in the vaginal region, the
virus may result in the infant's death
from internal infection.
"A mother having a recurrent at-
tack during delivery should have the
child by Caesarean section," says Dr.
Hickman. "lf no herpes can be found in
a laboratory culture at rhe time of
birth, then a normal delivery is possi-
b le,"
Dr. Stuart Brown of the Center for
Disease Control confirms sratistics that
show 60 percenr of infants infected by
lrerpes wil l die and the survivors run a
50 percent chance of brain damage or
blindness.
\X4rile herpes simplex 2 victims can
continue a relatively "normal l i fe,"
there is added emotional Dressure.
Sharing or spreading such a dlsease to
one's partner places a serious barrier in
relationships,
Emotional scars run the samut
through guilt, divorc", ,"u".,g"-, i--
potence, rejection, depression and feel-
ings of uncleanness. And, there is a
Herpes Resource Center of the
American Social Health Association
which helps starr supporr groups ro
deal with these emotional problems.
"But perhaps not so unhappily, it
may be a prime mover in helping to
bring to close an era of mindless
promiscuity," said Tlme's August 2
cover story on herpes.
What Else?
Herpes simplex 2 joins a growing list
of sexually transmitted diseases - some
with, others without, cure.
Syphilis and gonorrhea have been
treatable with penicillin. In recent
years, research has found a penicillin-
resistant gonorrhea. Dr. Brown of the
Center for Disease Control said that
statistics show this strain of sonorrhea
has increased from 200 repo-.ted cases
in 1978 to 2,728 in 1981. As of
July, 1982, 2,598 new cases have been
documented. Fortunately, victims of
this disease find rrearment available
with spectinomycin, a more costly drug
than penicil l in.
Chancroid, a painful non-syphil it ic
genital uicer, "is usually found in
tropical areas," said Dr. Brown. In 1980,
788 cases of chancroid were reported in
the United States. From May 1981 to
March 1982, southern California
reported 389 cases of non-syphil it ic
ulcers and 126 cases were diagnosed as
being chancroid.
And an unusual disease which col-
lapses the body's natural immunities
has been linked with sexual activity.
Dr. Richard Selik of the Center for
Disease Control said that the acquired
immunity deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
causes "defects in cell-mediated im-
munity." He noted that over 90 percent
of sufferers were homosexuals or bisex-
uals and that statistics howed that in
cases where AIDS was present there
was a greater number of sexual partners
in the last year than in cases where it
was not present. Between one and two
cases are reported every day to the
Center for Disease Control, with a 30
percent death rate among victims.
Homosexuals and others who suffer
from this disease include a high
percentage of intravenous or inhalant
drug users. According to Dr. Selik,
"Five percent of the cases are women
and 60 percent  of them are in t ravenous
drug users."
The immunity disorder is associated
with a variety of serious and often fatal
i n f e c t i o n s  l i k e  p n e u m o c y s r i c
pneumonia. The strange lack of im-
rrrunity development paves the way for
continued on page 62
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Vorld Qeligious Nevrs
New York Religious Groups
Form Agency to Aid Homeless
NE\YYORK (RNS) - The major religious denominations
in New York plan to form a non-profit corporation to pro-
vide shelter to some of the city's estimated 36,000 homeless
people. The corporation was formed after Mayor Edward
Koch urged religious institutions to house the growing
number without roofs over their heads. The number of
homeless people in New York is reported to have risen 40 per-
cent in the past year. The group said it hoped to create 500 to
1,000 new beds to help ease what it anticipates wil l be a
"homeless emergency" this winter. Organizers included
representatives of the Catholic Archdiocese of New York,
Brooklyn diocese, New York City Council of Churches, and
New York Board of Rabbis.
Rumanian Milit ia End
Baptist Youth Retreat
BEIUS, Rumania (E\ilNS) - Thirty Baptist young people
ages 12 to 14, along with their pastor Paul Negrutia and
several deacons, had their Christian camp retreat ended
when Rumanian authorit ies abruptly interrupted their ac-
rivit ies August 7, IqBz.
The youth and their counselors were busily preparing
lunch when ten state milit ia cars arrived on the scene. The
militia commander vulgarly ordered the campers to pack up
and get into the cars.
Negrutia calmed the children and sought to reason with
the commander. He asked that the children be permitted to
have their lunch before leaving since the meal was already
prepared. The commander agreed, and the militia sat down
with the children to ear.
Negrutia and the deacons prayed, thanking God for pro-
viding the food and asking God to give wisdom to the militia
wno were present.
The commander, being deeply touched by the love which
the young people and church leaders exhibited, apologized
for the sordid language his men used. He excused their ac-
tions in ending the retreat by explaining that they had been
ordered to do so bv "certain authorities in Bucharest."
After lunch the militia cars carried rhe children ro the
train station in nearby Beius. All were required ro return to
their residences in the city of Oradea.
The pastor was told that the case would be investigated
and that leaders from the state-supported Union Baptist
denomination would come to Gadea to conduct a church in-
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quiry into the activities of the Oradea Baptist Church.
One week later the militia ordered a gypsy family living
near the retreat campsite to clean up the forest where the
campers had been. The leader of the gypsies refused to obey
the order, saying, "'We do nor want to fight against the God
of the Christians." A state forestry work crew was then sent
to the campsite to put everything in "proper order." The
Oradea church was bil led for this service 13,000 lei (U.S.
$ 1300.).
On August 23 sources in Rumania reported that because
of the concern of American polit icians in Washington, D.C.,
ali investigations into this matter have been dropped by
Rurnanian authorities who fear the loss of Most Favored Na-
tion trade status with the United States.
New Financial Woes
Halt Expansion Work at PTL TV Network
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (RNS) - New financial difficulties
have caused the Rev. Jim Bakker's PTL television complex to
close its printing division and lay off 18 employees.
He said other divisions may have to be phased out and
that several planned projects at the enterprise's 1,400-acre
Heritage USA Center near Fort Hill, S.C., will be delayed.
PTL representative Brad Lacey said work on a new 98-unit
motel will stop and that work on a Family Teaching Center
will be done in stages when money becomes available. He said
the network has pledged to pay its bills even if other program
cuts have to be made.
After financial problems plagued earlier expansion efforts,
PTL announced that 1981 was one of its best years ever, and
that it had contributed money to other Christian organiza-
tions.
Final Settlement Approved
for People's Temple Claims
SAN FRANCISCO (RNS) - A final settlement of claims
against the People's Temple cult has been approved by Judge
Ira Brown of San Francisco Superior Court. He authorized
court-appointed receiver Robert Fabian to distribute the
group's $9-million assets to about 120 people - the last of the
600 claimants against the cult in connection with the mass-
murder suicides at its Jonestown, Guyana, settlement in 1978.
Jackie Speier, former aide to the late Rep. Leo Ryan(D-Calif.), wil l receive the largest individual award, $360,000.
She was wounded in the shootings at a Guyana airstrip in
which members of the cult killed Mr. Ryan, three journalists,
and a defector from the People's Temple. Each of Mr. Ryan's
five children will receive $27.000.
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Evangelist Disputes Leaders of
Louisiana Baptist Agency
ALEXANDzuA, La. (RNS) - A
Southern Baptist crusader for crea-
tionism and prayer in public schools
says he won't turn in his ordination
credentials despite a public dispute he
has been having with the leadership of
the Louisiana Baptist Convention.
Donald Ned Hicks was ordained two
years ago by Dr. John Sullivan, pastor
of Broadmoor Baptist Church in
Shreveport and now first vice president
of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Dr. Suilivan suggested that Dr. Hicks
surrender the ordination credentials on
the basis of statements the evangelisr
made at a rally at Rolling Acres Baptist
Church in Tioga, La., in July. Dr.
Hicks said that he had begun his crea-
tionism campaign as a Southern Bap-
tist but would be finishing it as an in-
dependent. He denounced Robert Lee,
executive director of the Louisiana Bap-
tist Convention, for having quesrion;d
state-sponsored prayers in  publ ic
schools. When Dr. Sull ivan read a
news account of the rally, he wrote to
Dr. Hicks and said, "lVhen you go 'in-
dependent,'please have rhe courtesy to
surrender the ordination credentials on
this church and allow the independents
to ordain you." Dr. Hicks subsequently
issued a statement saying that he would
not "surrender my ordination now or
in the future."
U.S. Residency Status Urged for
Pentecostals in Embassv
W A S H I N G T O N  ( R N S )
Democratic Senator Carl Levin of
Michigan urged a House subcommittee
on human rights to grant permanent
U . S .  r e s i d e n c y  s t a t u s  t o  t w o
Pentecostal families iiving in the base-
ment of the U,S. Embassy in Moscow.
In the Soviet Union, Mr. Levin said,
"Pentecostals are confronted with a
brutal dilemma - they aren't free to
practice their faith nor are they fiee to
emigrate to a place where religious
freedom is respected." Two such
fam i l i es ,  t he  Vashchenko  and
Chmykhalov households, entered the
U.S. Embassy in Moscow on June 27,
1978, seeking to emigrate to the United
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States. They have since lived in
cramped quarters in the embassy base-
ment, waiting for the Soviet Union to
allow them to leave the country.
Pope Says Husbands and Wives to
Be Subject to One Another
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - Pope
John Paul II says that St. Paul tried in
the manner of his times to say that
both partners in a marnage are meanr
to be subject to one anorher and sub-
ject to the Lord. Paul's admonition to
wives to be subject to rheir husbands,
set forth in his Epistle to the Ephesians,
has long been a sore point for many
modern women. Pope John Paul was
obviously at pains to put to rest any no-
tions that he considers the wife's role
inferior. He told an audience at St.
Peter's Square that each partner in a
marriage "is to be subject to the other
out  of  Chr is t ian p iety ,  a p iety  rhat
springs from awareness of the mvsterv
of  Chr is t  and thar  f inds expression in
1ove. "
New York Chaplains
Consider IJnionizing
NE\Y YORK (RNS) - New York
City chaplains are probing their cons-
ciences regarding a proposal that pro-
mises something other than spir i tual
reward. The 100 city chaplains, in-
cluding priests, ministers, rabbis, and a
Mus l im min is te r ,  a re  vo t ing  on
whether to join a labor union. As with
o thcr  mun ic ipa l  employees ,  rhe  dec i -
sion to consider organizing has come
down to one thing - money. Some
chaplains have received only one pay
raise in the last 18 years.
Natural Family Planning
ls Not for Catholics Onlv
OMAHA, Neb. (RNS) An
evangelical minister active in the
naturaI family planning movemenr
urged Catholics not to apologize for
the church's birth-control teachinss.
The Rev. Cary Carlson, a ministerln
the Evangelical Covenant Church,
spoke to some 300 conferees at the
third annual convention of The Cou-
ple to Couple League, a predominantly
Catholic natural family planning
organization. Mr. Carlson's address
was entitled, "NFP Doesn't Mean Not
For Protestants." He told the group
that "many Protestants are crying out
for the benefits of natural familv plan-
ning."
Graham Comments Cited
in Radio Moscow Program
LONDON RNS) - Radio Moscow
has cited evangelist Billy Graham as an
"unimpeachable witness" that there is
religious freedom in the Soviet Union.
Radio Moscow commentator Boris
Bolitsky, in an English-language broad-
cast monitored here, said there was '(no
end of evidence" to document religious
freedom in the Soviet Union. He added
that "since this evidence coming from
me and from Radio Moscow might
seem suspect to you, I will instead
quote the testimony of unimpeachable
witnesses. The latest of these has been
the  Amer i can  evange l i s t  B i l l y
Graham." He quoted Mr. Graham as
having said last spring while in
Moscow: "I think that there is a lot
more freedom here than has been given
the impression in the States because
there are hundreds or even thousands
of churches open. In Great Britain they
have a state church, In other countries
you have state churches. Here the
church is not a state church. It's a free
church." Mr. Graham's comments at
the time were widely quoted in the
Western news media and aroused a
storm of controversy.
CBN University Opens Fourth
New School in Virginia Beach,
Virginia
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (RNS) -
Dr. Jerry Horner, chairman of the
theology department of Oral Roberts
Universitv, has been named dean of
the school of biblical studies at CBN
University, scheduled to open here in
November.
The school will be the fourth for the
university operated by rhe Christian
Broadcasting Network. Its school of
communication opened in 1978, its
school of education began operating in
1980, and its school of business ad-
ministration wil l open in September.
An ordained Southern Baptist
minister, Dr, Horner holds degrees
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from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and is the
author of several books, including An Ouiline of New Testa-
ment SurqJeJ.
He said the school of biblical studies will offer four pro-
grams of study - a Ph.D. program, a master's program, a pro-
gram for church staffmembers, and a program for ministerial
students. While noting that the school will not be a seminary,
Dr. Horner said the students "should leave with a grasp of the
Scripture and the tools needed for intensive pihlc ct.J.' in-
terpretation and teaching."
Angry Messages Exchanged
By Israeli Envoy and WCC
GENEVA, Switzerland (RNS) - The Vorld Council of
Churches and an Israeli diplomat have exchanged angry
messages concerning the ecumenical organization's position
on the war in Lebanon. At its meeting here in July, the World
Council's central committee adopted a resolution condemn-
ing the "lsraeli invasion of Lebanese territory" and actions of
lsraeli forces in barring free access of relief supplies. The
resolution was adopted after the committee heard a report
from a four-member ecumenical team that had recently
visited Lebanon. Ovadia Soffer, lsrael's Geneva-based perma-
nent representative to the United Nations, denounced the
World Council resolution as "plainly l ibelous" and "purely
political." He charged that it "touclr.ed only one aspect of the
Lebanese question, isolating it from its general context, and
neglected numerous other aspects of this dramatically com-
plex situation," Ninan Koshy, the \Vorld Council 's interna-
tional affairs director, told Mr. Soffer in response that "with
thousands of innocent civil ians having been kil led and
thousands more lying injured in hospitals, and with hundreds
of thousands of people without homes, we consider this a
veritable example of where the political canriot be divorced
from the humanitarian."
Lutheran Youth Pastor Turned into a Cultist
NORTH MASSAPEQUA, N.Y. (RNS) - In 1961, the
Rev. Jack Hickman was hired as a youth pastor at Saint
John's Lutheran Church here. Eventually he became chief
pastor of the church and by the early 1970s began introduc-
ing Jewish ritual at his services. By 1977, Christian rituals
were eiiminated, though belief in Jesus remained. In that year,
the American Lutheran Church suspended Mr. Hickman's
church and an associate house of worship. the Christ
Evangelical, from membership. In 1979, Mr. Hickman
changed the name of his church to Kahal Kadosh Shoreshi
Yishai - the Holy Congregation of the House of Jesse, As
scores of congregants left in protest of Mr. Hickman's transi-
tion to Judaism, others poured thousands of dollars to sup-
port the house of worship. But last winter, Mr. Hickman ad-
mitted to a church group that he had had sex with a 17-year-
old male, and said the homosexual act was a ritual called
"passing of the seed." Other revelations that upset con-
gregants include Mr. Hickman's allegedly presiding over the
beating and whipping of several young followers. About half
o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l  c o n g r e g a t i o n  r e m a i n e d ,  s a y i n g  t h e
developments have been a test of their faith, but even some of
them have no t  appeared recent ly  a t  serv ices .
Rumania Frees 11 Christians
Iailed for Bible Distribution
CAMAzuLLO, Calif. (RNS) - Eleven Rumanian Chris-
tians who were arrested and imprisoned for distributing
Bibles have been released, according to an evangelical opera-
tion that monitors religious repression in Eastern Europe.
The East !7est News Service, based here, said the release ap-
parently was the result of publicity given to the case in con-
gressional hearings regarding continuing Rumania's status as
a "most favored nation" in trade with the United States.
Klaus \Vagner, the reputed leader of the Bible-distribution
operation, was said to have been beaten and given electric-
shock treatments in prison. He and Maria and Fibia Delapeta
were sentenced to more than five years in prison in December
and the other eight were given sentences up to six years in
prison last March.
Former Apollo Astronaut Fails to Find Noah's Ark
ERZURUM, Turkey (RNS) - As an astronaut on the
Apollo 15 mission in 1971, Col. James Irwin spent 18 hours
on the moon and returned unscathed. But his quest to find
evidence of Noah's Ark on Mount Ararat in Turkey ended in
failure and with the astronaut injured. The Southern Baptist
layman commented that "l am glad that if anyone got injured
it was me rather than anyone else." On the expedition to try
to find evidence of Noah's Ark, Mr. Irwin injured himself in a
1OO-foot fall while approaching the summit of the 16,946-foot
Mount Ararat. He said he suffered lacerations on his head
and face, but had no broken bones.
Bible Society Reports Record Sales in Poland
NEW YORK (RNS) - An official of the London-based
United Bible Societies who recently visited Poland says that
"there probably is not a Bible shop anywhere in the world
distributing as many Scriptures as the one in Warsaw." John
Dean, world service officer of the international organization,
told the American Bible Society here that "in the main street
where the Bible Society shop is located you can see people lin-
ing up for food and often there are lines for Bibles as well."
Other reports received by the American Bible Society in-
dictate that a record 440,000 Polish Scriptures will be produced
by the end of 1982. These will include complete Bibles,
Testaments, and printings of the four Gospels printed in
Poland, as well as 50,000 Bibles to be imported.
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White House Cancels
Bell at Bob Jones
Responding to a \fhite House staff
request, Education Secretary Terrel
Bell "abruptly canceled" his speaking
engagement at Bob Jones University
says an Associated Press release.
ln view of Bob Jones University's
dispute with the government over tax
exempt status for schools that racially
d i sc r im  i n  a te ,  C r  a ig  Fu11e r ,  t he
Secretary ofthe Cabinet, and Secretary
Bell agreed to call off the rrip.
The speech, scheduled for Friday,
October 1, was canceled the day before
Bell was to appear at the Greenvil le,
S.C. campus for a special convocation.
In the Associated Press release, Bob
Jones III "crit icized President Reagan's
handling of the tax exemption case,"
but spoke favorably of Bell, a Mormon,
as "a fair man and a man of integritv."
Media Blitz Planned
On Behalf of Jailed Pastor
Pastors Everett Sileven and Carl
Godwin are asking churches across
America to declare October 31 as
" R e l i g i o u s  F r e e d o m  D u y  f o r
Nebraskans." From his jail cell, Sileven
is asking those pastors who would be
will ing to fly to Nebraska and par-
ticipate in a protest to work instead to
raise at least $1,000 from each church
toward a mass media campaign. The
c a m n a i o n  i s  d " . i o n " d  r o  h e l n
Nebraska's embatt led church school
leaders tell their story to the state's
cit izens via television. radio. and
newspaper.
Professional film makers are produc-
ing television commercials, major
Christian ministries are creating radio
announcements, and national ly known
writers and attorneys are developing
full page newspaper advertisements.
Funds for the media blitz are being sent
to Rev. Carl Godwin, Bible Baptist
Church ,  l s t  and Super io r  S t ree ts .
Lincoln, Nebraska 68521.
Allen Admits Erasing Bush
f ) .  I immv Al lpn President  of  the
Southern Baptist Radio-Television
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Commission, admitted ordering video
tapes of a speech by Vice President
George Bush erased as part of a cost-
cutting drive. ln the Texas Baptist Stan-
dard, Allen denied that erasing the
video tapes was meant to censor Bush's
speech to the annual pastors con-
ference. Bush had praised the rise ofthe
New Right. Allen has denied in letters
to numerous Baptist publications that
erasing the video tape was at least in
part politically motivated.
The past chairman of the radio-
television commission trustees, Tommy
Payne, said that enough money is in
the budget to preserve Bush's remarks
and there was no reason for those tapes
to have been erased. To Allen's claim
that speeches to other conferences by
Presidents Carter and Ford are not on
video tape, Payne said, "that is because
those speeches were not video taped.
Obviously there was nothing to be
erased." Allen acknowledged giving in-
structions on the content of the video
tapes summation of the convention
and pastors conference. The Standard
reported a record of proceedings is
usually kept for the historical commis-
sion. A number of SBC officials
wondered why Allen did not keep the
tapes of Bush for historical records even
if not for the program.
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For Your Information
Fetuses Hcnre Less Protection
The Food and Drug Administration has issued an an-
nouncement approving fetal lung tissues as the key ingredient
in a new vaccine against human rabies, according to the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, June 19-20. The article notes, "The
vaccine is distributed by the Merieux Institute in Miami
which gets its fetai material from Britain."
The article also confirmed reports of an Ohio medical
research company that tested 100 fetuses as part of a $300,000
pesticide project for the Environmental Protection Agency in
1977. An anesthetist involved in the project was quoted as
saying, "lt was repulsive to watch l ive fetuses being packed in-
to ice while sti l l  moving and trying to breath, then being
rushed to a laboratory." The Globe-Democrat gave gruesome
details of other experiments on fetuses as well as an account
of a doctor stopping a women who was going to get pregnant
and have an abortion at five months in order that her hus-
band could have a kidney transplant. The article noted it is
now possible for kidneys and other vital organs to be
transplanted from a five or six month-old fetus to adults.
The article said the Food and Drug Administration has no
specific regulations forbidding commercial use of fetal parts.
These stories will become more commonolace as abortion is
more widely accepted.
Conservcrtive Church Growth
Contrqsts with Liberql
Recently published statistics charting church membership
trends among American Protestants over the past 40 years
reveal a strong move to conservatism.
The Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches 1982,
published by The National Council of Churches, has
categorized the major denominations into five basic divisions:
Iiberal Protestant, moderate Protestant, black Protestant,
conservative Protestant, and other faiths.
Among the liberal and moderate groups listed, most
showed a steady decline in membership over the past two
decades while all conservative groups showed steady growth.
In the liberal category, the Episcopal Church reported a
national membership decline from 3,269,325 to 2,786,004 Lre-
tween 1960 and 1980. The United Church of Christ showed
a decrease {rom2,247,134 to 1,736,244 in the same time period.
The United Presbyterian Church membership fell from
3,259,001 to 2,423,601 and the Presbyterian Church declined
from 902.849 to 838.485.
Listed under the moderate category, the United
Methodists reported 10,641,310 members in 1960 and by 1980
that number decreased to 9,584,711. The Lutheran Church
of America's membership of 3,053,243 rn 1960 fell two
<A
decades later to 2,923,260. The Disciples of Christ listed a loss
from 1,801,821 members ro 1,177,984 in the rwenry-year
span.
By contrast, listed under the conservative churches
category, the Southern Baptist Convention showed a growth
from 9,731,591 in 1960 to 13,600,126 in 1980. The Assemblies
of God climbed from 508,602 members to 1,064,490. The
Church of the Nazarene membership grew from 307,629 to
484,276.
There were no statistics available on indeoendent fun-
damental Baptist church growth.
Plqnned Pcsenthood Veto
Reversed by Federcrl Aide
\TASHINGTON (RNS) - The head of the U.S. govern.
ment's personnel office, an ardent foe of abortion, says he
reluctantly overruled a decision to knock Planned Parent-
hood off the list for the annual federal employees' charity
drive. Donald J. Devine, director of the Office of Personnel
Management, said he would overrule a federal panel's
removal of the family-planning and abortion-rights group
because, in his opinion, Planned Parenthood met the newly
issued criteria for the Combined Federal Campaign. He said
that he was "legally bound to admit an organization which
meets the technical membership requirements." Mr. Devine
let stand a decision by the National Eligibility Committee
which voted to include several conservative groups in the
1982 fund drive.
Suvey Pinds Unchuched
Open to Morql TeccNngs
NEW YORK (RNS) - Many unchurched Americans are
embittered by organized rel igion but are posit ive about i ts
role in teaching moral values, according to a survey taken for
Religion in American Life. Organized rel igion was rejected by
the unchurched because i t  was felt  to be material ist ic, too
powerful,  hypocrit ical and not relevant to modern l i fe,
according to the survey. On the other hand, the report said
the unchurched expressed posit ive att i tudes toward organ-
ized rel igion in that i t  can teach moral values, give a sense of
identi ty, promote family togetherness and meet inner
. ^ i . i t , ' o l  . o o . l "
Justice Depcrtment Briel
Asks Tighter Abortion Lcrws
WASHINGTON (RNS) - The Reagan administration
has asked the U.S. Supreme Court to let the states adopt
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more restrictive abortion laws. The re-
quest came in a brief by Solici tor
Cenera l  Rex .  E .  Lee concern ing
disputed laws passed in Akron, Ohio,
and Missouri that impose restr ict ions
on women seeking abort ions. The
Akron law required underage women
to obtain parental consent before hav-
ing an abortion and required attending
physicians to tel1 a woman seeking an
abort ion that "the unborn chi ld is a
human life from the moment of con-
ception." The Missouri law provided
that a minor must either have parental
or judicial consent to obtain an abor-
t ion, and that the parents must be
notified in any case.
I7,OOO Fehrses Mcy Be Buried
The L.A. District Attorney John
Van de Kamp requested Superior
Court Judge Leon Thompson to allow
the 17,000 infants found in a storage
bin to be buried in a common concrere
grave. A cemetery has agreed to bury
the fetuses at no charse.
continued from page 42
DO RICHT.  Do r igh t  i f  a l l  the  guns
mounted on Hell 's batt lements are
turned on you. Do r ight i f  the stars fal l
ou t  o f  the i r  s i l ver  sockc ts .  Do r igh t  i f
, . ^ , ,  l ^ - . . ^  . ^  l i ^  T r  ^ l r  l h e  B i h l e  b e l i e v -
ing  preachers  in  Amcr ica  wou ld  jus t
s ta r t  rn  nnd nrc rch  fo r  s ix  months
along this l ine and would come out
against sin l ike they ought to do and
stand for the Word of God l ike they are
supposed to do, lve might be able to
hold back the awful t ide of destructive
inf luence that is sweeping over our land.
Taken from the book Do Right by Bob
Jones. Used bt permission o;f Sword of the
Lor d Publislrcr s, Murfr eesbor o, T enne s s ee.
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"Schaeffer's case is forcefur . . .
provocative and pointed."
Christianity Today
" B r i l l i a n t . . .  s o m e t h i n g
everyone should read."
John Whitehead, author of
The Second American Revolution
There is  a sad myth going around
today-the myth of neutrality. Ac-
cord ing to th is  myth,  the secular
wor ld g ives every point  of  v iew an
equal  chance to be heard.  And i t
works fa i r ly  wel l -unless you' re a
Chr is t ian.
In th is  oowerfu l  ind ic tment  of
secular  hypocr isy,  Franky Schaef  er
shows how our  supposedly neutra l
society r id icu les,  ignores and re jects
the Chr is t ian point  of  v iew about
moral i ty ,  t ruth,  sc ience,  and a lmost
every other  area of  l i fe .  " l t 's  a t ime for
anger,"  Schaef fer  chal lenges.  A t ime
for  Chr is t ians to s tand up for  thei r
fa i th ;  a t ime to confront  he godless-
ness of  the day wi th Chr is t ian commit-
ment  and act ion.
An exolos ive book-a br i l l iant
expos6 of  secular  hypocr isy and a
moving chal lenge to Chr is t ian
fa i thfu lness.  Paperback,  $5.95
- , -/'il .o I
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CHUPCH UPDATfl
Membership
Two years ago Lee Roberson at
Highland Park Baptist Church, Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee, had the largest
- . -ho ' .h i .  ' ^ ' i th  54  ARO 
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Hyles,  F i rs t  Bapt is t  Church,  Ham-
mond,  Indiana,  was second wi th
57 7\5 Brr t  th i*  vear  rhe leader is  c lear-
ly First Baptist, Hammond, Indiana,
, , . : , L  ^ r<  n r l  ^ - . . , , . *L  : : t  new  members .w r r r r  d  r r r v r l
(1)  F i rs t  Bapt is t  Church,  Ham-
mond ,  l nd iana ,  67 ,267 ;  (2 )  H igh tanJ
Park Baptist, Chattanooga, Tennessec,
56,041;  (3)  Thomas Road Bapt is t
Church,  Lynchhurg,  Vi rg in ia 1q,000;
(4) xTemple Baptist Church, Detroit,
Mi .h igan,  l0 ,08Bl  (5)  *F i rs t  Bapt is t
Church, West F{ollywood, Florida,
8,343; (6) Kansas City Baptist Temple,
Kansas City, Missouri, 6,500; (7) Trini-
t y  B a p t i s t  C h u r c h ,  J a c k s o n v i l l e ,
Florida, 6, 172; (8) New Testament Bap-
t is t  Church,  Hia leah,  F lor ida,  5,556;  (9)
*High Street Baptist Church, Spring-
f ic ld ,  Missour i ,  5 ,100;  (10)  Anchorage
Baptist Temple, Anchorage, Alaska,
4,800.
Sunday School Attendance
(1 )  F i r s t  Bap t i s t  Chu rch ,  Ham-
mond ,  l nJ iana ,  18 ,004 ;  (2 )  H igh lanc l
D^-1 ,  p . ^ , . , i " ,  r - l - , , - - t -  r - L ^ . . ^ ^ ^^^^l  d r K  u d l , r r 5 r  u r l u r L l l r  u l l d ( ( d l l u u B d r
Tcnnesscc, 11,000; (3) Thomas Road
Bapt isr  Church.  Lynchhurg,  Vi rg in ia,
8,000;  (4)  Tr in i ty  Bapt is t  Church,
Jacksonvi l le ,  F lor ida,  3,120;  (5)  Gospel
Light Baptist Church, Walkertown,
North Carolina,2,577; (6) High Street
Baptist Church, Springfield, Missouri,
2 ,100;  (7)  xFairhaven Church,  Chester-
ton,  Indiana,2,A73;  (B)  The Open Door
Church, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania,
1,800; (9) Anchorage Baptist Temple,
Anchorage,  Alaska,  1,756;  (10)  Kansas
City Baptist Temple, Kansas City,
Missouri, 1,600.
Finances
The strength of a church is
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measured by i ts f inancial income, for
Jesus observed, "!ilhere your treasure
is, there wil l  your heart be also." The
first figure represents the annual giving
of each church. The f igure in paren-
thesis represents the rat io giving by the
c h u r c h .  A c t u a l l y ,  t h e  a v e r a g e
American church attender ( including
chi ldren to senior ci t izens) gives $6.00
per week. This figure is not divided by
membership because the way churches
count members varies greatly. The
$5.00 f igure represents the average be-
tween strong and weak churches. The
- ^ ^ . 1  T - , { - ^ ^ - , - . 1 , ' ^ r  R . ' . r  i . r  , . } . " ' . h
B \ ' \ r u  l l l u ( P ( l l u ! l l L  u d P L r J r  \ r r u r r l l
receives approximately $10.00 per at-
t , ' n r l p r  ^ r . " . r r o o L .
(1) Thomas Road Baptist Church,
L y n c h h u r g ,  V i r g i n i a ,  $ 5 , 2 1 0 , 0 0 0
($9.61), gross income for Thomas Road
Baptist Church and related ministries
$69,529,100;  (2)  F i rs t  Bapt is t  Church,
H a m m o n d ,  I n d i a n a ,  $ 4 , 6 1 0 , 0 0 0
($4.02;' (3) xHighland Park Baptist
Chu rch ,  Cha t tanooga .  Tennessee ,
$1,745,253 ($3.05) ;  (4)  *Blackhawk
Baptist Church, Fort Wayne, lndiana,
$ I  ,700,000 ($2 1.74) ;  t5)  High Street
Baptist Church Springfield, Missouri,
$1,500,000 ($13.73) ;  (6)  Anchorage
Bapt is t  Temple,  Anchorage,  Alaska,
$1,500,000 ($16.42) ;  (7)  New Testament
Church,  Hia leah,  F lor ida,  $1,500,000
($19.25); (B) Calvary Baptist Church,
Hazel  Park,  Michigan,  $1,192,000
($16.61); (9) Trinity Baptist Church,
J a c k s o n v i l l e ,  F l o r i d a ,  $  1 ,  1 7 9 , B 9 l($7.201' (10) Kansas City Baptist Tem-
ple,  Kansas Ci ty ,  Missour i ,  $1,061,000($  r2.75) .
Baptism
A high number of baptisms has long
been associated with Sunday school
busing. This l ist represents both busing
and non-busing churches.
(  l \  F i " " t  R o ^ t i . t  C h " r " h  H o - -
-^ -  I  I ^  r : ^^^  A  1a1.  (2 )  Longv iewr r r v r r u ,  r r r u r a r r d ,  v ,  I  u (
Baptist Temple, Longview, Texas,
1,350; (3) Trinity Baptist Church,
Ten largest Independent
Baptist Churches
Jacksonvil le, Florida, 1,047; (4) An-
chorage Baptist Temple, Anchorage,
Alaska, 334; (5) The Open Door
Church, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania,
317; (6) First Baptist Church, New Cas-
tle, Delaware, 200; (7) Gospel Light
Baptist Church, Walkertown, North
Carol ina,  172;  (8)  Bib le Bapt is t
Church, Savannah, Georgia, 169 (9)
New Testament  Bapt is t  Church,
Hialeah, Florida, 168; (10) Florence
Bap t i s t  Temp le ,  F lo rence ,  Sou rh
Carol ina,  156.
*Last years figures.
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1607, some translators began their work in 1604. The con-
tributers were divided into six companies, each commissioned
with a specific portion of the work. Two companies met at
Oxford, two at Cambridge, and two at 'lTestminster. Each
man began by working individually on passages assigned to
him; he then brought his work to his company and discussed
it with them. Any variant readings or debatable issues were
settled by consensus of the committee. Then each company
took its work to another company for review. A committee of
12 delegates, two from each of the six companies, was also
formed to oversee the revision of the work. The translators
could also seek the advice and help of outside scholars. This
complicated and time-consuming process provided a system
of checks and balances that enabled a larger group of diverse
scholars to arrive at a consensus. The resultanr manuscrlor
was the product of a committeel
The Translators
King James originally commissioned 54 translators but
before the project began this was reduced to 47 men. Geddes
MacGregor, in his book A Literary Hlsrorl of the Bible, lists
these men by their companies. It is interesting to note that
the sixth company translated the Apocrypha which was
included in the 1611 original.
First Company (First \Testminster Company)
Genesis - 2 Kings
Lancelot Andrewes Robert Tighe (Teigh)
John Overall Francis Burleigh (Burley)
Hadrian a Saravia Geoffrey King
Richard Clarke (Clerke) Richard Thompson
John Layfield Will iam Bedwell (Beadwell)
Second Company (First Cambridge Company)
1 Chronicles - Ecclesiastes
R  e l n h  H ' , t e  h i n c n -
John Spencer (Spenser)
Robert Fenton
Sixth Company (Second Cambridge Company) Apocrypha
I ^h^  f ) "^^ " t
William Branthwaite
(Branthwait)
T - - - - ; ^ L  P  ^ , 1 - l i f f ^
J L r r r u r a r r
Samuel Ward
Andrew Downes
William Ward (Varde)
Gustavus S. Paine, Th.e Men Behind the KJV, after describ-
ing these men in detai l ,  concludes, "As we have seen, these
men who made the translat ion for King James were subject to
l ike passions as we are. Even as they gave themselves to the
great work, they yielded also to petty vanit ies and ambit ion
and prejudice, and though they put into words certain
counsels of perfect ion we have yet to attain, they behaved in
their own century by a code we have outgrown . .  .  Their zeal
for the great undertaking survived their own wrangles over
doctrine and their differences of opinion in personal
matters .  .  .  There they must have learned to r ise above
themselves for the good of the whole, an act of grace deserv-
ing of reward."
The Rules for Translating
Although the translators were highly competent, they
were all governed by written guidelines. The first rule was
that "The ordinary Bible read in the church, commonly
called the Blshop 's Bible, to be followed, and as little altered as
the truth of the original will admit." Richard Bancroft, who
had become Archbishop of Canterbury after the Hampton
Court meeting, drafted the rules. He was the arch-enemy of
the Puritans and his hatred of their cause is reflected in these
rules. The adherence to the Bishop'sBible would eliminate the
influence of the Genec,a Bible which was widely accepted by
the Puritans.
The theological conflicts were reflected in certain areas of
translating. The word church would be translated as church
and not as congregation which was in opposition to Puritan
interpretation. The word baptiTe was not translated as im-
merse and it could not legitimately be translated as sprinkling
or pouring to conform to Anglican theology. Consequently
they simply anglicized the Greek word and transliterated it as
baptqe.
These rules were restrictive and demanding. It is amazing
that the translators produced a work ofsuch beauty and style
while governed by such exacting guidelines. The detailed pro-
cess for translation, editing, reviewing and compilation pro-
duced a work with a minimum of error.
The Publication and Revisions
The King Jamu Bible was printed in 1611 by Robert
Barker and contained 1,500 pages bound in a beautiful folio.
There were two printings of the Bible that year and both
printings contained some mistakes. The first Bible later
became known as the "He" Bible because the pronoun "he"
was printed instead of the pronoun "she" in Ruth 3:15. The
second printing corrected this mistake and was known as the
"She" Bible. These first printings contained an average of one
mistake for every ten pages.
Thomas Sanderson
Vil l iam Dakins
E - ^ - ^ : ^  P ; l l ; ^ ^ L ^ -
I  t d t l L l J  u l l l l t l B l  t d t t t
Third Company (First Oxford Company) Isaiah - Malachi
John Harding Miles Smith
John Reyno lds  (Ra ino lds)  R ichard  Bre t t
F, l . ' , " ' ,1 T i 'o1. ,
John Richardson
Lawrence Chatterton
(Chaderton)
Thomas Holland
Richard Kilbye
Thomas Ravis
George Abbot
Richard Edes
Giles Thompson (Thomson)
Fourth Company (Second Oxford Company)
Gospels, Acts, Revelation
Thomas Harrison
Roger Andrewes
Robert Spalding
Andrew Byng
Richard Fairclough
Henry Savile
I ^ l - ' -  P . ' r ' -  /Po . ' i -no! r  I  r r  \ ^
Perne)
Ralph Ravens
John Harmer (Harmar)
Fifth Company (Second Westminster Company)
Romans -Jude
Will iam Barlow
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Michael Rabbett (Rabbet)
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Within three years 14 editions were
printed and new printings were made
each succeeding year. The Bible did not
meet with immediate and full acceo-
"Tell His I4ajesty thal I had raLher
hr- rel l  rn rrrerr-s v'r l  h vrlJ hr-fsC"s.
i-han any .such Lfan.sl6t.lon b) n)
consenl 
"should be urged upon
pLrLrf paf i"ShCcS. 
' '
tance. Some clergy bitterly opposed it.
One Puritan minister wrote, "Tell His
Majesty that I had rather be rent in
pieces with wild horses, than any such
translation by my consent should be
urged upon poor parishes." However,
by 1644 there were 182 editions of this
new Bible and it would from then on
become rhe Bible of the English-
speaking world.
The Bible was revised in 1613 and
over 300 variations were included.
Although it was revised again in 1629
and in 1638, the most important revi-
sion occurred in the l8th century. ln
1762 F.S. Paris prepared a corrected
copy for the University Press and in
1769 Benjamin Blayney did the same
for the Oxford Press. These editions
serve as the basis for the editions we
read and use today. They modernized
the archaic language, amended the
punctuat ion,  and corrected many
printer's errors.
The Klng James Bible we use today is
not the original 1611 version. We use
an updated l8th-century moderniza-
tion of the first edition. If the King
James is to be the exclusive edition for
English-speaking Christians then so-
meone must decide which edition to
use. Is it the 1611 "He" Bible or the
1611 "She" Bib le? Is  i t  the 1613 rev i -
sion, the 1629 revision, the 1638 revi-
sion, the 1762 revision, the 1769 revi-
sion or the 1982 revision? The answer is
that none of them are more "of God"
than the rest. They were all widely read
and accepted. The major moderniza-
tions in 1769 and in 1982 were devoted
to bringing the message of the Bible to
the people of each generation in a
language the common people could
understand. This was the original in-
tent of the translators in 1611 who
stated in their preface "But we desire
that the Scripture may speak l ike
itselfe, as in the language of Canaan
that it may be vnderstood even of the
very vulgar." All of the revisions since
then have been attempts to fulfill that
purpose.
The King James Version Today
The King James Version is the
translation of Fundamentalists. For
over three hundred years it has been
unparalleled in its dominance of the
English-speaking world. The original
purpose was to bring the Bible to the
common man. Let us love it, read it,
obey it, and preach its message to the
world. Let us remember the. admoni-
tion contained in the original 1611 ver-
sion and quoted here as it appeared in
the Preface.
"Many other things we might giue
thee warning of (gentle Reader) if wee
had not esceeded the measure of a
Preface alreadie. It remaineth, that we
commend thee to God, and to the
Spirit of his grace, which is able to
build further than we can aske or
thinke. Hee remoueth the scales from
our eyes, the vaile from our hearts,
opening our wits that wee may vnders-
tand his word, enlarging our hearts,
yea correcting our affections, that we
may loue it aboue gold and siluer, yea
that we may loue it to the end. Ye are
brought vnto fountaines of liuing water
which yee digged not; doe not cast
earth into them with the Phil istines,
neither preferre broken pits before
them with the wicked Iewes. Others
haue laboured, and you may enter into
their labours; O receiue not so great
things in vaine, O despise not so grear
saluation!" D
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a rare skin cancer called Kaposi's sarcoma.
Dr. Sel ik reports that the exact causes for Kaposi 's sar-
coma are unknown. Of the 295 who developed Kaposi 's sar-
coma after AIDS, 142 have died. The cause and com-
municabi l i ty of the cancer are unknown and i t  is not bel ieved
to be sexually transmitted. The disease makes i ts appearance
in small  blue or black bumos iust under the skin.
What can be said?
"This opportunist ic infect ion is a consequence of current
sexual trends," said Dr. Walter Byrd, Director of Psychiatr ic
Services of the Thomas Road Baptist Church and Liberty
Baptist College Counseling Center. "As such, a person needs
to real ize he may face the consequence of practicing sexual
promiscuity and be continual ly reminded of their act ions
through the recurrent attacks."
For  those dea l ing  w i th  herpes  s imp lex  2 ,  Dr .  Byrd  sa id .
"An encouraging note is that i t  is not a l i fe-threatening virus
and there 's  every  ind ica t ion  tha t  modern  med ic ine  w i l l ,  in
t ime,  deve lop  a  cure .  But  the  most  eneourag ing  fac t  fo r  in -
dividuals batt l ing the problem now is that the Lord can heal
the spir i tual and psychological scars of anyone who is wi l l ing
to  seek  H im. " !
Deborah W. Huff
i,E
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compacted by that which every joint
supplieth, according to the effectual
working in the measure of every part,
maketh increase of the body unto the
edifying of itself in love" (Eph. 4:15,16)?
Fundamentalists must take to heart
some practical suggestions in the light
of these verses. 1) "Speaking the truth"
suggests that we should not repeat
what we do not know to be truth. Just
because something is put into print
does not necessarily make it true, even
if written by one who is a Fundamen-
talist. Before repeating an accusation be
sure of the source, be sure of the
source's source. and then check with
When a sad lacl is knovn
concefning a lellov believer \re are
to treaL LhaL believer vilh Chriolian
love . The Dible oayo our firot duLy
io to oeek hio reotoralron.
someone on the other side. \When the
truth is found out, it often will bear lit-
tle resemblance to what was first heard.
As Mark Twain said when a newspaper
printed his obituary notice, "The
reports of my death have been greatly
exaggerated."
2) "In love" shows that even when a
sad fact is known concerning a fellow
believer we are to treat that believer
with Christian love. The Bible says our
first duty is to seek his restoration (Gal.
6:1), not to prepare a pamphlet to
vilify his name across the country and
destroy any work he has accomplished
for Christ. \7e should be more ready to
commend than to criticize,
3) "Growing up into him" involves
overcoming the tendency to grow up
into ourselves. The external fights of
fundamentalism's leaders have been
because of attacks on the Bible; their
internal fights have been because of at-
tacks on themselves.
4) "Which is the head, even Christ."
All Fundamentalists would agree that if
every believer followed Christ com-
pletely there would be no divisions
among them. Rather than concluding
in pride that "l'm right and everyone
else is wrong," how much better would
be rhe atritude, "I think I'm right, but I
64
certainly will not malign him because
Christ is also his head." Let's not be
like the two legs of the octopus who did
not remember thev were connected and
began to fight over a morsel of food.
The fighting of both of them hurt the
head.
We Iive in a day of great opportuni-
ty for the Fundamentalist movement.
We may lose that opportunity by
fighting each other, or we may fight
together against hc real enemies of our
Head, Jesus Christ.
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in the Navy for four years and then
came back to Indianapolis to live with
us. Later he moved with us to Florida,
where he was a realtor. ln 1955, at age
31, he was kil led - or died - we don't
know for sure. He wrecked his car; but
he had heart disease and the fellow
with him wasn't hurt at all. The under-
taker said he had a broken neck, but
our doctor said he didn't, I've never
asked God why. I was in Akron, Ohio,
preaching at Carl Burnham's Chapel in
University Park and the phone rang at
1:00 in the morning. My pastor said,
"Dr, Lakin, something terrible hap-
pened here. Bil l had a wreck, It was
fatal." My wife was on the phone next
and said, "Honey, I ' l l  bring his body
and meet you in West Virginia." I was
there two days waiting. My wife's
mother and father l ived in our home,
which we had there for 30 years. I came
back there and waited ti l l  she came.
When she came up the stairs that
afternoon, I said, "\7e11, we'll have to
be reconciled to it." She said. "Oh. I
never canl" I said, "Listen, honey, for
35 years I told people God's grace was
sufficient. If it's not sufficient for us, it
wasn't sufficient for theml" People ask
me now, "Dr. Lakin, have you ever
asked God why?" I've never asked God
why; because some day, up in heaven,
He'l l make it plain, and unti l then, I '11
watch and wait.
I  t a  -
! /  o Many pastors say that  was a' - ?  
. -  :turning point in your preaching, \Vhat
do you think?
A
Ai W"tt. it could have been. A l itt le
while after that I preached for Dallas
Billington in Akron. We had 4,000 peo-
ple that night. I preached on Samson.
Some fellows say a bird with a broken
wing will never soar as high again. I
believe a man can have these things
come upon him and come back with
renewed power. So we went back and
we had over 100 people saved that
night. I went back into Dallas
Billington's office and he said, "Dr.
Lakin, Bill won more in his death than
he would in his life, because you're
preaching with a different power now."
From that point on I saw more results
from my preaching than ever before.
NOVEMBERI9B2
I  t "  r  , , ,
\ /  o ln the old days, who were some
r l
of ihe preachers that influenced you
most?
Al V"tt, I knew Billy Sunday per-
sonally. He preached at the Taber-
nacle. I also knew J. Frank Norris.
Now, he was a fighting man. But, I tell
you what! I've eaten lunch with him
and he'd sit and just talk about the
gospel and the tears would run down
his cheek. Then there was Gipsy
Smith. He was as tender as Norris was
tough. But to me, Bil ly Sunday was the
greatest! He clearly preached the gospel
and hated liberalism. I've seen him
walk the platform and say, "l hate a
motlernist; God knows I hate a modern-
istl" I saw him preaching one night on
the devil and he chased him up and
down the platform and finally ran him
to the edge of the platform and kicked
him off and as he went down the aisle
he spit on him. I've got a mixture of all
of it . . .I 'm not original. "Giginal" is
something you got and forgot where
you gor it!
I  l .  , , , , ,
X{., Vhar are.the grearest highlights
ovei the years of your ministry?
Al fr4u 14 vears with the Tabernacle
would be the greatest, as well as my
time with Jerry Falwell. I think God put
me in connection with Jerry. John
Rawlings recommended us to each
other years ago. I think his greatest im-
pact is his stand for the fundamentals
of the faith and for the morals in this
country. He's got the courage of Norris,
the compassion of Gipsy Smith, the
mind of R.A. Torrey and the deter-
mination of Billy Sunday. He's like a
son to me and my wife. I'm for him
whatever he's doing.
}11|: \Vhat advice would you give to' \ ,
young preacners,
l\l So-.bodv said. "'Wallow in the
\Vord of God." Number one, learn the
gospel, and that is how Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures.
Then, learn to preach the gospel, Don't
chase rabbits. If I take from the average
preacher long hair, short skirts, and
cigarettes, he couldn't preach a lick. I
believe that's all right to say, but don't
make that the main issue. The main
issue is how Christ died for our sins.
All our sins - past, present, and
future. Here's where I'm born; here's
where I'll die. lfhen He laid my sin on
Jesus, He laid all of it on Him. When
He died, He paid for all my sins. "So
verily verily I say unto you, He that
heareth my word and believeth on Him
that sent me hath (present rense, got it
now!) everlasting life and shall not
come into condemnation."
L/ ! Uo* would vou like to be
ie#mbered?
Al f would like to be remembered as
merely a country preacher that has
never dipped his colors and never
sought to advance himself. I'd rather be
loved by the people who believed the
like precious truth. I'd like to be known
as a man wno never wavers, never
falters. I am determined to preach the
gospel to the end. After that I'll be
buried on the Liberty Baptist College
campus. When the rapture comes, I'll
lead the charse to
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Biblicql Feminism?
A speech bt Mrs. Janet o'Rear During Graruation ueek, 19g2 at Bdptist Bible corlege,Springfield, M issourt.
( ( l  
n the beginning, God created the heaven and the
I earth." In His own special way Ood lit the skies and col-
a ored the earth and made them come alive with plants
and animals. At a very important moment, God created manto be
the caretaker of His creation; yet, it was soon evident that man
himself was incomplete. Man had intelligence, authority, and all
creation to enjoy; but he was incomplete. It was at that time God
created woman to be the "completer,' of man.
Like many women on campus, I have been preparing myself with
such courses as Bibliology, Soteriology, Ctiurch Hlstory, Bible
History, Life of Paul, and Life of Christ. But still there are ques'ons
that remain: "How can I use all that I have learnedl" and.,How can I
use what I have learned, even if I dont marry a full-time Christian
worker/"
A September issue of Newsweek magazine stated that over the
past 10 years the average age of marriage for the American woman
has gone from age 19 to age 24, and -".,y 
".. 
not beginning their
families until their late twenties. With this in mind, *lh.r. 
"".. 
th.
hundreds ofwomen who have graduated from college, and what are
they doing with their education?
Let's consider a survey taken recently by the Development
Department of Baptist Bible College. Only 102 women *ho h"ue
been graduated in the past five years responded; out ofthese. onlv 40
percent were serving in any ministry of their local church. Last year
alone, 177 women were graduated from Baptist Bible College. Where
are these women today? Are they using their education, or merelv
storing what they learned? Dormitory conversations suggested that
many women feel that unless they are going to be a miniGr's wife or
a schoolteacher, they really have no ministries.
Could it be that the Christian church is losing a ereat deal of skill
and talent because it has nor seen the need ro prouia. a variety of
ministries for women? Could it be that by carelessness it is not
maturing women to be the "Virtuous \iloman,' of proverbs 31.
Why be concerned with the growth and ministries of the women
of the church? First of all, women are accountable to God as in-
dividuals. Gene Getz, the author of Th,e Measure of a Voman, stresses
the importance of every woman growing and maturing in the Lord
because she, too, is a member of the body of Christ, with a function
needzd for the edifying of the church.
Not only are women accountable to God, they are also account-
able to women outside the church. Unsaved women today are being
taught that Christianity denies a woman her identity and that th!
church has no place for a woman with intellieence and ambition.
The world portrays the picture that the church would prefer to have
its women silent, barefoot, and pregnant. We know that this is not
what the Bible teaches. But could it be that church actions and at-
titudes speak louder than wordsl \7hat does the world see in Chris-
tian women? Does the world see Christian women as fulfilled in serv-
ing in some area of the local church? Or does it see such women look-
ing for jobs, and sometimes even leaving their families, just ro find
fulfillment?
Christian women are also accountable to younger girls in the
church. Titus, chapter 2, teaches that women are to mature, obtain
certain qualities, and then teach the younger women in the church.
It is difficult to understand the pressure you.,g.. girls and women are
under, these days. Many have tried drugs, alcohol, and sex, and vet
sit every Sunday in church. Sexual abuse and incest are all around
us, and these girls are part of the statistics. These sirls are in
desperate need of marure, balanced, spiritual models to"help them
pattern their l ives.
Until now, Christian women have been successful in such areas as
teaching children, doing clerical work, performing vocal or in-
strumental music, and leading fellowship groups. But, could there be
room for expansion? For example, consider women who have been
graduated out of the youth ministries program. These women have
been taught counseling backed by biblical principles. Vith proper
guidance from their pastors, many such women .o.lld b. 
" 
*.", 
"rr.tin counseling younger girls or career and college women recently
saved. New converts have grown up in a world ihat teaches a con-
stant struggle of leadership, and, as they mature in the [ord. thev
need other women to reach them the proper role of a woman 
", 
Coj
intended it to be.
Another area of service became evident when this writer sooke to
a pastor's wife about the importance of women ministerine tt other
women in the hospitals. Many times, much as a pastor trie-s. he can-
not fully understand what a woman patienr has endured, or, for sake
of modesty, may not need to know the details she needs to share.
There is also a need of an organized ministry to the widows in the
church. Women can serve in the area of hospitality and in care of the
needy.
An area relatively untouched is that of Christian literature. Many
women could minister through writing if encouraged to do so.'!(ihether 
it be an indepth Bible study book or an afticle for a church
bulletin or newspaper, if a woman has the ability to write, she should
be given opportunity to do so for her church and encouraqed to seek
a wider outreach through national Christian publications.
Pastors and leaders need to help women in the church mature
and to provide them with ministries in which to serve. Vomen may
prepare themselves, but, unless given the opportunity, cannot serve.
- 
Fanny Crosby, well-known author of many hymns still sung to-
day, for many years wrote poetry just for herself until some im-oor-
t€nt composers encouraged her to have music put to her words. 'ihis
done, such men as D.L. Moody introduced hei sones in their revival
meetings. Because of this, Fanny Crosby ministered to millions of
people with such songs as "Rescue the perishing," ,,Blessed
Assurance," and 'Jesus Keep Me Near the Cross." Hei sonss con-
tinue to bless.
In the book of Acts we learn of Priscilla, a woman who, with her
husband, studied the Bible to such an extent she was used to help
teach Apollos, a fellow worker of the apostle paul. priscilla hai
prepared herself and was given opportunity to serve.
How many Fanny Crosbys or Priscillas have come and sone from
Christian schools and churches with their talents never t-Ldl Horr,
many women are serving at rheir full potential? Churches are full of
women who_are willing to serve if given the proper guidance and op-
portunity. Married or single, homemakers or career women. each has
a place of service chosen by God for her. They could be a great tool
in reaching and discipling the women of this generation, fulfilling
their role as "completer" in God's ministries. 
-
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